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Waterman and Anthony, was appointed

'A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

thus accepted, p vided he shall for any reason
devote himself, wr co pleting his studies, to
any other calling
than that of yte gospel minis--

188UED BY THE

Yi taking this step the ‘Society will only be

it subsequent\y reported through its chair-

Preewill Baptist Printing Establishment,

exercising a precaution taken by: other

all letters oh business, remittances of

plenishment. © A: thousand

money, &¢., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
uni
ns designed for publication
shoud be SN aronsod to Biitor The Morning Star,

Piov.J. J.ButLim, D. Dy 5
gv.
W. H.
BOWEN,
D. D.
REV. J. M. BREWSTER,
REV, A. H.

Terms

2.50

ear;

if

d strict]

J

the

th.

church.
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2 ‘1 solemnly promise, by, the helpof not to neglect the temperance work.

Feb,

26th — be

that this

sacredly

AR

Treasurer, Rev. S. Curtis, and the Corresponding Secretary,Rev.E. N. Fernald, both
presented their reports, which were adopted. The Secretary reported as follows :

quesiion

The close of thie‘yéar ¢overed by this Report

of

their further

endowment

by the

founding of new Professorships in Theology as

completes \hd fourth ‘decdde of the work of
forty

logical Schools,

years has had a wider influence in perpetuating our name as 4 people, and in determining

fresh inducements to our young

men to avail themselves of their advantages,
and great encouragententto our Colleges in a
time of need.
In je eonduevaf thisand of » our work “
a Society, let us ever
pray for
His presence and
losing whe bas said
Withont me ye oun’
do nothing.”
y
:

otr denomination) churicter than this.
" ‘The stability of a State and the quality of its
civil institutions are no more dependent upon
the character of its statesmen, than the permanence of a Christian denomination and the

officers

elected

in accordance

affected the audience to tears, and made
a very forcible plea for earnest work in

Cor. Secretary—E. N. Fernald,
i
and‘C.F. Penney. 1:
=i {0
t
Auditor—E.
P. Prescott Esq.q.
Becretary~H, F, Wood.
© Members of Executive CoJommittee for three’
‘Treasurer<-A. A. Harrington.
rs, C. B. Mills, D, W.C. Durgin, D. D.,: !1u kxecutive. Commitiee—H.
‘F. Wood, C. A.
W. Porter, J. Fullonton, D. D.
ilton, J. Mariner, C, D. Dudley, G. 8. Rick-

“Member of Ex. Com. in place of G. C. Wa-

ent to sign the pledge and become

bers of the Union under’ the revised con-

|

Rev. C. E. Cate, of New Hampshire,
After a few minutes devoted to the in- bread an addréss upon the relations of the
terests of the Printing Establishment the church to the temperance’ work. He reSociety adjourned.

viewed briefly the Bible! doctrine

THE TEMPERANCE UNION.
After a prayer meeting in the afternoon,

led by Rev. A. R. Bradbury, the annual
meeting of the Temperance Union

was

Rev. H.

on this

point, and from this claimed that the temferante work belongs to the church.

hand

of

THE SUNDAY-SOHOOL

UNION.

After the evening prayer-meeting,
the
Sunday-schoel Union met for its anniversa‘ry exercises. The President, E.. W. Porter, of Massachusetts,

E. W. Ricker was

t is a moral question, aswell. as social.
Every step taken by the State im behalf of

occupied

chosen

the chair.

Secretary pro

tem. It was voted to adopt the’ ritual
dnd pledge ‘prepared by Rev. Ei W,

temperance has been forced by an awaken-: Porter for: use in :the : Sabbath-schools,
ed public sentiment. The church hus been same as adopted by the Temperance Union

the leading agency of all that” has ‘been
done in this line in the past. Her prayers
are now as ever,

for

in the afternoon.
About sixty children
| were present, which added largely to the
justice, for liberty
Her clergy, for the. interest of the anniversary exercises,

and for;temperance.
chosen President pro tem! Prayer was most part, stand firm on
this point,
offered by Rev. H. J. White, of Maine. ‘though there are a few. who do not hesi- |
The report of the Secretary was present- tate to drink a ‘glass of cider, and their ined and accepted, as was also the reportof fluence is bad. We should act decidedly
and give the trumpet no uncertain sound."
the Treasurer,’A. A. Harrington. The ‘The
laity in a great part stand with the
last shows a balance of eash on

mem-

stitution, and then the meeting adjourned.

terman, resigned, Rev, C. A. Bickford.

called to order by the Secretary,

clergy in this regard, but there are

many

The report of the Corresponding

Secre-

tary, E. W. Page, Esq., was read by ' Rev.
Mr. Porter, of Lowell. ‘ The report spoke
/first of the needs and benefits. of Sabbathschools, both for the teaching of, the chil
ren,and because it gives adult Christians
afd opportunity to work for “the ‘Master,
and then went on to give good advice to
teachers. From the reports received, it

Pres. O.: B, Cheney, of Bates College, $141.16.
!
who ‘do not stand ‘on the advanced
qualityof its religious institutions are dependthen
delivered an address:
The Committee on the Revision: df. the ground. He was of the opinion that in appears that there are now 307 schools;
ent upon {He
Ghracter of its ministry.
The . work, of founding the school at Constitution submitted a report, and : read four-fifths of our country churches a large officers, 1203; teachers, 2212; scholars,
The'p
object of this Soelety has always
Lewiston,
he said was started in 1854. the constitution as revised, - which makes part of the membership drink cider. 126,011; teachers .who are church membeen to: furnish a ministry for our churches
While they would not run a distillery, L bers, 1897 ; scholars who.are church mem-that should add te the graces of the Spirit the ‘The first students were received in 1857:
very few changes from the old constitu- they do not hesitate to run a cider mill. bérs, 6609; conversions during the year,
The
institution
was
at
first
4
seminary.
It
benefits of a broad and liberal culture. It has
; library books, 41,184; Little Star and
tion, except that the initiation fee for There are some who even now will say. 698
never undertaken to substitute learning for lived as a preparatory school ‘about six
that a glass of cider will do no harm. Mirtle ‘taken, 7659; other papers taken,
years,
and
received
nearly
1000
pupils.
There
with.
away
done
‘is
nienibership
3010; amount of collections; $69.70.
This
that gruee of God by the Holy Ghost without
In one year, twenty-two young men grad- were one or two questions of minor im- They should be educated up from these is a large falling off from last year, There
which all preaching is impotent.
But it has
fogs and marshes. He believed ro organuated from the school for college:
In
to the wording--of the ization in this movement had any power are no reports from twelve Yearly Meetalways held that ability to preach well is both a
1863, the name of the college was changed portande raised as
ings, so that these figures relate to only
gift of God and an acquirement of ‘mun, that
was finally referred at all comparable with the church. What about half the Yearly Meetings, and, those
‘it
and
constitution,
from the Maine State Seminary ‘to that of
is
needed
is
to
impress
upon
the
minds
of
the more a preacher hus of either. the better he
Bates. College, in. honor of the late Ed+ to a new committee consisting of Rev.
are not all full reports.
the people the sinfulness of intemperance.
can preach, and that he alone can, preach “best ward Bates; of Boston.
A crisis was
The report concluded with an urgent apMessts. A. Ri; Bradbury; J. A. Lowell,
These societies do much
good.
He
who has the largest measure of both, It says, brought upon the institution in 1865. The
in substance,to its candidates for the ministry President, in that year, suggested that the | and Thomas Spooner, for further revis- would not disparage them, but their in- peal to continue in the work, and to work
}
fluence is but for a few days, while that in faith, “The report was accepted.
what Dv. John Brown, of Beotland, said to his
academy then connected with the insti- ion.
students of Divinity i—** Young gentlemen, ye
The Secretary gave a ‘brief account. of of the' church is more lasting. = The | Rev. A. Givén, of Rhode Island, then adtution be moved to Pittsfield, and that
need three things to tiuke ye good ministers:
Bates College be made equal in rank with the work of the denominationin, the ;line chutdh holds in'her hands the susceptible dressed the audience upon 'soifie of the
learning, grace and common sense,
As for the
Bowdoin and Colby. It took four years of temperance during the past year, minds of youth, and by making temper- great needs of Sunday-schools. The first
ance the more honorable she makes in- and greatest need he said; seemed to. him.
learning, I will try to set ye in. the, way of, it; to make Bates College a college in rank
vely little, owing to temperance the more odious. She may to be need of more: good teachers. . Very
as ‘for grace, ye must always pray for it; and in name.- In 1870, a theological de- which is. comparati
partment was started in conection with the fact that the denomination has had no wipe this curse from the land. She has many church members who ‘would make
but if ye have na brought the common sense
opportunity peculiarly her : own. good teachers, do ‘not take" hold of this
basis to work upon. But few ‘Sunday- #n’
with ye, ve may go aboat’ your business.”
It the college, the trustees becomin responThere is nothing she can not do, with! the matter, but seem to think this a matter for
gible
for
the
paynent
of
the
salaries
of
believes with Prof, Fairbsirn, that, in thes¢
schools have formed temperance organi- help, of prayer.
The church has in most children only. They do net understand
the Professors. In 1870, the college met
days *“ the least informed ‘is the most belpiess
that momentous questions are decided in
He called attention, to. a ritual cases the cure for inebriety—regeneration.
zations.
a
great
loss
in
the
failure
of
Fraoklin,
man,” and that ** Theological ignorance is the
prepared by Rev. Mr: Portery of Lowell, He bélieved it is only by taking’ the lead the Sunday-school. May God give some
Skinner
&
Co.,
of
Boston.
The
college
mother of confusion in Theology and panic in
in this'most important duty that'’she can of the Jeading church members - a knowl
religion.” It is impressed with the belief that a held the ‘notes of this firm for $25,000, dnd Mass.; which he had examined; and. pro- obtaiwthe:confidence of man or the favor edge of this. Another need is preparation
by. the teacher for this work.
He gave a
nounced excellent, and which the hoped
cultivated ministry is an essential factor in the the subtraction of this sum from the enof God,
(V5
:
:
: brief, description
dowment fund, was a terrible blow.
of a Sunday-school lesintellectual and spiritual enlightenment of a
be’ ‘adopted by the: Union as a bawould
After
singing,
Rev.
E.
W.
Porter,
of
son recited under the direction of a great
In 1873 came the panic, and
$25,000
Christian people, and

that no” amount of the

ripest calture is loo costly or too good to be
worn by tbe humblest minister of Jesus Christ.

or $30,000

more

became

either

sis!of: temperanceswork.::/ He also pead a Massachusetts, delivered the

worth-

pexi ad

less or non-productive. ' Other “losses: pledge prepared bythe sane; which. he Adress. He spoke of the strength of inoccurred,
and ‘the ‘burden : was héav- hoped would: ber adoptéd by the Union temperance, of the wide-spread hold it
With these convictions it has done an educa- ily | felt. : Fhe facts were now
pre- and gointo:all the Sutidayssehools. The
tional work of forty years among our people,
has:in all communities. He spoke very
sented in order to prepare the way for an
whose
subtrdction
from: our cause
to-day
appeal to the friends of the institution. pledge; | which: is prepared. ona haod- strongly against the sale of intoxicating
would threaten our name as a Christian body.
especially of. the licensing
The college was only in its 17th year,but somelcavd, printed in edlors and filled liquors, and
For, the founding and the funding of our Acad- it had 141 regular students, 18 in thethewith passages of Scriptureibearing upon their’silé. “The Taw must help create its
i public sentimunti' ©To ‘attempt to: create
emiex; Colleges and Theological Schools would ological seminary, and. 71 in the. Nichols
ithisisubject, and which: is also g- certifi- publi
hardly have been possible, but for the pioneer, Latin School... With this large number of
sentimens without, law is, absurd.
|
ing of this Society; and itis difficult to see students, the college 3s,
the, werstfogm,,of opposition to this
fingncially em?of cate of membership of the. fs Juvenile But
: cause is the crimjnal indifference of the
how we could, without these institutions of barrassed.
Some oF the! réat
friends o §:|/Feniperance Band,’ reads): w.i ;
eople. By licensing the sale of liquor
learning, long maintain ‘a respectable denomi~
the institution‘
weve dead 2 The’ Education
«I solemnly promise to abstain fromthe,
he business 18 made respectable ; ‘it- says
‘had veid
or Stick ito your-hargain.” | f
national existence.
i
| Seci
all intoziedting Liquors as ' a bever- to the dealer in dry goods, the ram “shop
The present number

of students reported ag

preparing for the ministryin all our

snbools

: fi fo the Theologieul Schools, six in the "Collegéx and seven in the preparatory schools, and
an aggregate increase of seventeen, This numgreatest

number

given in, any former report. of the Society.
There has been a slight increase, this year, both

in the number of churches contributing to this
cause, and in the aniolint’ ‘of contributions
Special donations have also' been made by sey
eral individuals, churéhes and Quarterly Meetings for the furnishing of rooms in: the Theological building at Lewiston, and a, small sum’

- has been received by the Western Education
Society. All funds contribut¢d in New
Jand are appropriated to students in New
land Schools, and all eantributions from

EngEngNew

York and the West ure used to assist ‘students
at Hillsdales,

, The Education Society receives help from
only half as many of our churches as contrib. ute to Home Missions, dnd a’ quarter as many
as give for Foreign Missions.

J

A few suggestions for the year to come seem

| Bppropriate here.

1». Thelarge addition to the number of those
heeding id from the Society renders an in
cred

income fmperative..

Can

age] from the: use of: tobacco in all. its

Schools were sgmetimes blamed for’ being
in debt. "THey
Weré not-alwiys'to’ Blame:
The debt on Bates College dould not have

ES

ig ‘others.

eighty-eight-—twenty-nine in the Theological
Schools, thirty-four, in the Colleges and twentyfive in the preparatory schools—making an in
crease oyer the number reported lust yeur of

ber ia larger by nine than the

The college
had stack 10 its bargain.; Had

we better

stuck

to,

their bargain

as

well ?

been less unless sume of its depariments
had been suspended. ‘Lhe debt at present was $56,000. "There were some bond-

ed lands! which the college could sell, hut

which it was very undesirable to
There was hope that the land would
mately be given to the college. The
had been slated to be $86,000. This
not ‘corréct. The encumbrance on

sell.
ultidebt
was
the’

y and from profanity.”

i.Rev. Mr. Porter éxplained that this: ritual and pledged were/prépared by him ifor
“his own Sunday-school, but if it: were’ to

extend further, he thought it would be
well and of Service. The ritual is simple,
aud for use in the Sunday-school:

against his estate amounted to $1, 100,000.
balance against the estate, $122,000. Some

At a suggesthe [teachers used tobacco.
ition
from
the
andience.
she
'agreed:
that
of the claims were considered of very”
the
pledge
might
be
presented
tothe
doubttul character; the property had aps
reciated $200,000 or $300,000 in value.

here was a probability that, the balance,
in favor of thé estate would be not less
than $200,000.
Mr. Bates’s family degired that the subscription should be paid,

as

‘there

be.

was: mo. doubt

but

it would

With the Bates subscription paid,the

teachers first and even

to

the

ministers.’

She, however, pronounced this: ritual

the

best she had seen, and she had !exaniined

many, and urged its adoption, and also
urged, and that strongly, the . training of
the children in the principles of total ab-

endowment. fund would be about. $300,
000., In a few years five hundred free stinence.
Rev. H..J. White said he was
Baptist puipits would be vacant! Who
would fill them if the colleges of the 'de- of the pledge against liquor, or
nomination could wot be sustained? The tobacco, or against profanity, but
expenses of the college have been reduced ; jectedto linking’ them together

number

of teachers who made no

prepara-

tion for- the lessons.
Another thing that
teachers lack, is faith in the conversion of

children.

Therefore, their teaching: lacks

peint. He thought the comparatively lit‘ule effort in this direction in the Sunday-

schools, and the lack of faith in the conversion of the children,is one reason why

‘the ‘Sunday-schools ate not more effective.
A great deal
of reliance has been placed
on Sundaysschogl

machinery.

Sometimes

this machinery has made so much

rattling

‘that‘the ‘lessons Hive been lost sight of.
We

must bave' machinery,

but

why

not

have some, of it outof sight? : If the Sun-

day-3chool lacks earnestness and efficiency,
across the way is..as respectable a, busi-' the pastor should work with the teachers.
ness as yours. There is nothing so much ‘Helwrast divert and/insyire therm. He should
in the way—nothing that so paralyzes ev-; beqtshe teacher's. meetings... If all the
ery department of church work, as ‘this |
astor seek them out, But the pastraffic: He would make ‘a law ‘compell- |,lett
ing the rum seller to obtain his sunste- tor must not'do’ ‘this’ work “alone. - The
nance from his wares until he cried out3 people ust assist him. «He believed - that
for a drop, of water to cool his burning: there was more good teaching in the Suntongue, and woulil prohibit the traffic’ by day--schools to-day than ever before, and
a law as strong as any law on the statute that the improvement would continue,
book. The license system is against; the | though perhaps slowly,

dechema
dp. nob altend these mestipgs,

part of their

|

in favor
against
he ob-

in this

temperance.’. We dre nota form any un-

holy alliance. Never should an issue be
forced in a spirit of retaliation.
We
should know what enters into"it and ‘what
iw necessary for it auib Stand upon those.
We need for it a grea deal of the gospel.
We. must, unmask, intemperance. Men
should be made

its bedrings.

to feel the sin of it in

all

If left to itself it would

goon fail; for ‘there is hot virtue enough in

it to sustain it.
Intemperance always
should be:held to be the enemy of the

public weal.
have

dbreens

Why should the rumseller
and

‘staitied glass

to

his

windows,if’ his /business is: respectable?
His business stands shame-faced, looking
out upon the community, even after if is

should not drink cidef,evennew cider right

from

the press, viz.,

becausd,

it is ‘nasty

stuff.” More than that,said he,it is because
there is alcohol init, Hethen urged par-

ents to have their children sign the pledge
at the earliest age, relating in this connec-

tion incidents that came under his observation, to show that very young children

can and will keep the pledge.
He then
showed themah idol from fata. reading

what the Psalinist says concerning idols,
and by a series of 1 questions so. fixed the
passage of Scripture and its meaning iv
the minds of the children’ that they will
never forget it. ':. With’ various articles,
used in the (same way, he. proceeded
show how.
to interest the young in

study of the Bible by illustrations.

to
the

But

these’ illustrations will ‘come ‘only by hard
work on the part of the teachers.
They
(Ase keep their eyes open for these illus-

The time was fa- way. *'He' ‘thought’ it was outside the upheld by the law. Let us hasten to do
vorable for the reductionof the debt, and work’ of this' souiety, and might ‘debar’ 'initiatory work in temperance among the
imself,fo. whether,
he can fulfill to the. measiire
of while the speaker! did not aim to: suggest some staunch temperance men who used young: “There ‘is ‘more 'in being saved" trations and be fully consecrated’ to ‘their
hi
f, to, his church,
the minisfrom than in being saved. The work fori work, and the illustrations will come.
rdom a way, he hoped some action in the mat- | tobacco from joinirig the society. ©
|
our children, our, Sabbath-schools, is to
Officers were elected as follows:
Anniyersathe
before
taken
be
|| that ministry 18 cilled to save, short of
faithiu]- ter would
"Rev. Mr. Porter explained that this save the children from looking upou this ; | /President—Rev.E.
A
W. Porter, |
1y presenting
thei claims of! this Society to. his ries were at an end,
pledge the society is’ mot supposed to ‘dark picture, and from’ lives of 'sin ‘and
Shaeh hod sony
Alon,
ng: with those of
Vice , Presidents—Rev.
Messrs. H. J.
an
in
followed
was
Cheney
President
iy
8
shame. | Youmust-get: the sympathy of Brown, C. A. Hilton and E. W. Ricker.
eid
be
(the
tT
fe
pledge,
but
for
a
basis
of
adopt
for
my
addi onal digutris eem necessar!
able address on ¢‘Our Educational Work,”
the children if you would do anything not! it (Recording Secretary—L. L. Harmon.
work among the children in the Sunday- only for. them, but for those associated
inst the misappropriition of fonds intend
Corresponding Secretgry—E, W, Page.
by Rev, C, A. Bickford, of Farmington,
Treasurer—D. Lothrop.
+ for'thiose calléd
of God to the,mini
with them in the home. The children
JEwecutive Committee—E, W.
Porter, E.
‘commencing & course of pie ‘for that N. H., We proposeto lay this address school and juvenile societies.
work and Eo
ot bon
call?
The ritual and pledge were then adopt- need something to do as an organization, W. Page, G. C. Waterman, Arthur Given, G.
entire
before
our
readers
next
week.
Tt
Hay
\
ings.
refore récommend
ec
ank
future Let them feel that they have something to P. Linderman.
: EM
her ) prepare pid
‘fe is, of closed withTe a resolution to (the effect that ed:by the Union, as a basis. for
Agent—L. L. Harmon.
do, which is just as important for them to
©
|
vote.’
unanimous:
almost
an
by
work,
obligation
which shall be signed:
by ea¢h ! and St
ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION.
d to take
do as is the work of thé pastor for him to
salaries to the ‘work.

#

“every
beneficiary
of this Society pout the r oSeluv) of iby. of its, funds, and wh
sha

sl

. held
‘heldid bythe
Treasurer r 98ptps hihishis promise
ehpromise to0 hal
‘return
betur
byby. thethe Kresshusr
7

|. 'Neis

:

:

récelved,
Wil siiine of money he may have

Anniversary Convention be tendered to ithe
astor, officers and members of the Olneyville
ree Baptist church, who have so kindly,
ened their house of worship for our rece tan

to thé pe ple of the church and community for
most | Seroyh ios itality
; to the railroad and

steamboat corporations for reduction of fare;
to the Providence Journal for the generous
his'‘presence and guidance and b
g,
moting unity and harmony in council,
iving

courage

and

inspiration

(or

proand

every

ranch of our denominational work.
The meeting then closed by singing, and

the benediction by Rev. Dexter Waterman,
and the Anniversariés ‘were over.

MIDXAPORE, INDIA, Aug: 28, 1879.
The opening week. of this month was educational week
at Bbimpore, The . Santal
schoolmasters came together for their semi-

very pleasantly indeed with these young mien
from the jungles... How 1 should like to report
them all.as sincere disciples

of our, Lord,

but

this is not the case. About one-sixth ‘or oneseventh of the Santal teachers are professed
Christians, It is very cheering, however, to
see marks of real p
88 Christward on the
part of’ quite a number of others. Some -I
firmly believe will not wait long in the darkness of superstition. At the closing service
seven of
these young men indicated a desire to
become disciples of Christ. 1m their . behalf,
I ask the earpest prayers of all who read

these lines;
May uiey have ‘the courage to
face persecution for Christ's sake, . =
The summer session of the Midnapore Quar~

terly

Meeting was held at Bhimpore during

the Tht ‘three days’ of this Santal convention,
This plat worlis ‘admirably, ‘and affords the
teachers anlopportunity of receiving special
religious instruction which they greatly. need.
Though, the delegation from the Midnapore
church was quite small, the occasion was one
of interest, and we- trust ‘of profit also. ‘The

Sabbath TONG.

Mishra, of the

seFmon

by. Brother Jacob

Midnapore

plain and practical,’

church, was

evidently

calculated

very

for

these Santals who. could not appreciate or. inwardly digest very strong meat of this Kind.
The brefliren from our sister churches aided

us much in, efforts for: the Santal teachers.
Two persons, one a Hindoo, and the other a
Santal, were baptized on

closing

Sabbath

very few professed Christians

seem.to

of the convention,
How

'the

ing

fer

understand or appreciate
the value of personal
efforts for souls. Ihave wondered over and
again at the great lack of this in"our Christian
Gommunities at
notion that the
ber of the firm;
work.
There
many churehes

home.
There seems to be a
minister is the religious memand should do all the religious
are men and women too in
who are better'quoalified for

personul work of this sort, real hand

to hand

effort for souls, than many a minister is, still
they are doing nothing.
"We are trying to
teach our converts in this country that it is
their daty and their privilege to labor for the
salvation of others, te do this by earnest and
repeated effort, to do it in, faith, and to keep on
until the lost are saved.
There have been some excellent union meetings held in the English ‘churéhes of Calcutta,
recently: All of the Protestant denominations,
save the church of England, have participated
.in these services, and a gnod degree of spirit‘gal awakening has been experienced.
But it
has seemed to me that in this country Chris: tians are disposed to.give up special efforts of
this kind just where, at home we should be
moved
to press-them -on' the harder.
No
doubt the climate has much to. do with this,
but it seems to me that the cool season-is far
better adapted for such services than this very
trying rainy weather, when foreigners as a

rule feel so weak and exhausted from the effects of the climate. The pastor of the only
American church at the capitol, Dr. Theburn,.
of the M..E. chapel, has taken a prominent
part in ‘these’ meetings, indeed it muy be
doubted. whether they. would have. been: held
but for his untiring zeal and deyotion.
American travelers will not have the least occasion
to be ashamedof their representative in Cal-

cutfae

»

A new

\

feature

:

of these

special

services

Calcutta, has been the ‘introduction

in:

of proces--

sional 8inging in the streets. The native and
Eurasian Christians, particularly the latter,
80: say the papers, walked the principal streets:
singing Christian hymns.
This was donc in

very impressive mannet, and the effect seems.
to have been good.: We have long
thought

that much more might be
sacred music in this country

accomplished
than Is mow

by
at-

tempted. Both the Hindoos and the Mohammedans have their street singing,
and is there

any reason why Christians may not resort’ to
this method of interesting
and instructing: the
public? Besides there are, some who might
never have the courage fo speak to an individual on the subject of religion, who couid’do
much in the way of ; singing the gospel.
Let

all have
news.

a chance

@

to publish

the

blessed

-

Mrs! Fitégerald; of Dover, N. H., GenThe Bible school has ‘had a recess of fen
erat Supétintendent of ‘Juvenile Templars | aw of self denial, against the law of love: 1+biver Singing, ReviH. Fi Wood, of New days during the month, reopening on the 12th
of “Now Hampshire, was called upon to Whateverwe leave to political parties iis’ Habhpshive, spoke to the children ‘present. fast. . All of the students were in their places
propérty in Boston eould not be counted giveoher ©pinion of! the'ritual, she having uncertain— that is the record. "We have’ The Bible to-day is & dry book te many, at the appointed hour for beginning work, and
as n part of the debt. The Benson proper, hid large experience in this peculiar line to susthin’ us, ‘then, the fact ‘that‘‘our, becauseit is a sealed book; because it has they are pushing their studies nicely. I am
‘The: greatitri- | not been illustrated so as to bring its very much pleased with the spirit manifested
ty was paying expenses, and would pet, lof the temperance work. ‘She could not cause is a just cause.
truths within the capacity of all. He then by these young men. Of some of them I have
umphs'of temperance
are
sure to, come.
ultimately, at least $30,000 to the college.
a word for the temperance work! in high hopes. . Will the brethren of the churchThe Bates subscription would
be prid? see how this'pledge] promising to abstain. We must hold temperance fast as, one of spoke
the Sunday-school; and gave the,children, &s pray for'these young men? In them and
the
gems
in
the
coronet
of
graces,
Tem
from
tobacco,
could
be
consistently
preThé appraised value of Mr. Bites's
estate
or rather, by a seriesof questions, made the: ‘othecs like them are treasured up the hopes of
in May, 1878, was $978,000; the claims) ‘sented to the children, when two-thirds of perance should grasp’ the “Raid - of “faith. children give an effective reason why AH ey: | the future church of India.
‘We must betemperate in what:we do: for

the professors contributed a

8

ly adopted:
A
Resolved, That thé sibcete ‘thanks of the

this cause.
Hey
rr
.| annual examination. = Eight days, the secular
. A recess was takento allow those pres six bounded by two Sabbaths, were spent

President—Rev. A. L. Gerrish.

Vice Presidents—Rev. Messrs. O. E. Baker

Recording Secretary—C. A. Bickforda 1

a special Centennial offering of ‘the’ Society to F. Wood, of New Hampshire, and in: the
the Golleges and to the denomination,is ong, of
rave practical importance. The prompt and absence of the President and Vice Presiberal response of all our people to such a. dent, Rev. L. Dexter, of Providence, was
movement would give new vigor to our Theo-

this Society.
It is probably safe to say that no enterprise

the

therewith :

terman.

I'he Centennial of our history a8 a people is at

hand, ' Centennial enterprises are already on
foot among us. The relations of this Society to
the Colleges in general, and to their Theological Departments iu particular,
are such) thatthe.

and

President—W. H, Bowen, D. D.
|
|
Vice Presidents—0, E, Buker and G, C, Wa-

set

was presented by Rev. Mr. Wood, for the
Committee on Resolutions,and.unanimous-

excellent reports of the meetings, and
God, to abstain from; the use of all intoxi- | Weneed to do something else besides pray. and
‘While we are praying earnestly, and we most of all, ‘that here and now we lift up our
eating liquors, including ale,. beer, wine, lean
hearts
to God'in Thanksgiving and praise for
pray none too earnestly, we! have got.

year were then elected as follows:

tion to-dny are Bates and Hillsdale Colleges.
Their permanence and success are essential to
the perpetuity
dnd growth of the denomination.
They are,
in an important, xense the children of this Society.
th have in some respetts outgrown the mother. Neither has outgrown the needof ‘her, seolicitude and her help.

The

these

Au Seo i gi

of our people

5. The educatiofial centers of our dénomina-

The public services commenced at 9.30,

Rev. J.'M. Brewster in the chair.

during

OUD

‘in closer symp hy with ith our
of colleges, by annu{a committee to visit them and‘
ally
int!
be po at the annual examination, especialy the theological departments; -by : raising
nds: to aid the theological departments in’
each college according to the following proposition:
£ dei and
WEATEEIO0T 431 ¢

apart hal our churches and
people for united
prayer
for an outpouringof the Spirit upon all.
our institutionsof learning, to the end that our
young men may, be. saved
from sin and that
our
inaries and Collegés may become nurerica of piety and conservators of evangelical

THE EDUCATION SOOIETY.

us

ily

It is most earnestly recommended

day= Thursday,

the close of Wednesday evening. Thursday morning there was a prayer meeting
at 9, and the forenoon was occupied by

among

appeals

the prayersof the

"The report of the Anniversaries in last
week's Star, brought the exercises up to

risen

least

but a faint idea.
~~
;
Mrs. Fitzgerald, of New Hampshire,
as the pledge
of the Union, which was was called upon and spoke briefly, espeadopted, as follows ;
| bin
odtuend
| | cially to the ladies present, urging them
committee also presented a pledge

a centenary
fun
n
New Englan
and cider, as a beverage
; that L will not to do something ourselves, We haye got
| into whose hands this Report may fall; shall | bd appropriated: fo the
hcologiéal §choot of |
consider himself personallyyesol lioited to contrib- Bates (lollege, and $10,000 west of New Eng- rent, buildings for trafficin the same, and to create a public sentiment that will
ute for this ebject:
We
:
.
out this evil.” When the church
land, to be
ropriated to the Theological | thatin all consistent, ways, I will discon- crowd
4. The Christian churches of this country
School at Hilleduin College. be, Theologt
{hance their manufacture and importa- stands firm on this Sdbjodt, “the traffic
aré accustomed to observe the last Thursday in
the Executive’
Resolve dy That we instruct
exe
‘mustgo down. In some localities, unless
February as a day of ‘ Prayer for Colleges.” Committeeof the Education Society to take all
the churches do crush out the suloons, the
Nearly all of the great religious awakenings necessary measures to raise this fund.”
The
Committee
on
the
Nomination
of
and revivals ‘in the Colleges for many years
saloons
time crush out the
This report was adopted, and the reso- Officers reported the following list of offi- churches.will : in a shoet
have occurred in connection with this united
5 SF
:
act of God's people, and thousands of youn,
lutions passed.
cers for the ensuing year (the same as
Mrs. Fitzgerald related one or two
men ‘have been ¢onverted to Christ at this
Officers of the Society for the ensuing last year), which report was adopted,
most eritical.
period in their lives in answer to
touching incidents which quite generally

THE ANNIVERSARIES.

has

that

one of the five thousand or more

HULING.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 22, 1879.

that

dollars at

each Library during

the present year, T nugget therefore, with the
approval be She Exess ve: Committee shut a
special subscription
for
this purpose be opene
one,

The Morning Star.

1

for

Morning Star and otherwise, and that each

IN ADVANGE, $5.20, Sos thaSth page of
this paper.

should be expended

.

{
Dover, N. H.
EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS:
PrO¥. J. FULLONTON, D. D.

Educa--

ive one, of which this synopsis will give

subscribing to its pledge ;of total abstinence from all intoxicating liquors.”

man,
Rey, Dexter Waterman,as follows : |
HO , erOur x nevlogioa)
Theo!
| L Libatics
ries | uk Lewiston
wistonan and
We recommen that thix Society, place itself 1» The
Hillsdale are Fae
eid 1X ‘immediate re-

Rev. I. D, STEWART, Publisher,’
%o whom

previously presented, and which was It is 8 work for all, Let us all be fotnd
by the chair to nominate tho committee of adopted. It provides that ‘‘ any person in our place and doing our work.
The address was a powerful and effectnine. ‘The committee was nominated,and may become a member of this Union by

| 8 committee of nine be appointe
| into immediate consideration the needs of
the theological denominational schools.

A committee of thrée, Messrs. Bickford,

The Committee on the Revision ‘of the
Constitution submitted a. report, which

of
obviated the diiicuities

do.

He invited all to

gagedness in this work.

Lhe constitution Cand

an

increased

en-

All should rally

At the close. of the
Sunday-school
meeting, the Anniversary Convention was

myesometing
to-do £01 this werk: | called; when

the following —

|

»

o

In a recent letter from

the West

came

the

heavy tidings of the premature death of one
who had hoped for years to devote herself to

this missionary

service.

I shall be violating

no rule of strictly private
correspondence
when I quote the following lines: ‘ Hillsdale
College never sent out a more beautiful Chris-

tian character,than when Alice Sandborn graduated.
She is tenderly rememberedby
us. She ‘was not a trembling, ‘weak
tian, but a positive, strong one, and one
lated to wield a large influence.” In this

all of
Chriscalcufar off

land we mourn with- the afflicted hasband and

parents;
May the sure heavenly comfort, be
theirs.
It was our privilege to meet Miss
Sandborn ‘but once, and then it became our sad
duty to say to her that there: was no ground
for hope that she could live and work in India.
How calmly she received the decision, that
put an end to the choicest aspirations and
most.ardent hopes of years we shall never forget. She assured us she would do all in her
power for the dean mission in India, even
though she could not identify herself with its
“active workers in’ the foreign field. We have

no doubt that determination was My

-curtied

out,

Lord had

And so one

more

whom

the

calledto India is ‘removed even before the
work

is begun; ‘* Where

are

the

nine?

Surely in our fourteen hundred churches there

are others, called of the
great and good

‘same Spirit, to this

‘work : of publishing salvation

in the ears of benighted millions. Who shall
call them forth? ¥or what! are they waiting?
Do not our very needs implore them to come

over and Help us? We are now praying, longIng, looking for strong men and women for

ndia,
N. B..

HH
i
Let our friends stamp their letters

Jive cents only, not ten

as heretofore,

resolution “Write 10 India (Woe Jor GaIwe:

and

so

9 kv ks

:
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8. Bepartnent.

Eom

fittention, what can we expect from the
class ? ° Order travels from above down-

tios, }

understand him,

ward. — Westminister Teacher.

OOME AND SEE.
The following is a contribution to the
THE LIBRARY QUESTION.
of ** The
The Sunday-school library question, saysy Churchman by the author
the S. S. Times, will never be settled sat- Schonburg-Cotta Family: = The very
isfactorily until those who are dissatisfied best gift God gives us in this world is to
When we are
with the books which are now in their li- love and to be loved.
braries have a well-defined ‘opinion as to children, happy children in a Chistian
the kind of books which they would like home, the love flows around us so naturthere, if they conld have theirown way. ally, like the air we breathe, that we
Pra
TN

Sabbath-School Lesson.--Nov. 2.

(Por

Questions

J. A. HOWE.

PROF.

BY

NOTES

AND

GERSTIONS

see Lesson

Papers.)

THE. PERF ECT PATTERN.

DAILY READINGS.
BN.
¥.
WW.
%..
WF.
#.

The course
of Paul. 1 Thess.2: 1-20,
Followerxs of God. Eph.5: 1-16.
Chmisknotfellowed. John 6: 53—T1,
Ghristbefore Pilate. John 18: 28—40,
€hmst.before Pilate. Jobm 19: 1-13.
Christ en the cross. John 19: 19-30,

8.

The pexfict pattern.

@orpme TEXT:

1 Pet. 3:

There are books of all sorts available for
Sunday-school libraries; books in suffi-

19-25.

“ Who did mo sin, neither

Jus guide found in his mouth.”

1 Peter ?2:

\

cient nuruber and variety to fill any ordinary library, according to any standard
which would be suggested. There is no
trouble on that score. The real trouble
is, that it is so much easier to find fault
with what is, than to define what ought
to be, that most ministers and church-

members spend all the strength which
they give to the matter of books for the
Sunday-school library, in carping at the

T Peter 2: 19-25.

Notes and Hints.

“trash which the children receive,” rather

This epistle is addressed to the convertod! Jews who were scattered through

than in deciding what the children ought

AsiaMinor. It was written from Babylon.

found for them.

Ris plain, therefore,
Bong: distance from

thougih

his

that Peter

Rome,

was

a

at this period,

martyrdom,

probably,

took

pides-at Rome, within a year or two after

the date of this epistle.
“Thantworthy.” Worthy of commendation.. “Conscience toward God From
mseonseientious regard for the will of God.
sEndure grief.” ‘‘Endure griefs” is the
Hteral tzunslation. The reason that such
suffering 3s thankworthy is, that it is enduredi sather than to sin against God.
“Bafleted for your faults,” ‘‘Buffeted”
means, literally, “to be struck with the
fist.” “Beaten for your faults” would bea
mops modern way of expressing it. Ewmplasize “faults.” ‘“dccéplable with God.”

The same Greek word is used here as in
® the: finst elause of verse 19.
ead, there, acceptable

Hence, some

instead of thank-

weethy. God loves a devotion to him that
ean suffer
for his sake.

~ Hereunto were ye called.” Suffering
Her righteousness’ sake was So common
that all Believers might reckon onit. It was
pact of the lot of the Christian. Being
called

to follow

Christ,

they were

thus

imvitedto meet suffering as he did.
“@hrist also suffered for us.” Christ's
sufferings for us put us under the high.
“esd ebligations to suffer for him. Where
and how he

suffered, we

know.

¢ Leav-

img us an example.” In that he suffered
wnjpstly, vet with patient Yesigaation, he
our example.
“Who

did
no sin.”

sin in thought

No

sin

or word.

in

Jesus

aet, no

was sin-

Bess. This passage refers to Isa. 53:9.
@aile means deceit. “When he was rewiled.” He was reviled by the members
ef the Sanhedrim, by the police officers,
By Herod and his courtiers, by Pilate and
those that wagged their heads at him on

the eross.

“Reviled not again.”

Jesus

mever taunted his enemies with their great
igastice. He met their wrongs to him io
silence.
“He threatened not.”
Ie suffered in
dignified silence, and without wrath tow-

avdd his murderers. Because they hated
Bim he did not hate them, nor threaten
them with evils corresponding to their
desert. ““Commutted himself to him.” The
word “himself” is added by the transla-

tees. The meaning is, he committed

his

emmse to God, who would judge rightesmsly in the matter. So should we do,
when wnrighteously treated.
“Who judgeth righteously.” But his
Jmigment is not always meted out in this

would.

There is a judgment day when

all wrongs shall be righted.
“Bare our sins." The Greek word for
“hare”

is

Mear2: 5.

also

rendered

‘‘offer”

The meaning

up

in

seems then to

Be, that Christ was a sacrifice for our sins.

Jn
ki: body onthe

tree.”

On

the

cross

Be died for our sins. ‘Dead to sins.” Litemily “Baving died to our sins.” In his
death, whieh was for us, it may be said

to read,

and

then seeing

Now

if that

can be

and then a more

practical person asks if some

committee

of ladies, or some honest bookseller, can

not be found to say just what are good
books for children, so that pastors and
teachers and parents shall be relieved of
responsibility on this point. From an intelligent New England superintendent the
inquiry comes in this shape :

righteonsness the aim of our lives.
“By whose siripes ye were healed.”
@boted from Isa. 53. “Stripes” stands

for
alB the sufferings of Christ in his death.
By them we are save®.
stitete;

our

sacrifice.

He was our sub‘‘Healed”

here

bry. Ta denotes “an overseer.” Christ
. Jocks after souls as a shepherd after his
'floeks.

He, the

lawful

shepherd, should

bare al) his sheep, but many are still go-

ings astray.

Practieal sruths. —(1) Thatit is possi-

‘ble
to be patient under unjust sufferings.

. (@® Wonderful

A

Ba if

speak

them,

they

felt him different, above, not to be ques-

tioned lightly, but to be approached care-

fully and reverently. They did not speak
to Jesus; they waited for him to speak to
breathe and love to love us. :But ome them.
day a Ditter
east wind comes and
There was no halo around his head
seizes a little child as it dances along the ‘as in the pictures, which the eye could
downs, a * cutting” wind we call it, ‘and see.
But there wasa halo of mnjesty and
it smites the little child. So keen is its awe around him which the he .rts of men
edge, that like a very sharp knife it felt.
make a deep wound, and for the moment
Jesus knew they were following. Perdoes not give nearly as much pain as a haps he heard their footsteps or some
rough tearing of the skin by a bramble. whispered words to each other. = He turnPerhaps at the time no one thinks any- ed and spoke to them.
He asked them
thing of it. But in the dead ofthe night e just the question which we all want to
little one wakes and finds that the easiest ask ourselves, ‘* What seek ye?” « Many
thing in the world has become the hard- of us do not knew what we want, and
est. The cutting wind touched the lungs. that is one of the worst wants.
And
The delicate breathing organs are thick- then this is the question to make us quesened just in some one little point ;and the tion ourselves.
.|
whole household is startled, and the docThese disciples did know
what and

temptation with many
their strength.

is to go

beyond

So tender the Christ-love going through
woman's

heart to the

weary

ones

who

ways finds plenty of company. = There are
abundance of people with strong heads
who; having walked these paths till they
are

quite

certain

of their

foothold,

are

ready
to go out with giddy new beginhave never heeded it, so great the yearn- ners.
If they accidentally lose their
ing of those treading the narrow way, for: heads and fall over, whose fault is that?
the muititude in the broad road, that the Not theirs, of course. They never fal],
body succumbs to effurts oft repeated and They look where they step, and
their
beyond physical endurance. Heart reach- heads do not turn. It is not drunkards
es out with loving ministrations, and flesh and thieves who are dangerous compan.
gives way with tie weight, nerves can ions to the green boys just from the coun-

not endure the strain. Yet the dying are try—oh, dear, no! It is your respectable
at our very doors, perishing %“rever for young men that have learned to sip disthat bread of life with whiea we have creetly in all sorts of forbidden fountains,
been entrustedfor them. But -~«t here is and nibble here and there carefully of
the
when we must learn the patieace of God, forbidden fruit. They are held up as patthe infinite patience expressed in his own terns. They drink,
but are never: drunk,
Son. We must drink of the unfathomas They have
exactly the knack of seeing
le quietness of the Holy Spirit. God and knowing
all that there is to be seen
waits so long with his creation. His or- and known
bits and cycles

ries.

are measured

by centu-

The seed germinates,

the plant

in the ways of wickedness,
and yet keeping every step with the righteous. Some of them are church members

the.

What do you mean by worthy books?
‘What do you mean by trash? “A man
comes into a restaurant and sits down at
d'table. To the waiter who comes for his
order, he says: ‘I want a good dinner.”
“And what shall I get for your dinner,
sir?” asks the waiter. “Oh! I am not particular about that; only it must be good.

I am tired of such wretched food as I have
been eating for the last fortnight.” The
waiter knows at once that that man doesn’t
know what he wants—is, in fuct,no judge

of a dinner.

But when ‘another customer

comes in and

says, ‘John, I want a ten-

degloin steak, thick, juicy, rare done,
served with mushrooms ; a dish of Lyon-

naise potatoes; a

French roll; and a pot

of fresh-made coffee, strong, with both
hot milk and cream,” the waiter knows at

once that, whatever

may be said of that

man’s taste, he knows just what he wants.’
He would rather wait ona dozen such
men as that, than to try to geta good dinner for one

such

customer

as

the other,

who would be sure to complain of whatever was brought to him; for there js no
one 80 hard to suitas the man who doesn’t
know what he wants. Now, there is no
man in this country, nor can any committee be formed, capable of selecting an entire library for any Surday-school with no
more explicit directions than that the
books must be ‘‘good,” or “worthy,”
and not ‘‘trash.” Do you want books for
children, for young people, for adults, or
for all classes? Do yon want them for
Sanday reading, exclusively, or for read-

ing throughout the week, also?
want stories chiefly?

Do you

If so, do you

want

them of fact or of fiet ion ; or of both kinds?

anxiety in the mother’s and father's hearts
too deep for tears, and all the little broth-

and

joy, just

because

litle

child can breathe freely once more.
so we

And

learn that to breathe is a gift, and

not a matter of course.
And in other ways some people have
learned that to have 4ir to breathe is not
always a matter of course.
The poor people who were shut up in
the Black Hole at Calcutta learned it terribly when scores of them died in one
night, not from

illness

or

wounds,

but

simply because they were shut up in a
place where there was not air enough for
them to breathe.
And, alas! alas! too many in the streets
and alleys of our cities close around us
prove it without learning why.
When
we see the little thin, long arms, and the
pale, bloodless faces

without

the eyes without light,
poor little children

roses,

in -some

around

us,

and

of the
we

must

remember that itis often just because it is
not a matter of eourse that every one has

air to breathe, and they sleep in crowded
rooms where the air. breathed

over

and

over again is poison instead of life.
And so itis with love.
The love of
father and mother that has flowed around
you so ceaslessly all your lives, this lov-

ing and being dearly loved, which is as
natural to you as breathing, is the very
best gift Gud has to give usin this world
and tae next.
And, for the few

minutes

we

are

fo

spend together, I want just to think
about the love some of the disciples we
are told about in the New Testament had
not only to their Lord and Master, but
each other, to see how our Saviour,

binding the hearts

of his

himself, bound them

also

to
in

redeemed
to

each

to
oth-

er.
And first, we will think of two
ers, one of whom was, as far

brothas we

Do you want pious memoirs, and theologknow, one of the two very first disciples
ical treatises? Or do you want sketches
of our Lord. Ihave an especial delight
of personal character ; narratives of mis-

sionary enterprise and Christian travel;
works on natural history and popular science viewed froma religious standpoint?

What is your range of plan for your library ; and what proportion of books do
you want in each department of its literature ? © Until these points are settled, no
one can select a library for your school.

You couldn't do it yourself,

When you

know

can

what you

want,

you

get it.

When you can describe the class of books

Pl

The

Sixth

ae

New. Hampshire

Sunday-

School Convention will be held at Haverhill, Nov. 4,5 and 6, 1879.
Rev. A.F.
Shauffier,of New York, Mrs. W. F. Crafts,

and Mr. Frank Beard, together with many
prominent Sunday -school workers in this
State, will take part in the exercises.

The

esting and profitable to all who attend.
Miss MATTIE BOTTELER, in the

7Zeach-

er's Quarterly, says:
If the third-rate workman never aspires
to be aught else than a third-rate workman, he is not likely to rise to the position of a master in his trade.
J
The same rule will hold in the work of

the Sabbath-school teacher.

If his aspi-

rations never carry him beyond his old
plane of working, he is sure to become,

ere long, a dead-weight in the school. It
is an unfailiog rule that we never go heyond our aspirations. The aim of the
average Ssbbath-school teacher is too low.
Take, for instance, the teacher whose aim
know that this
to accomplish
succeed in it,
beyond a dull

in him, because he was one of the dear,

quiet disciples who do not want to be
talked about, only to help others on, and
if they must speak, just to say a few necessary words at the right moment, and
then to be quiet again,

And I think by and by we shall find
these hidden ones have been the origin
and source of half the good
world,

hidden

as

done

in the

foundation-stones

are

hidden, or as roots are hidden, or the two
little tiny leaves which scarcely appear
above the ground, and yet have been the

And they answered
by another. question:
*‘ Master"—they
called Ilim at once Master or Teacher—
where dwellest

Thou?”

And then Jesus gave them the answer
he gives at last to every one—man, woman, and child—who wants above all just
to know and be where he is, ** Come and
see.”

ed with the coming on

scarcely any twilight.

of night,

quiet

the

‘most vivid and touching in the Bible:
The two brothers did not come to our

Two

hours quite

alone with Jesus, ready to ask questions
to show them exactly what they wanted,
and then to answer them!
The -two
hours must have passed like a few minutes. Perhaps like Nicodemus, he alTowed them to stay with him into the
night. - They must have been so loth to
go, whenever the moment of parting
came.
Loth to go, except for one reason—the reason for which
Jesus our
Lord was always glad people should
leave him ; because they wanted to tell
other people they had found him; and to
make them come also.
One of them went as soon as

he

could

and found his brother. Probably he loved his brother so much that he did not
feel as if he had enjoyed anything untij
he had Peter to share it. He said at once
to Peter the wonderful words, ‘* We have

found"—words so seldom heard on earth.
‘We have all we want,all the world wants,

all those who are looking for
all those who

are

him

not looking

want,

for

him

want without knowing it—** We have
found the Christ.”
And so Andrew brought Peter to Jesus. Jesus knew Peter at once, and called him by his old name, and gave him a
new name, which is what he does and
will do for us all. He knows exactly what

we are and have been; that is the

old

name; and he knows what each of us
can be, the beautiful thing he wants us
to be, and that is the new name. Peter's

was
a great name, a * Rock,”
church has

‘been

echoing

with

and

the

it ever

the joy for Andrews and all of us, |

He

a

And they saw John's eyes, keen as those
who live alone in dangerous wild places,
fixed steadfastly on the stranger, and
they heard him say, not so much to

as to himself,
God I

¢ Behold

the

them

Lamb
:

of

Everything in John's clothing and man-

ner and way of living had beerfas different as possible from other people, to
startle and waken people into listening

to the message he had to give. For John
was the herald, and his message was everything. He called himself a voice.
But this stranger, at whom John looked as he walked, and of

whom hé spoke,

was in outwardaappearance as little un.
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UNREPORTED SUCCESS.
There is one point in connection with
the success of missions which has often
struck me. There is a part of our work
and success for which we have no column
in our schedules—it can not be tabulated.

do abominate it's your radical, straightlaced people, who keep always in the
dusty turnpike for fear of the Iareipice. —
Harriet Beecher Stowe.

RL an. PY
JAPAN AND CHRISTIANITY.

It would be hasty to leap to the conclusion that Japan will become rapidly
Christianized. Christianity is a word of

terror to nine-tenths of the people.
resident told me
be had from the
the door like an
at prayer; they

A

that an excellent servant
country used to fly past
arrow if the family knelt
were
eaving 8 charm,

she thought, that would bewitch her; and
a native gentleman mentioned, as if it
had been almost beyond. hope, that the
people in the couutry were ceasingto

We are accustomed
to think there is little speak of Christianity as witcheraft, and
progress in missions unless we can calculate upon chapels built, schools erected,

congregations

wére expressing curiosity to learn

what

it was.

have

Centuries of denunciation

brought together, and

inspired aterror that is slow to abate.
numbers reported.
| Nor
are the, people a religious people
But there is a blessed work going on Their temples are poorly attended and
quietly and secretly—something like one their demeanor is little reverent; but
of the mighty influences of heaven. No- they have a regard for their priest, and
body can weigh a sunbeam. You may with the priest it is a question of life or
concentrate the intensest heat of the sun death. Christianity finds the priesthood
upon the nicest balance, but you can not an implacable and by no means conmake that balance quiver at all, and yet temptible foe.
The young men who
there is immense power and influence in have been in Christian countries seldom
that sunbeam. And many of our success- profess Christianity on their return, and
es are of this class. They are hardly ap- some of them are distinctly hostile, and
preciable ; we can not put thein into the have adopted the negative criticism that
schedule; we can pot talk much about they found in Europe.
There is not
them. Who can tell the amount of light much of what at first sight seems to favor
that has been circulaiing through India,
the missionary that is really on his side.
for instance, quietly circulating and It is all the more striking to notice what
changing the gloom of midnight into the has been done, the churches that have
brightness of morn? Who can tell the been formed, their energy and faith, their
vast amount of curiosity excited in many independence and missionary spirit, and

minds there?

Who can tell what are the

the interest with which
a whole

village

deep convictions which have been im- will sometimes listen to the new doctrine ;
pressed on many minds, which pride often °to speak with individual Christians und
conceals, and which men are ingenious find them so intelligent and so firm in
enough often to smother? But these con- their convictions, to learn that the church
victions will by-and-by break out into members are themselves the best missionconversions to God. We can not tell, I aries, and to observe the class that consay, what secret influence is going on as stitutes the bulk of the Christian people.
the result of missionaries living and la- —@ood Words,

press it in the annual statements.— Canon
Farrar.
4-0-4

PRPS
*

“LORD, 18 IT I?

“Lord, is it I?"
dering cause

in’

There

the

is some

church,

hin-

preventing

its healthy progress. Somebody is absent from class and prayer-meetings who
ought to be there. Somebody is silent,

when there, who ought to make oonfes-

lad who had five barley loaves

and a few

to the Little River Association, Kentucky,

exactly what
loaves were

he heard a leading mini.ter in that associ-

of which we are told, just like him.

His quiet,observing eyes saw, in the hun-

great teacher, clothed in his rough prophetic garb, like: Elijah,of camel's hair,
And they saw

crowded, but imprinted the lessons of the
new dispensation upon less than the
twelve, to be carried through the ages.

ance pledges. For their part they don't
need them, and if there is anything: they

gry crowd our Lord wanted to feed, one

ices,

wheat or barley, and the fishes large or
small. It is worth while to be quiet.
Quiet people see so much more. He saw
and told Jesus. And those very loaves
and fishes Jesus choseto take and feed
all the people with.
And once again, when the day of our
blessed Lord's earthly life “whs ¢ far
spent,” ‘some . Greeks
came fo Philip

of skin.

never

They never could see the sense of temper-

sion, or to bear witness for the Master.
A PREACHER'S BEST SERMON
Somebody is net at the Sunday-school
SPOILED.
Brother Cuthbert Roach, brother of the who is much needed as an officer or a
Somebody is wanted to visit
Rev. Elijah Roach, many years ago mov- teacher.
from
house
to house, to comfurt the sick,
ed from Charlotte County, Va., to Trigg,
County, Ky. [Ile told me when he went to invite those who bave lost their first

He

knew

standing near their they wera, whether the

siranger, clothed in no peculiar dress,
but like any Galilean peasant, pass by.

hastened,

boring among these people. The fact is,
But Andrew also had his new name, there is a great deal to be thankful to Alalthough no man knew it but he that. re- mighty God for, which can never be seen
ceived it; a name the world has heard in the society's reports. The secretaries
little of, but Jesus knows it; and that is can not find figures aad language to ex-

small fishes.

with a girdle

never

never going to burt themselves, they tell

you, but they believe in a certain freedom.

since. '

Lord together. Two disciples of St. John

the Baptist were

only three years,

with

Andrew did two more quiet little serv-

disciple became a disciple is among

in minutes, but in years; not in days, but
in generations. That blessed ministry of

We know nothing about the kind of
dwelling he took them to. We know it So must we learn in our burning zeal, in
was not his own, for he had none at all the world’s hurry, in the surge of the
on earth. But he. was there, and’ that great waves beating upon the shores of
was all the disciples wanted. They stay- time, to stand firm and steady with’ God,
ed with him that day. How long they working to utmost limit, yet not going
stayed we do not know.
But we know beyond our strength ; giving all ourardor,
they did stay two hours; for it was four yet net sapping the foundation of life by
o'clock in the afternoon, and the day end- overwork.— Our Union.

know’ud, and no one else will ever make
very beginning of the life of the plant, up for any one of his sheep or lambs to
bursting the busk of the seed and trans- Jesus but that very sheep, whether lost or
:
forming the dry seed into a living crea- found.
ture.
The whole story of the way that

His plans are brought out, not

and said, ¢“ We

would

see

Jesug,” aid

to the sanctuary and the
0 bring the children

to the Sunday-school, More prayer and
more faith are wanted.
How many
ought
to
ask,
lon,
t
IP"—Zion's
yourselves from this untoward genera|
Herald.
tion”
The old gentleman pronounced
Pa
SN
the word ¢‘ unto-ward” as if it was unThe ability of the Romish
tow-erd, and went on to tell the audience
that in the days of the Apostles the people make proselytes, and to make its
lived in walled cities, with towers and obedient to its will, can not be
battlements

for

their

defense;

that

the

Apostle used the. word figuratively here,
to show how defenseless was that wicked
generation, without towers of strength, in
which they could enter and defend them-

Philip told Andrew; Andrew kiew go
well what ** Come and see” mean
how it sounded from the lips of
. | selves from the wrath of God.
Thus it is
And Andrew and Philip told Jesus,
! at the present day, said he, the sinne
But of all those quiet services, the on

I want you to think of to-day is the first.:
‘He first findeth his own brother Simon.”

love back
social service,

ation, and a very good man, preach from
the following text: Acts 2: 40, * Save

It has another talent in at leasy/an equal
degree—that of makin
If it
seems less h
© a

ability of the

church is equalled by its inabiliprevent, its people from hecotning
{aupers. * Yet another gift of the ** A

tolic church” should be named: the a ili.

ty to make Protestants and other heretics
tke care of its poor.

Now one signiti-

cant fact in the way of illustration;

There

is in New York city a Catholic. charity
from this nntow-erd gen- ‘called
the ¢* Protection.” Its business is
eration. As they returned from church, the
idrey of te
clothin 0 Hipage:
ol
the
ie
GER
as oxBrother Roach said to the preacher, *‘Did ‘child ren, 0)

Think of the joy of one brother bringing | save yourselves

the other
to Jesus to be his disciple.
Think of the joy when Peter's sermons
after Pentecost
made three
thousand
« come. and see” and find the Christ.

you not give. a wrong interpretation

to

the word untoward in your text to-day by
pronouncing it incorrectly P" He replied,

like other people as possible. For he, Think of his jooy now that the world's day
and both brothers are
came in the likeness df all men, to make is *“ far spent”
| + Oh, no, Brother Roach, I know
forever * abiding" with the Lord

I am

all like himself. He was not the 'mescorrect, for { linve preached that sermon
senger, but the subject of the message.
‘at least twenty times at different places,
‘Strange
agit
may
seem
to’
you,
man~
He was not the herald, but the King. |
kind had rather see you fail than succeed, and the brethren have ‘told me it is the
work will not
John was ore of ourselves,
and had to because they had rather pity than ad- best sermon they ever heard me preach.”uf
to become a seem unlike us to make us listen, This ‘mire.
‘“ Well, well,” says Brother Roach, ** we
PD Ga
stand the test
>+o
be your gen- stranger, the King, was not one of our- “The Siding of & dirty boy in a dean will see what the dictionary says as to the

half hour spent over the lesson with his
class. If your mission is to teach the
Word, it is a mission which deserves sol-

pended in

Nii in; it] numbers. the

sum of $280,000.

Of that sum over $250-

000 came from bi ir

perso ithe met- '

ropolitan
_ city
the ¢cost of “Biiding or bat
is about $140 a year.

rd that
ener

Li
or, const
‘children of the Protestant

ate} ln finding
preys
bly th
feu Ww
| ME
a
year
‘makes
an
teachthe
get
be
such
unless
you
aspire
can
pi
«odorous comp!on? truly. The (ax
workman
whose
labor
shall
he
school,
the
‘of
rales
the
obx
ee, their pi t; sed how. they are
| P&
of the great Master. If this
pilfered; but they are helpless.
They
eral aim, you will reach out after evervs selves, He came from shove, 8s John |
meaning
of
the
word
and
its
pronuncia
|
the seneher contionos to ‘teach or thing which will, in any way, aid you in said, and with him the effort was to “shirt by Philadelphia detectives led up to | tion when we get to the house.” After ire in the hands of politicians who must
the recovery of a lot of goods stolen from
kee
good terms with ¢¢ the” Church.
ning it. !
or read after the bell has called for
8toop ay near us all and be us like us as a clothing store.
they looked at the: dictionary, the good Roop ob FouLeader,
id, earnest work. But your

mo

of

fulness

during the week.” Now we
teacher will fail ‘at times
steps.
(4) The death of Jesus is a reason
even this. Yet if he does
for ws to live righteously. (5) Our obhis labor will not extend
mtions
to Jesus arise from what ‘he nu-

|

made himself always one

When a young fellow has made up hig
mind to walk on the edge of precipices
for the sake of seeking prospects, heal.

select un entire library? Our library is to be
overhaulea, and oyr pastor unites with me in
the desire that _#
made a library of worthy
booRwg
er than trash.”

bis

my,
bt rely and silently flered for

did not go up to Jesus and ‘ask him what

John meant. As we see so often with
those who came near Jesus, although he

numbers who have put hand to it, those
so utterly unable in-human ken to wage
war in this battle with evil, that the

++

DANGEROUS QOMPANIONS,

of thank-

and quickening is the it is to ‘read the lesson over some time

patient sufferings, only follow

evangelizing, the ones next to them. Our
what he meant, they turned away and left eyes almost fail at the vision of the field
him, and followed him: of whom John and its needs, as in constantly broadening
spoke—** They followed Jesus:™
That ‘expanse it Opens! before us. So overwas what John meant them to do.
They whelming is this work, and so few the

family is thrown into a rapture

of Christ. (8) Coristians, in all

i

mater

lemnity.

O-0-0-0-0
>

mot the meaning given to it in church his-

heir

ers and sisters creep about softly, until at
last the remedies answer, and all the |

We were in sin, and wandering from God,
wmntil Christ, in his mercy, called us back

inthe Greek and in the New Testament, has

heard

John's words, and instead of asking him.

old brother, with evident mortification
and regret, exclainied : ** Brother Roach,
this is.too bad! You have 8poiled ene of
my best sermons! I shall never be able
to' preach it again.”

“fs there any one in the entire country so familiar with the publications from different
publishing houses that he might be trusted to

programme is an excellent one, and the
meeting can not well fail of being inter-

is mowhereelse called a bishop. Tue term,

The two disciples

' WORKFORWOMEN, =
‘There is necessity laid tipon. ns, on the
women of this day, for raleing up; for

grows, the tree rears itself, the tide ebbs
and Sunday-school teachers; some are
and flows, so surely yet so slowly that
shrewd, regular business men. They are
the rhythm of his time. is in notes of so-

means restored to God, and saved. Here,
then, is a statement of how much we owe
teLhrist. “Yewere as sheep going asiray.”

to the Id.
Sinners are now away from
the house of their Father.
Bishop of your souls.” Christ says of
BinseiY, “I sm the good Shepherd.”’ He

scarcely think of this.
Of course, we
must
breathe, we
think; and,
of
course, we must love and be loved; and
therefore, of course, there is air for us to

:

tor is sent for, and there is anguish of whom they wanted.

you are seeking, there will be no difficulty
in finding a bookseller in any of our large
that we died ; and in his death for our sins, |.
who can faithfully supply your dethat we died to our sins. One reason that cities
mand.

Be Bore our sins on the tree is, that we
might live unto righteousness, or make

fg

possible, that we might get near him &nd

;

»

in

iy

THE
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PE

Selections,

converted little ones, even if discovered?

po}

We are coming

, when I kneel to pray

Witheager

lips I say :

Health,

heurt,

wealth, fame, friends, brave

~~.

fire,
religions sway

ay

bila

my fellow-men at will,
The power to
‘And strength for mighty works to bunish

seats even fail largely

presence and

Neen

Tn such
a prayer

elevated.

miss,

at all, but still
my wants to fill’
thus grow dumb,
shall not come.

:

but what seems best to
i
wil)

‘

refers to in

ore been looked on as a strange thing

wrought
“in their
near

savingly

to be

upon and remarkably changed
childhood. But now I suppose

thirty

So

appearance,

to

were,

wrought upon, between ten and fourteen
years of age, and two between nine and

gotchilled.

school corps, who yet fail to Jppresiste
converthe work of childhood
and
sion? With all our spiritual Rpparails for
a blackthe little ones, from Genesis
board; we yet seem painfully and dan-

‘knowledge and

in

means for the ‘conversion of Jonathan
Edwards's little ‘one. A few questions
point. What truths and inwill put the
fluences shall we use for : the conversion
of a child six years old? What evidences
shall we seek and take that that child: is
converted? What shall the church do
with a child six years old that is presumed and conceded io be a converted child?
These

ques-

new,

would be hard, if not

tions in a theological Seminary ; yet hey
concern, savingly, a large proportion o
With all
Christdied.
the souls for A
our labor to perfect the Sabbath-school
—Jdepartmentof the church and with sach

wonderful and

in

splendid attainments

this line, is it not about time to’ come up
to these three great practical questions?
Could a National Sabbath-school Convention achieve a more important end
for one year than to answer them lucidly
and practically? Let theologians talk as
_they will of the nuture of the new-born

child as morally pure, or blank, or corrupt, the development of that nature is

uniformly sinful,
sion.

And,

so needs

and

leaving

conver-

dies

that

babe

the

before it becomes conscious of sin in the
hands of the loving Saviour, we must re-

gard the conversion of the living, devel-

oping child a necessity, as preparatory
:
to heaven,
That the conversion

of a child-sinner,

like the one of Edwards, four years old,
possible, we must concede. . Else
is

‘a, plan of salvation does not cover all
human sinners. The way to heaven has
a break, a chasm that little ones

not

can

step over, Let that suggestion perish,
since God is not willing that any child
perish. ' The way is perfect, and
should
littlest feet can climb it, as well ‘as Abraham’s or Edwards's.
Uneonscious of any sin‘and dying thus,

but those

God takes care of the babes;

to

living till they know sin, he commits

grace.
our earé under’ his means of
What are those means and how shall we
. appl them? How to labor for the conversion of the little one so needing it and
for which Christ has provided—
this is the
hard question. We can feed the child
from our common table, clothe it from

our common web, heal it with our com-

mon, ; medicines ;. but

how,

to

it

save

through onr common Gospel— this is the

_ perplexity. Has the seminary any juve
nile theo,
+ or the church any, scheme
0 ini practice thus to “reach 2
proportionof its charge; or the
large

“Sab Sath-school any system of aids, hints,

and helps, clearly and simply adapted to

lead that child to Christ?

We would

like

to know whether Edwards Tabored direct

1y'dnd looked for the conversion 'of those
little ones, or whether the Holy Spirit
did it all and simply surprised him’ ‘with

the result.

recent

mentary manner, over

far

Of course, there must be the

on the Holy Spirit as
same ‘dependence
when the parént is: converted ; - but must
there not be as real ‘and thorough «a use
of means?
it 1.
]
Moreover, it is evideat to pastors and
church committees that many. proper can-

made

200 pupils

being

present, so essentially has Moslem

preju-

dice” disappeared before this and other

“West,

and when she heard those sweet words

it

In the

assistant-superin-

morning

some de-

Signing men persuaded him
that he needsome liquor to ‘warm him up.
It
turned out that he was a reformed drunkard.
His appetite awoke like a wild
beast. He was persuaded to go to a saloon, and then became drunk.
He was
one of a new Jot of men who were working at a reduction in price, and thus took
the place of the old miners who were on
astrike., After they had got him well

ee
AA pr

rrren

RELIGIOUS MISOELLANY.

The Roman Catholics dedicated a $250,-

000 church at Norwieh,Conn., Sept. 28th.

The Rev, Dr. H. W.
said;

Bellows

recently

i|
|

But alas!

it was too late.’ His wounds soon lirought
him to his bed; from whence in one week

he was borne to the grave.

Most of the

total namber of the Hebrew race is between 6,000,000 and 7,000,000,
Of these
5,000,000 are in Europe,
1,500,000 in
America, 200,000 in Asia, and 80,000 in
Africa.
Of the Asiatic Jews 20,000 are

We are to have a new Bible.

The old

idea of inspiration is to be given up, and
all the troublesome thin

that

come

out

of that truth are to be thus avoided. It
is ** to be inspired by. sweet reasonableness;” and thus gets rid of a personal
God, man’s responsibility to him, sin and
redemption from sin, by the blood of
Christ:
The London Freeman,

however,

this Bible has not. made much

says

progress.

It gets through the first chapter of Gene-

‘* Non-attendance at

Church:

++ The Relation of Social Science to Christian Ethics,” J. C. Stille, LL. D,; fourth,

as

such,

behalf of its ¢ Clergy Fund”

the Rev. H. N. Powers, D.

designed

|

about $2,

200

the coming winter in Dayton, Ohio.

germ became protogene, and | protogene
somehow shaped eozoon ; then was the

brook, pastor of the church, delivered. an
historical address,and Mr, Joseph Parme-

The Baptist church at Newport,

R.

I.,

its one hundredth anniversary
formed the plastic cell; whence arose the celebrated
primordial germ. (5) And the primordial Sept. 80th. The Rev. Charles ¥. Hol-

by heterogeneous seg-

AA
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The Scottish Episcopal Church is making an appeal to the
English Church in

Bishop McLaren ; sixth,‘ Memorial Art,”
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or another evolution began and
molecules #ppéared.’ (3) ‘Add molecule
evolved protoplasm, and rhythimie thrills
arose, and. then there was light. (4) And
a spirit of "energy was developed and

became evolved
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by Mr. MeGranahan,
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west, was installed ° pastor of Jefferson
Park church, Chicago, Ill., Sunday, Sept.
14. Rev. D. Clark, of Austin,
Modera-
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few days since and. an inerbasing confidence is felt that he will accept the BartRhetoric. In
Eternal
without us, that maketh for lett Professorship of Sacred
righteousness took no notice whatever of the absence of Prof. Mead in’ Europe, Dr.
anything. (2) And Cosmgs was homo- Selah Merrill is instructing the Juniors in
some-

I

pa-.

of ‘Taly, would sotnotimes have five
hundred or more in attendance. | :
Prof. Francis L. Patton, Professor of
Theology in the Seminary of the North-
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sis in this manner:
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1. "There never was a beginning. The

eneous and undifferentiated, and
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edifice, in connection with the Free church

Causes and Remedies,” G. P. Keese ; third,

dawn of life. ©) And the herb. yielding lee read a centennial poem.
The first’ synagogue erected by the
seed, and the fruit-free yielding fruit
after its own kind, whose seed is in’ it- Jews in Scotland was opened in Glasgow
self, developed according to its own fan- a few days ago. The Jews have synacy. And the Eternal without us, that gogues in various places in Scotland, bnt
didates for the church were: converted ; at | maketh for, righteousness, neither knew none of them ‘had been specially erected.
@ The
a very early and even unknown time, nor cared anything about it.
Toiseveral churches which seem to: be
when neither the church nor the child cattle after his kind, the beasts of earth somewhat discouraged in the attempt to
took: any knowledge of it, Some thus after his kind, and every creeping thing secure permanent pastors, we are. conconverted, but, not discovered

dresses.
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vilion, built, Articles were. hought and
sold, and the services each day were
crowded to listen to the hymns and ad-

the bishop proposes to see that Methodism

second,

ough

Two rows of huts, each 500

feet, by 10, were erected, and a large

is strongly plunted contemporaneously
with the founding of villages and staking
out of farms.
The Fifth Baptist church of Washington, D. C., has obtained a judgment
against the Pennsylvania Central railroad for $4,500, for putting an engine
house
& yard or two from its house of
worship.
him as a Christian, and a worker for
Thé Episcopal diocese of the Island of
wages which they had refused. How sad
for a Christian thus to fall. Still our pre- Bermuda has been united to that of Newdominant feeling was pity for a brother foundland.
who had fallen in a pit thus skillfally
The topics announced for discussion at
laid. We feel that he died forgiven, but the sixth Protestant Episcopal Church
do we not all need to be earnest; in the Congressto be held ‘at Albany ‘on the
prayer, ‘* Lead us not into temptation ?” 21st, 22d, 23d, and 24th of October are
— Interior.
as follows: the first is ¢‘ Positive Chris* | tian Education,” by Bishop ‘Huntington ;
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The day betime he lay unconscious.
fore he died there came a little’ gleam of assigned to India and 25,000 to Palestine.
light when his mind was clear and calm.
Bishop Beck is now making a tour
Realizing that ms-end was near; he. ealled the lady of the house, herself
a through Northern Minnesota and Dakota,
Christian, to his side and offered up a to look after the new Methodist churches
most beautiful and fervent prayer for forming and about to be formed in that
himself'and the forgiveness
of his sin, growing region. A very large immigraand for his wife and children in their fac- _| tion into that country is taking place, and
off Eastern home, whom he would never
see again,and then sank into unconsciousness from which to wake in eternity:
From all that we could earn, his life had
been that of a consistent Christian from
His end
the time of his reformation.
was a deep mortification to the little band
that had welcomed him to their number
as a fellow-worker, and a triumph of the
wicked and diabolical element that hated

the Gospel.

of ‘its
printed
recently
or fair,

interest to be spent,
A three days Conference of the ‘Conhouse = of ditional Immortality Association” was re-

“I never knew one man or

who steadily
evaded: the
prayer and public worship on the Lord's
Day—who habitually neglected it, and
under the influence of liquor, they got had a theory on which it was neglecthim into a quarrel and set upon him with ed—that did not come to grief and bring
:
great violence. (He ran to his boarding other people to grief.”
house where he was rescued from what
From the 56th annual report of the
would = have
been
immediate death. Berlin Society for the Promotion of Chris- |
When he came to himself he was filled tianiry among the Jews it appears that the

with shame and repentance.
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Thirty thousand people
bled in Bengal, at a mela,
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Bishop Bowman reports that he rode
Lady Effendine,
ed
three hundred people in the
Methoother, women of Sis to Livisvopal
chueh hs Rome that the
hands she gave
church often
had a congregaaddressed the tionaidensian
of four hundred, and that egy

affected her, and made her feel how true
tendent * of the Sabbath-school, and glad- and comforting are the promises of God's
ly received as a fellow-worker. The end Word. Truly, the Bible has a balm for
was sad indeed, One bitter cold night every wound, whether of Moslem, Brahhe worked in the shaft of the mine and min, Turk or Christian.—Am. Traveller.
He was at once

would it be strange in itself, or only
to the Church and to the Sabbathstrange

deficient

a

schools and teachers in a very, comple-

nest listener,a man of Scotch antecedents.

ten, and one of them about four years of
age.” This was said more than a hundred and. forty years ago, and very likely, if God should so work on little children to-day in any town, * it would be
looked on as a Strange thing.” But

gerously

ladies. ' At

thering for the distribution of rewards,

life, who at once allied himself with Lwho, on hearing at morning prayers the
Christian Jeople and took an active part words, *“ when my father and my mother
in the work of ‘the church. The laborers forsake me, then the Lord will take me
On inquiry for the
there were few, indeed, and a’ man—a up,” burst into tears.
real worker-~was warmly welcomed to cause, the girl said these words applied to
her fathis little circle. The little church was, her case. . Her mother died, and
an out-station which we had organized, ther’'s new wife was oruel, and poisoned
and we recognized him at his first at- his mind against her, so that he turned
Then she hastened
tendance upon our services, sitting on her out of doors.
the front seat in the rude hall where we right to her dear school, not knowing
gathered for worship.
lle was an ear- where else to find a shelter for the might;

this passage in his ‘* Narrative of Sarrising Conversions”: ** It has heretoseemed

by two. English

Christian influences.’ A touching incident
an intelligent-looking laborer in middle- is related of one of those Moslem girls
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The evening

The Wlorning Star,
WEDNESDAY,

have béén about 500 present,” nine-tenths

of whoni chad: till recently
been either
Romanists: or: infidels.
From seven to
eight the meeting was Simply for prayer,
conducted by Mr. M’All and one of the
French pastors. : Yet the room was half
filled with men and womeu in their ordinary
‘dresses, whose solemn demeanor
and. earnest voices and glowing eyes

OCTOBER 22, 1879.

6. ¥. MOSHER,

Editor.

Br All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

that I was there, there mnst

for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H.

showed that they knew what it was tw
praise

and

pray.

At

evanyelisti¢ meeting

was filed.

pel,

A GREAT WORK.
Having become somewhat interested in

and

eight

the usual

began, and the

hall

interpreted;

and

I preached to them the gos-

Mr.

Monod

anything that I did say of divine truth lost
nothing by the powarful and pointed

the M'All Mission in Paris

last summer,
translation of the
French pastor. Many
we were glad to learn. more of its inner | remained behindto converse and to rehistory by conversing, on the passage ceive Bibles, or tracts, or Testaments.
home, with a lady who had for two years Many are the remarkable cases of converbeen acting as one of its missionaries in sion in connection with that meeting.
All candid persons agree in saying that
one of the worst quarters of that great
city. Having gone to Paris to study the this work has made anew districtof Belleneeding
to be
doubly
language, and not even knowing that ville. Once
theré was such a mission, she soon be- guarded by police and soldiers on all
came so interested in it that she was com- public occasions, like a cage of wild
pelled
to give it much of both her time beasts at feeding time, it was actually at
and her prayers. Such is the manner in the time of the recent election’ riots the
quietest part of Paris. Whatever may be
which the work commends itself.
the
future destiny of the mission, there is
The work began in, and is still practi
cally confined to, that quarter of Paris certainly something remarkable in these
known as Belleville—an elevated, airy thousands of ‘Roman Catholics under
It shows how
portion of the city ii point of location, evangelical instruction.
but a most degraded and wicked portion powerless are the priests, and how they
in point of morals. It is the abode of the have lost their hold on the masses that
they once controlled. That is partly true
Paris artisans, the owuwriers, who have
of
Catholicism throughout Europe. The
Jost faith in the priests and have embracmasses
are beginning to more than sused a gloomy skepticism in its stead. We
spexk of the quarter as it was six or seven pect the truth of its legends, while scholyears ago when Mr. M’'All began his ars either openly repudiate its theological
work. It was from this quarter that the teaching’ or silently withdraw from its

position.

Communists issued at the close of the
Franco-German war,to spread devastation
onall sides. Enraged against the wealthy,
whom they claimed were robbing them
of their

rightful

earnings,

and

bitter

selves to the enlightenment of the spirit

against the priests, who never approached
~ them but for money, they at length issued
forth, with the old Napoleonic device of
« liberty, equality, fraternily,” on their
banners, to rob thé

so-called

robbers

ually ignorant.

It is only justice to add that Miss de
Broen, well known in

this

mission,

had

begun the work before Mr. M’All's ad-.
vent, in visiting the sick and destitute,
and in pointing them to a better way.
He has also had the cordial sympathy and
co-operation of the Evangelical pastors in
the ‘city—a help that he gratefully acknowledges. The French @ government
also recognizes the value of his services,
and has publicly awarded him a medal
for so signally improving the condition of
its worst class of citizens. Such a work

in

the one ease and to murder the priests in
-the other. They laid the finest part of
Paris iu ashes in carrying out the

It is the time for Protestantism

to make itself felt in the Old World: The
results of Mr. M’All's work are only a
sample of what may be accomplished by
men of culture and faith devoting them-

former

design, and their . summary method of
carrying out the latter is attested by their

hurrying numbers of the hated priests to

a little garden up the Rue Haxo, fastening them to a blackened wall, and shooting them where they stood. What a
scene of blood and butchery it was ! How
the French army, as it finally fought its ‘as Mr. M'All is doing would, we fear, be
way into the city from

aed

upon

down

the

hundreds

Versailles,

destroyers

overthrown

retali-

by shooting

of them—men,

if any

but

a

Republican

government should hold the ascendency
in France.

women

Itis, with a similar

mission

and childrenyin the street, in
their “in Rome, one of the most important cenwretched abodes, and wherever they ters in the social and religious life of
:
could be
found. Five
hundred
of Catholic Europe.
ob
‘them were in one mass hurried off to
Pere-la-Chaise cemetery, placed along a
DR. BOYD'S OASE.
deep ditch, shot upon its edge and buried
The pressure of the Anniversary reports
where they fell.
last week crowded out a timely reference
It was into this quarter of Paris that to this latest case of
heresy among the
Mr. M’All, a Scotch clergyman, happened | Baptists. It will be“ femembered that
to wander one day soon after these terr
r. Boyd's house of worship in St. Louis
ble scenes that we have just recalled.
He was burned last winter, and that just
found the people in a state of religious previously to that calamity he had invited
infidelity. They had been driven into a Unitarian clergyman to partake of the
atheism Dy a priesthood whose lies had communion with his church, We do not
beconye-transparent, whose licentiousness
know whether any zealous Baptist suswas notorious, and whose indifference

pected that the Lord sent the fire to rebuke

to

“the wants of their fellow-men was, as Dr.
Bonar says, a thing not attempted to be
concealed. But they were not a wholly

thoughtless

people.

‘We

with the priests,” said one

have

done

of these

arti-

the church for this act

of communion

not. ' Following the fire came

sans 0 Mr. M’All one day whom he had
engaged in eonversation as he was passing through that section. ** Whoever

will teweh us a religion of reality, a religion of freedom and equality, will" find us

or

a cordial

of his friends, who told him that his life
would not be safe in Belleville,

he took

up his abode there, hired a hall, sent ont

. urated the Tuileries,

whose

hearts,

many of them, yearned for better

things.

His - Jisteners

but

became

Waich- Tower calls it an ** untoward ' culmination,” and the Standard is far from

approving

it. Meanwhile

Dr.

Boyd's

church is joined by another Baptist church
in the city,~—a respectable nucleus, at
least, whether anything gathers around
it or mot. ‘The Independent makes its
‘¢ point” out of the affair as follows: .
In a late editorial we stated that the
Baptists are more close in theory than
other denominations,

has been to refuse to

because. their

commupe

rule:

not sim-

ply with the unbaptized, but with those
also who do commune with them.
Several Baptist papers have questioned the

fact. Will they please cousider this case
of Dr, Boyd's church ?
;
>

BOARD.

The recent annual meeting of this missionary. organization suggests profitable
themes of reflection. It was organized id
Connecticut in 1810, by five

ministers

in

a minister's parlor of Farmington. In
1819 it had eighty-one missionaries and
assistant missionaries, and asked for $37,-

000 for that year; now it has nearly 400
missionaries and needs $500,000 a year.
It also calls for thirly new: missionaries,
and

expects

the

contributions to insure their support. The
long sealed gates of Japan were opened
by an American fleet fifteen years ago.
Five years later the American Board sent
its first missionary there.. Result: Ten
years ago less than ten converts in a populdtion of 33,000,000, no

church,

no

na-

tive ministry, no missionary that could
preach, placards everywhere denouncing

Chrjstianity. To-day there are more
than 2500 converts, a fine body of
native

preachers,

Christian
schools; a
literature, including
100,000

Christian

ing meetings has been

copies of parts of the New Testament,and
160 missionaries. The recent meeting itself was full of enthusiasm, and the Board

hopes to increase the record of the organ:

two

spent

in

hundred

ings; and that the aggregate time of all work

last annual meeting of the Association
were ‘good, inasmuch as they all had
some practical bearing upon the future

ers has been seven hundred eighteen days and
nine hundred forty-seven evenings. Good results are reported,

and

that much good fruit

the

will

hopé expressed

afterwards

appear

from the seed sown: Eighty-two persons have
been engaged in the ¢anvass.
A great sensation has been created at Chicago by the charge of plagiarism against
Rev.
Dr.
Lorimer, late of
Boston.
He
preached a beautiful sermon, which was’ iden
tified by some Methodist clergymen
in the
audience who were in Chicago attending con-

The sermon was solicited by a news-

paper and compared with a sermon of Rev.
Dr. Parker's of London, when an extraordina-

ry identity for wholé paragraphs was disclosed,
:
Our report Inst week of the Auniversaries
made. the Corresponding Secretary of the
Home Mission Society say that the State of
Maine has 200 of our churches in it. What he
did say was about 290, or over 15 the membership of the denomination.
‘The whole
amount contributed to the Society’s treasury
was a little less than $6,000. Including all
the State and local societies have done, it will
not swell the sum above $10,000....The statement about-the Greenwich St. church, Providence, was that at the beginning of the year
ite debt was about $8,000. Tt asked for three
hundred dollars (not $3,000 as was printed)

and it was granted.

1t would be singular if the Chautauqua Sun-’
day-school gatherings should expand into a
University, The organization of * The Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle” hints
at such a’ result. The new society aims to

promote habits of reading and study in natand

art, science,

ure,

daily life

the

routine

(especially among those

cational

sacred

and

in secular

literature, in connection with

whose

of
edu-

advantages have been limited), so as

to secure to them the college student’s

outlook upon

general

the world and life, and to devel-

op the habit of close, connected, persistent
thinking.
The method of procedure may
be

learned hy addressing Dr.
field, N. J. .

Vincent,

at Plain-

price is now only two dollars

a year.

The more subscribers we have the
paper we shall be able to make.

better

UNLESS

YOU

WISH

TO

HELP.

to call the attention of their

on the ground that it had admitted peo-

They did not know their wants until they

read the appeals in the Star.

Moreover,

vote. . ¢ For/over

Not only
can parties have it on trial three months
for twenty five cents, but for Two dollars,

stated some instances in illustration of the

of the, del-

‘The greater its in-

the delegates were admittedby a’ large creased circulation of the Star.
two ‘hundred . years,”

said Mr, Thompson, ** the Second church

ing these flagrant breaches of sectarian

communion is involved,

hymn was not the only charge against
Dr. B., however grave an offense we may

Missionary Societies.

point, and Rev. Dr. Taylor had made a
come the larger can be these donations.
speech favoriog the admission

in singing the hymn *‘ Nearer, My God,
to Thee,” minus the first verse. Follow-

that

This work was undertaken by the Association some time ago, but of late has
been allowed to pass out of aotice.
The Professorship
was
to be
an
endowment of fifteen thousand dollars.
When ten thousand was actually secured,
a Professor, recommended by the Association, was to occupy the chair at Hillsdale, and await the raising

of the

other

At present the endowment

stands as follows: five thousand

dollars

has been secured ; there is a pledge

of

one thousand dollars, conditional on the
raising of nine thousand. We need then
to secure this pledge and to complete the
first thousand dollars necessary to securing

a Professor,

four

thousand

dollars

more. Of course this will not complete
the endowment, but will enable a’ Professor to begin work. The time has come
when the wants of the Theological Department of Hillsdale imperatively demand the Instructor contemplated in this
endowment.
The Central Association

has taken no action where the question of
and

we

do

propose to take any to-day.” :
“

00

Oe

not

;

_ B@Two siguificant things have

occur-

cash in hand, any person can have it a
year, and by subscribing’ at once, they
can have it till Jan. 1, 1881, for the same
sum ($2.00). There is actually no paper

red inthe world of thought during the
past summer. One is the teaching of the

of its grade offered at so low a figure.

Summer School of Philosophyat Concord,
whose keyuoote has been the: personality
of the Absolute, thus solidifying the
dreamy transcendentalism of the past in-

'Itis the purpose of the Managers to
make a better paper next year than they

sion

of this Institute, which was held at

Hillsdale, Mich.,

College to remain imperiled while we
remdin inactive. It is ‘‘now or never."
Surely our churches—many of them born
of the zeal and consecration of David

Marks-—will not allow this opportunity to
perpetuate his sacred memory among us,
Well,

the

blessing is just within our grasp. Suecess or defeat trembles in the balance.
A few months now must decide. By
June next it will be known whether we
are to be true to the memory of Marks:
true to our past record of liberality, or

whether we shall allow this golden op-

sions from the entire membership of their
respective congregations, as far as

possi-

ble in the proportion suggested on the
mission cards.
Space can not be given

vow

‘three weeks ago, we

take the following outline of proceedings
from the Herald:
|
:
farewell address. On
Wedn
dy at
o’clock, A. M., the officers were elected,
John Ashley,
aod Rev. Jd. 8.
rington, Secre
.
+
Dunn gave the

lecture on ‘ The

to a dis-

cussion of this resolution. It will be referred to in future notes. Miss Libbie
Cilley was engaged to spend a few weeks

among the churches to introduce the cards

and organize Women's Mission Societles.
She is meeting with flattering success.
Mission Societies have been organized at

Bible a Miraculous

nine
Rey,
Har.
first

Book.”

At eleven o'clock, a general discussion
upon
the views and arguments presented in the log

awas Sy
deliv:
y
bin

IrtK,lack. P. PiM., on8 lecture

¢

Necessity of an fom
Ministry.»
This
was followed by a discussion in” which a
large number participated. At hsifseven,
P. M., & prayer meeting wus held in the col
church.
bursday

lege

at

nine, A.

completed the subject

M.,

upon

Professor Dunn

which

he spoke
day.
At two o'clock, ». M.,
Professor Butler
gave u lecture on ‘‘The Study
ot the Bibles”
¢ discussion whieh followed
was very interesting. At four o'clock, P. M.,
President Durgin gave a “ Bible Reading,” in
which the institute .were, deeply interested.
Prayer-meeting 7:80 p, M.
Friday at nine o'clock, Rev. Geo. R. Holt
spoke on
The Best Means of Promoting
Revivals.” At eleven o'clock Professor
Dunn
lectured on * The Objections to Future Pun.
the

previous

ishment.”

At two

o'clock, P.

M., President

Durgin conducted a Bible reading on the subject of ““ Prayer.”
At three o'clock, P. M.,
Professor Copp gave a lecture on ** The Class
ification and Analysis of Sermons.” Saturday,

nine, A. M., Professor Dunn
gave the ** Proof
of Future Punishment.”
At eleven,a. Ms, Pro-

fessor Butler lectured
pit.” At two, P, M.,
on the subject ** The
ed.” Tuis closed the

on * A Sanctified . PalPresident Durgin
spoke
Ministry—How A wakenexercises of the institute,

The lectures throughout the session were able,
ang the large audiences were deeply interest.

Winisters and Churches,

can not expect the interest of Hillsdale

friends, acquaintances and . parishes to it, portunity to pass by forever, This en+ and thus to-put it into many families that dow ment, of course, must come largely
—_
through bequests. The money need not
:
17"THE case of the Second “Baptist do not now have it.
actually be paid in, but bequests, well seThis is not a gratuitous service that we
church of Newport came before the late
cured, on which a fair rate of interest is
ask.
Itis the unvarying testimony, that paid,
Convention of Rhode Island Baptists .in
-willLenable the-Gollege to-engrge a
Providence, by an appeal of the Commit- the more copies of the Star that go into a Professor, Who will lead the way? Who
tee on Credentials to know whether the parish, the better the results that appear makes the first pledge of any sum, from
delegates froin that church should be ad- in respeet to Christian activity, religious one hundred to one thousand dollars?
mitted to seats or not. Rev. Dr. Johnson
intelligence, attendance at the prayer Money was never better invested than in
asked the pastor of the church, Rev. Mr.
this endowment. The advantage to the
Thompson, if his church invited people to meetings, contributions for the support of Association in having a Professor whose
the communion table who have not been worship, and a broader and deeper inter- interests will be closely allied toits work,
baptized in accordance with the Lord's est in all benevolent work. Thus. the is ‘too obvious to need mention. Our
command; in other words, whether his pastors are directly repaid in better
than scattered flocks may through this channel
church was a regular Baptist church.
find shepherds to gather them to the fold
gold or greenbacks.
Mr. Thompson replied that his church
By helping the Star, all of the benevo- of Christ. Brethren, do pray over this
did not do anything about it; had ne: inand then act with promptness and decisvitation to the communion. table, The lent enterprises of the denomination are ion.
church had never taken any action iti the helped. Two new subscribers have, withAnother resolution reads, That the
matter at all. After Rev, Mr, Brayton in a few weeks, sent generous contriby- women in our churches are requested to’
had claimed that if the Second Baptist
tions to each of our Missionary Societies. organize in each church a missionary sochurch of Newport was to be excluded
‘ciety, for the collection of funds for m is-

Farthermore, a better opportasity than
the present was never offered for the in-

first verse of

department of Hillsdale College.

disaster and discouragement.

We have hitherto depended upon the
pastors, and the more active friends of the
Star, to circulate it. We still depend
upon them, It will be comparatively easy

for them

may not be amiss to recall some of them,

in order that their importance may be seen.
The first is to the effect that immediate
action be taken to. complete the David
Marks Professorship in the Theological

five thousand.

Our reporter having failed to furnish
us an account of the third ‘annual ges.

On the first day Rev, M, J. Coldren, who fs
it abou
to t
sail for India as 3 missionary, gave
his

work and prosperity of the churches,

to slip away for want of four thousand
| dollars. It would be a defeat fraught with

NOT TO BE READ

on trial, and that the regular subscription

;

While all the resolutions passed at the

ness.

have it three months for twenty-five cents,

‘Oentral Association Notes.

twenty- |

ization as a bearer of light into the dark-

I= Let every patrbh of the Star remember to tell his neighbor that he can

Benommational Hebos,

hold-

TE

Western Ministerial Institute.

eight days, and two hundred sixty-three even-

ference.

lb

THE AMERIOAN

five of them physicians,

ted, that the cousecutive time

«gates, and after a ‘motion’ to, refer ‘the
subject to a special committee was lost,

the

ly

The Young Men’s Christian Association of
New Hampshire reports that: inits last canvass of the State, fifty-thrée places were vise

fore Dr. Boyd's church. was to return to

interested and consider that to be.. There were others,
Often infidelity and the principal ones being Dr. Boyd's state-

brought in others.

The

nated $1250/to
the Education and the two

omitting

ka

ETE

sociation, and we don't blame them.

sented here that oughtto be excluded, and

But

=
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the Printing Establishment hus lately do-

conduct the Baptist Association of St.
invitations,and soon had about hima mot- | Louis preferred charges against Dr. Boyd
ley company, whose hands still smelled and his church, and expelled them both.

of the petroleum with which they had sat-

Sl

x

ple who are not regular Baptists to ‘comAnunion; there were other churches, repre-

its mew house of worship, a union service

warnings

. a
a
+

=

invitation from the Rabbi of a Jewish
synagogue in St. Louis that Dr. Boyd and
his congregation should worship in his
meeting-house during the rebuilding
of the Baptist house. - The invitation was
accepted, and a few weeks ago, just be-

ready for it.” That was a wail from a ‘wad held in the synagogue,
Dr. B. particdespairing man. To Mr, M'All it ‘was a ipating, and among other things joining
call to duty, and in spite of the

~

Eastern.
i

Maine.

Three persons were baptized and added to
the cburch in Rockland, Oct. 12.
A correspondent writes that Rev. E. Allen,
of E. Dixmont, is in feeble health, but able to
sit up part

says: “The

of the

time.

old

Dixmont

Bro. Allen is pastor,

was

Our

correspondent

church,

of which

organized

in

1809,

For many years it was a flourishing church,
but,

by

frequent

deaths

charch has become

weak,

and most of those aged.

and

removals,

few

My brethren,

all pray for our beloved Bro.

the

in numbers,

Jet us

Allen, and for,

the Dixmont church, that God will bless them,
and that our beloved

Zion

may

be

built

up

again in that place.”
A correspondent reports harmony and a
better spiritual condition in the Prospect Q.

M., particularly in the Belfast and Swanville
| churches, It is hoped that the churches may

arise
to newness of life, and that the Holy
Spirit may rule the hearts of all the membership.

The Prospect Q. M.-sow-has
an sonal ses
sion for business, when each church is to report itself for the Register.
It also has an
Interim Board of seven persons to attend to

business that may arise during the year. At
the last session, which was well attended and
spiritual, the Interim Board recommended to
each church in the Q. M. to hold one or more
three days’ meetings within the year,in aocordance with advice of the Y. M. And as there
are but few ministers in the Q. M. who can
leave home to labor, the Board suggested the
propriety of obtaining ministerial labor from
some other Q. M. Also voted that the chairman of the Board forward letters of commendation to certain lay members of the different

churches (whose names were brought. before

the Board), notifying them of the action of the
Board, and desiring them to hold themselves
in readiness to labor in these meetings if called

for.

A council from the Unity Q. M. met the

Interim Board, and consulted in regarth to
uniting the two Q. Ms. The council and
Board were in favor of uniting, but agreed to
lay the matter before the churches of both Q.
Ms., and request the clerk of each church to
get the yeas and nays of his church, and foraward to the clerk of his Q. M.,

by

the

25th of

Nov.,
#0 the subject may be acted on at the
next session of Unity Q. M., Dee. 5. Will the
clerk or some other member forward this
notice?

{

Revs. J. Mariner and W, H. Bowen,
intend to sail for home on the

will probably

be atong

23d

D.D.,

inst.,

and

their friends again

Holmesville and Norwich. : At both these the first of next month,
Rev. George Plummer, of Lisbon Village,
places they have adopted thecard system. | regularly supplies the
West Bowdoin Free
October 1st Sister Cilley visited the church Baptist church to good acceptance
.
at West Oneonta, where they already
LITCHFIELD.
“On the Plains” the Freewill
have a Mission Society—Bro. Steven
Baptist house of worship is delightfully, situatcouldn't live without one.
: ed, favorable, also, as a center for the gather
She also attended the Otsego Quarterly ing of different districts for Sabbath serv ices.
Only a few rods from
Meeting and organized a Quarterly Meet- tude of the beloved the church rest a ngltidead, in a beautifully aring Women’s Mission Society. On Sun- ranged and decorated cemetery, a sacred place

bitterness would scoff at the preacher's
wards, but in the main the story of love

ment in u sermon

was not the only necessary one in the

to solid, devout theism;

which he told them won their

said

world, that the doctrine of close communion is rather an inference from the Bible

so,”

the address of Dr. Allman before the
British Association at Sheffield, in which

have ever made before: to make it indis- day evening,
October 5, she orgunized a visited ofien by surviving friends of the depensable to every Freewill Baptist for the Women's Mission Society at Oneonta Vil- parted, and fruitful in hallowed memories of
amount of denominational matter that it lage. The church at present is without a the living past. Oh, bow painfully pleasing to
walk amongst the tombstones, there igseribed
will contain, and to make it profitable to pastor, but this Women's Mission Society with

than a command, and that baptism may

the Association was committed to a virtual
abandonment of the positions assumed by

cles oun religious life and: doctrine, its

«1g is as # was in the
one poor woman

one

allegiance.

beginning?”
day.

‘ How

was asked. ‘‘To the poor the gospel is
preached,” she replied. Soon there were

be found, until now there are twenty-two
stations, with halls of a seating capacity
of from two to six hundred. The average
weekly attendance of adultsisabout 8,000,
and of children about 3,000—the ‘latter

other Christian churches besides the Baptist, and he replied as follows:
"Dr. YEAMAN:
Not as a church. I believe there are plenty of other Christian

being in charge of a skillful superintendSo far has the mission

that even the rich now

succeeded

people and that there will be justas large
a portion of their membership in heaven

attend the meet-

ings, so that in the audiences

see a singular mixture of women

one

may

as of us—just as large. Bat, if the
Church means anything, it means some-

without

bonnets, artisans in their blue frocks, and
gentlemen and ladies in broad-cloth and
oll.
fic

Says Rev. Dr. Bonar, of Edinburgh,

in

describing the work :

and the other

be regarded only as an orderly precedent
to the Lord's supper. He was also made Tyndall, Huxley and others, and the
responsible for certain tenets held by the | Atom of the Scientists virtually dethroned
Jews, and we know not what else. It is from its position of Creator. A triumphedifying to read a part of Dr. Yeaman's ant ending, surely, of a most hard fought
remarks at the prosecution. Dr. Boyd battle in the field of thought and philosa
asked him if he did n't believe there were ophy.

openings in other parts of the city, which
were occupied as fast as laborers could

ent.

that the Baptist sect

thing definite, and if there is no definiteness about it, then there is nothing
about it;

and if there

is

no

Baptist

"| Church’in the land, there is no church;
and if there is Aug. otlier churdh in the
land but the Baptist
Church, the Baptist
Church isn’t a church, because it is so
distinct from all the others, and two things
sO enurely unlike can’t be the same.”

+

+

«1

believe it is a great'deal better

for a man to fall on the inside of the Bap-
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The biennial conference of the Evangelical

Alliance will meet at St. Louis, Oct. 28.
Rev. O, Pitts,

of Lewiston,

Me.,

«

has

been

authorized to canvass for the Morning
and receive payment for the same.

Star

Rev. Phillips Brooks remarks that “ Christian union is well, but no courtesies between
two regiments ever yet defeated the other
army?
i“
ria
The disbursements. by the Free
Baptist

Woman’s

Mission

Society

last year were

$3,592.88, and not $1450, as stated in. a_previous number,

Hifi

We must leave Joseph Cook and

Rev. Dr.

Storrs to settle with our typo for calling them

tist fence and stay there; and I don’t be- “¢ ladies of thought,” in Mrs, Hills’s article on
lieve it because of education or prejudice,
to | for. like my Bro. Boyd, I was not brought
up that way; but 1 got that way from
Prof. Christlieb, of Bonn University, Gerking about the thing and, I think, understanding
the mutter; and the more I many, has been invited to deliver the Yale
eodore

| think of it bie More petfectly Am T con-

| Yinced that every converted
verte
man
and
| woman who isn't on the inside of the Bap‘tist pen ought to get there: before 'to-mor-

vow nigh
:
hall
The Baptist newspapers, some of them,
A

most remarkable of all. The
nearly 600, and it is generally full.

gt,

$

¥

¥

don’t think much of the action of the As-

Lectures on * Preaching” in the winter of
1880. He will be remembered from the prominent part he took in the Evangelical Alliance

everybody for its correspondence, its artiSunday-school notes, its secular and religious and educational news, its family
reading, and its literary merit.

Finally, at the reduced price, the paper

must have an increased circulation in order to be kept up to its present standard.

We look to the brethren to respond to our
generous offer. It is not made in order
that the Printing Establishment may make
money, but that every Freewill Baptist
family may be enabled to have their de-

will soon see that a well organized

the names of the dear ones, who have
passed on before us to “ the other shore.”

** The Plains church” is the one with which

I first united in the church relations, at the
age of eighteen years, about forty-three years

since.

It is a great pleasure to me to visit this

church and community, notwithstanding

so
ty is much more efficient and will move large a per cent. of the fathers and mothers in
Israel, and of my early associates, nearer my
in that direction. In the evening Miss own age, have been removed
by death. It.
Cilley spoke at Flat Creek. Thus far her . would seem that he who dies, goes to more of
audiences have been large and attentive, bis friends ‘ beyond the river,” than he leaves
and there can be no doubt much perma- on this side of the “ swelling tide!” And es-

socie-

pecially is the pleasure of meeting this church
greatly enhanced by the fact, that the brothers

Theological Department at Hillsdale,
~The college has never been so fall
gince the fire. About three hundred students in all. The state of the Theological

* ready to every good word and work.” Recently, by the most cordial invitation of their
excellent pastor, Rev.E. G. Page, I address
ed his people on our school'and mission work

paper to every Freewill Baptist who does
eight, three of them college graduates.
not receive it; show the paper and the An unusual

was taken, and,last but not least, the Woman's
Mission Society ‘desired the privilege of mak-

Each present

sub-

seriber might get another, and thus enlarge its field of usefulness.

Take the

present low terms—only $2.00—and ask
for a subscription. It is both a denominational and a Christian work: let us all be
interested in it,

sa

New

subscribers

who,

send us $2.00 shall receive
the ‘‘ Morning Star?’ from

which met in New Yorkin 1873, and from his

the date of their subserip-

‘tian Belief,” published by both Scribner and.

tion

to

the American Tract Society in 1874.

vear

1S80.-wx

prize volume on + Modern Doubt and Chriss

will be its salvation. On Sunday,Oct. 12,
Miss Cilley spoke. at. Ames. A mission
committee doing something of the work of
a regular Society exists in that church.
It is probable however that the friends

nent good has been accomplished.

nominational paper.

the

close

of the

.

:

J. H. Durkee, Co. Sec.

and

Department is also very encouraging.
Our in-coming, or Junjor class numbers

large number have also en-

tered upon the, preparatory studies,
The religious interest in college

‘good.

is

Meetings well attended, and some

inquiring the way of life. The Young

Men's Christian Association is specially

sisters are

so truly

progressive,

and

south, to which the most hearty and enthusiastic response was given, The Sabbath-school
contributed its collections, a public collection

ing up the balance necessary to furnish a room
in “ Myrtle Hull.” May Heaven still more

abundantly
Plains.”

bless
!

the ' workers ‘on
Pe

the

I found Bro. Page and his people in mutual

cominendation of each other.
people and they love him.

He loves his

This circumstance

‘May the benevolent remember us, pray

to me was very instructive. Too often is it
otherwise. Too often the minister loves his
charge, and anxiously labors to benefit and

Their success greatly ‘depends upon it.

some cause is not reciprocated, Sometimes
a people like their minister,
but he is too ex-

serviceable.

Never were

better as a whoje.

our prospects

for these students, and render them aid.

Will not the churches respond, and help
this
as well as other important causes?

None should be neglected.
one.

;

The

work is

j

save his congregation, but that interest from

acting or fault-finding, and ultimately total
by Gow purely
will mutual love and

self-sacrifice, between

pastor and people bring success.
| Let me add that at * the Corner” I met the

Ini

ard

every night;Tf i xpoo

and’ highly esteemed: Rev. Joel

venerable

Hawes, pastor: of the Cong’l church, who. together with his church, never fails to welcome

1%

pvr wil

be baptized on the Sabbath, and unite with the
church which has just been organized there.

ed

TTT

ER

i
100 din
of our school and mission | binds lied of onmadae!
the representative
C. ,W., Testnted hy
work south, with something more than. words,
Rev. 0. J. Moon writes from, Tons

under dato of Oct8,.as. follows: 1 held‘a fo, Jorn tht

many

of Maine, it sold hogsheads: of New England
the’ legitimate cohrum yearly, and suffered

“ Plimpton &

sion of the North Carolina conference, writes

location of the

a number

Quite

with the Woodbridge

u, and bias enjoyed frequent revivals under
the labors of its different pastors. «2:
\
_, Minnesota.

‘church, Sept,

19.

SENECA & HURON

in the prayers of Christ’s followers,

and

the work goes on.
The September session of the

M. was with the Crystal

Hennepin

Q.

Lake church,

meeting was well attended and

his call, #nd the doctrines and practi
denomination, voted to proceed’ to servive of

good of the church,

The

ext

session

with

the Lykins

satisfacto-

to

limits,

united,

is

in

connection

Our.great want—with

A

God’s blessing

doctripal

E. W., RICKER, Clerk of Council.
Massachusetts.

The Mass. Q. M. was holden at Amesbury,
Wednesday and Thursday of last week. The

Baptist usages by Brethren Warren and Sifton
as council chosen by the candidates for mem-

interest for several years, and the last session
proved no exception to the rule, Amesbury
is a pretty village of eight or ten thousand in-

couraging.

“sessionsof this body bave been increasing-in-

‘habitants; lying on the banks of the Merrimack, about five miles from Newburyport.
Our church there has been greatly embarrass-

ed for a féw years, on siccount of the stopping
of the mills, and a debt of $1600 had gradually
accumulated. Last April, Rev. J.D. Waldron

Oct. 9.

the deceased:

Mich., thus describes the recent dedication
the new’ Freewill Baptist meeting-house
that city:

and

The dedication of the new
church of this eity, the

Freewill

only

of usual

morning

church

service,

building

for

the

ware

Reid, and by Rev. R. Dunn of Hillsdale’ Col:

E. Curtiss,

interest under

pastor,

Rev.

A.

J. .

for

the

re-

P.

better than the

clergymen.

would aid by contribution to

free

from debt before its dedication.

the

church

And they

did

not mistake the generous spirit of our citizens

Feady 0 assist in every good enterprise.
————
[Awappesl resulted in securing, in cash and
pledges, the sum of $740.70,—ED. Star].
pastorate
H. N. Plump has taken the
Rev.
surplus above the payment of the debt
of or Br church, which he conviders to The
will aid to pay for chairs for the platform,’
be an important field of labor.
stoves and pipe, and a few other necessary
As a result of Miss Cilley’s address recently items. Jt may be that some other persons, not
present on that day, may contribute. to secure
in the West Oneonta chureb, a society to prothese few essentials. On our own responsibiliMrs.
with
organized,
was
work
the
mote
ty, we hazard the opinion that any additional
Morgan,
Dr.
Mrs.
R. W. Miller, President;
gifts will'be put to the best
possible use.
At the close of the solicitation of pledges,
Vice-President; Mrs. O. A. Miller, Secretary
Mr.
Smith
gave
a
most
excellent
talk, thankand Treasurer. The first meeting will be held
generous gifts and askat Mrs. Morgan's, Wednesday evening of next “ing the people for their
week.
By request of the Columbus church, a coun-

¢il was appointed

at

the

last

session of the

Chemung Q. M. to examine Bro. 8. A. Worden

with a view to his erdination, The council
- Teporting favorably, the service was held with
the Columbus church, Oct: 8, Several ministers from other

denominations

were

present

and were inyited to take part in the introduc-

tory services.

The principal parts of the exer-

cises were as follows: Reading of examining
committee’ report and programme of exercis-

es by the Clerk; Invocation by Rev. Mr. Batson (Baptist), of Clarksville; Scripture lesson
by Rev. C. E. Brockway, of Norwich; Prayer

od 1that all people, not already connected with
other churches, will now cheerfully come forward and help to sustain by their presence and

personal effort religious services in the new
church and establish and keep up a Sundayschool for themselves and their children and
their neighbors and their neighbors’ children
not now

in

any

work in the new
take the place

of any

build up the kingdom

8.

Union,

tributed gratuitously a number of 8.8.
:
:
lesson books.

Union

Henry

Agent

Densmore,

donatedto the school a’ $86

progress,

New

ones

are

dis-

extend

and hope
them the heartiest sympathy
will have the most abundant, sucyess

The ser- | Any

starting

library and

Church and Sunday-school now have a fairto

mon by Bro, Durkee was a fine effort. The]
good attention given was an. evidence of its

is still in

8.

Am.

start and the community in general

_ ferns and flowers, several bouguets of the lat- good work.
ter ornamenting the pulpit and table, The

The revival in Jamestown, North Newstead,

was or«
Superin-

tendent, Wm. Marsh; Assistant SuperintendTreasuent, Wm. H. Rellyea; Secretary and
rer, Charles Riley; Livrarian, Burton Baker.

ship by Rev. B, F. Marsden, of Sherburne;
Benediction by Rey. 8. A. Worden, of Columbus. . The house was beautifully trimmed with

"Clerk of Qouncil, .

the earth

in

of Christ

tion.
:
Sunday-school
In the afternoon, a
ganized with the following officers:

of Unadilla Forks; Charge to the candidate by
Rev. G. R. Foster,of Smyrna; Hand of fellow-

Be FOSTER,
emray
Is
thie extension ul Kingd

to

endeavor

and labor for the goodof humanity.
Rev. Ransom Dunn, after a few appropriate
remarks, made the dédicatory prayer, aud the
Sougregalion was dismissed by a benedic-

nix; Ordaining prayerby Rev. A, T. Worden,

appreciation, May the church be encouraged
“by the ordination of its pastor and together
work for the glory of the Master's name und

work,

Christian

other

but to supplement all “Christian

by Rev. Mr, Buck, of M, H. church, Clarksville; Sermon by Rev. J, H. Durkee, of Pho:

singing by the choir was excellent.

The

Sunday-school.

other

ecburch is designed, not to

»

person sending

Twenty-five

us

Star three.

the Morning

cen fs may have
months on trial.

|

Lord

Cairhs, the

Great Britaln,

the
their

)

Lord

Chancellor of

holds religions

months

of Messrs.

:

:

“

Oct. 10.

Pentecost

and

Stebbins.

A

A
Lewistown,
perpux chroh
Miasion Bang Whitefield, N H, for Miss
“Gleaners’ HoultonEast Medo:
Parsonsfield .

everywhere.

8t42

i

FREE

For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss
of Manhood, and all-disorders brought on by in-.
St., New York.

1y28

We call the especial attention of our

1st,

readers
another

is one

to
col

of our
8t4l

of three
ed to make arrangements for the hol
this Q. M.
meetings with all the churches in
i
. That the committee Arrange with pastorless
churches as to the time for ho ding ‘these meetings, and make assignment of ministers for the
That churches having pastors,
the work; and 3rd,
if they desire such meetings, shall apply to the
th
committee and Have assignments made
Rev. B. M. Edwaris, A. Libby, C. F. Penney, A:

said

G. Hill and H.J. Whi
%

Dec, session with the Brunswick Village church,
commencing the third Tuesday at two o'clock, P.
A, M. JONES, Clerk,
M.

the

Paris

KE:

should use Benson's Cap:

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
SANDWICH Q. ¥,, Tamworth,
October 28--30,
§
+C. LOTHROP, Clerk’
BEACH Cafich) Q. M With the Fi rderhonk Siurch
commencing
Friday evening,
Nev.
and continuin

over Sabbath.
. C. F. MYERS, Clerk, .
'OTISFILD Q. M. with the church in Sweden, the first
Wedugaday and Thurada in Nov, Conference Wednesday, at 8
o'clock, A. M.
Prayer meeting at9. Preach
ing at 10 1-2.
A.P. WHITNEY, Clerk.
BELENAP Q.M, with the first Canterbury church,
Nov. 11, at 11:2 o’clock, ¥, M, Opening sermon by Rev.

ofthe trains,

;

are

Teams

at Bailey

Oct.31, on the G.R,,

N.

on the arrival

& L.8.

R. R.

¥,F. BAILEY, Clerk.

At the last session of the GresoN 2

M., Susque=

hannah Yearly meeting, held with the
Liberty church,
Sept. 5—7. a charge was preferred ui fugy G.D. Nash,
by Yearly Meuting
Clerk,O, C,
Whitney, charging
that said @. D. Nash was officiating ir some of our
churches of the Gibson Q. M, as an ordained minis
ter, without ordination, and asked that a council of
Elders Io appainted to examine the case, whereupou
the Q.
ouference appointed the following
Elders
for sald
pucpose: Revs. D..D. Brown, A.
H, Fish

E. C. Coffiv, B. Cogswell, G. W. Stone. Said Council

meeting

met with the Jackson church in sald Q. M., Sept. 16,
and organized.
Upon roll-call, it was found that
Rev. G. W. Stone was absent, whereupon Rev.(, M.
Prescott, an ordained Elder of our denvminatiou,
was
appointed to fill the vacancy, and, after a full hear-

for religious services regularly every Sunday, and on several evenings of the week.
They are under the general supervision of
the Rev. C. S. Brown, Methodist Missionary at Five Points.

ing and investigation, the said council decided unan-

imously, that the sald G. D. Nash, has, by misrepresent
ation and falsehood, palmed himself o! upon seme of
our churches as an ordained minister, without ordination, and that be, the sald
G. D. Nash, is an ime.
postor, »nd that
a\l our churches are warned to beware of him.

The American Bible Society has granted

10,000 copies of the Reval Esthonion Bible

D.D. BROWN,

Chairman of Council,

BELA COGSWELL, Clerk of (Younciil.

for distribution by the society's Russian
agents in Reval Esthonia; snd to the Presbyterian mission iu Zululand 400 copies of
the Mpongwe Scripture, and 200 copies of
St. John's Gospel in the Dakele dialect.

Letters Received.

olic, says, in a letter to hospital chaplains, |
that the Shepherd must know. his sheep,
and that it is their duty to visit every patient without exception. M. Herold will
give

Ways

:
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CHURCH

Cincinnati, Ohio.

8.75

ETC.

Season.
for the Coming
PUBLISHED BY

JOHN

3.75
12.50
12%

SONGS,

$7.50 per doz, by Express; 789
Mail. Specimen Pages FREE. »

a Book

L500...

L 8

& CO.,

-

| 805 BROADWAY,
New York.

52620

:

Mission and. Pascnat

1300

AGENTS For the Pictorial Bible Commentator.

Tiverton
y Sadie Robertson,
Mission Meeting, Providence and int

J
1s

°
WANTED Commensary ou, the entire Sorpéhuss fin

BERMS

Pa.
12 1os43 | BRADLEY, GaRuErson & Co.,66 KN. 4th Sk, Phil's,
1v42

N H

y

Phillips's

0%/

Fabius, N Y
Fabius,

Peck,Beck,

Mis sy E§

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches

1246.59

Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete. FULLY

' L.A. PEMERITTE, Treas.

WARRANTED, Catalogue sent Free.
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

FREE GIFT {2%THROAT.

SPILT, ASTHMA, SoRE

N. Y., Font. 20, by Rev. G, Don-

nocker. Mr. Charles Hall and’ Miss Emily Ribby, both

10

of Pembroke.
2
In Peru, Me, Oct, 12, by Rev.C.T,D. ¥ Crockett,ryMr.
Eyereut B, Fletcher and Miss Cora B. Knight; both

PU RE

of Biddeford,

he same, ‘Mr. Alvah J. Blanchard,

of Lyman.—In Gray, Octo- |

ss Susle N. Soith,

;

] Jovidencs of God, of Saviail! savy Nalualie Rvob.
to persons su ering with any
invaluable
8s
080.
or
name, with
P. 0. ddress and six cents
nati op Ny Sout of
mailing to Dr. N. B, WOLFE, Cinci
.
J

1n
Gordon Bean and Mrs. Skran Bean, both of Candia.
In Hardwick. Vt., by Rev. J. M. Nelson, Mr, Noah
H. Vigeant. of Elmore, and Miss Alma A. Ciark, of
Worcester.
In Gardiner, July 9, br Rev. W.T. 8mith, Mr. Edward R: Whitcomb, of New London, N. H., and Miss
Alpha G. Meader, of G.—At Old Orchard, August 6,
Dy

:

will ofsend
a copy by
‘MEDICAL printed
COM. and iiusirated
SENSE.
15 elegantly
charge.
free
in the
means,
the
been
as
hd
SP
hs

Rev. B.P, Parker, Dea.

N. H., Oct. 8, by

FOUNDRY

BELL

BUCKEYE

8.0

Aux East Orange, : Vt

Candia,

a

She

5 | ARTED

TEAS

Agents Wanted everyfami-

hed pn

Je ls

;

|

§

the same, Mr. thomasK Welch apd MIs | ‘gongumers; largest stock in the countrys quailty
BerIn.11,by
shoul
Ashiand. N. H., Oct. 14, by the bride’s father, | and terms the best. Country storekeeper
an

TEA COMPANY,
or write THE WELLS
Rev. Daniel Batchelder, Orin Clark, ofMelvin Village, | call
Fulton 8t, N.Y. P.O. Box, 4560.
and Addie M, Batchelder, of A,

201

a

n
tioon.
Rev
luti
devoolu

ary
erfry
X Titeta

The actual cost of making books has been reduced about one-half within a few years;
we work upon the basis of present cost. It is common to give 50 or 60 per ‘cent.
commission to dealers and agente; we sell only to the purchasers direct, and save them :
when made 10,000 at a. time is very much less than
this charge.” The cost of &
quantity, and thus .can give the lowest.
the worth of the money; we do take-:

We sell in immense
when made 500 at a time.
more that
rice. We do not retend to give
i

a friend, rather than $5.00 and an.

make §1.n0 and

to

better in ‘the end

catalogue sent free on request,

;

A reof Universal Hnowledge.
Libra
rint entire of Chambers’s Encyclopedia, with ad-

Shakespeare’s

enemy.

1105

-p .

$1.25; postage,

1%

Works.

ussia,

balf

Part]

Natural History.

(ecil’s Books of

In

American readers.

to

nterest

cs of 8

,

Complete

cents;

75

Cloth,

cents.

Soents of Li matter Apon

4 about 40

ioe

We. also

books within reach of those who. love them.

arty pleasure in placing good

believe it pays

3 vols.
Beasts ; Part II, Of ave Part 11], at
jy, 1 676 pp. Cloth, $1.25; postage, 12 cents,

sel
20 vols, 15,000 ‘pages. Price I= If vol.,
Russia, $1.00;
cents; half morocco, 76 cents ;
postage, 10 cents.

=
’
Sb :
Liter- Senkivals Bandy Lexicon. ssepp. Cloth,
Chambers’s Oyolopedia b7 English
H
set, cloth

Price per
half et

ature. In 4vols,, 3814
$2.00; half morocco, B60;
f
postage, 40 cents,

of English

History

Taine’s

pages.

780

in 1 vol.,

Complete

cents.
28°
Koran of Mohammed.
Dante.

of

Works

90

cloth,

Cloth, 35 cents; post

Translated by Cary.

Nearly

432pp.

Cloth,

Cloth, 50 cents ; postage 8 cents.

500 pp:

Adventures of Don Quixote.
50 cents; postage, 9 cents.

of Standard Biography.
Aenie Library
Hoth, sold Beparaidly,. rer vol., oi
In 12 volumes.

Cloth

Nearly800 pp.

50 cents; postage, 9 cents.

Literature,

Price,

203 pp.

Asop’s Fables,

InSvols.,

Macaulay’s History of England.

533

Works of Virgil. Translated by Dryden;
pp. Cloth, 40 cents ; postage, 6 cents.

54.00

2000 pages. Price per set, cloth, $2.50; half Rus46 cents. '
sia, $4.50 ; postage,

Folks, b
cents. Frederick the Great, by gyopries and Ballads for Young ly
cents; posta
5
cu le, 208 Fijen Tracy Alden. Cloth, $1.00; ob:
Robert 236Burns, 4 by rtin
oh p.; Gibbon,
Mucaulay,
p.: Mahomet,
Luther,
Ry Queen of Scots, Chapters on Socialism, by John Stuart Mill"
By Chevalier Bonen, 250 pp;
by Lamartine, 275 pp.; Joan of Arc, by Michelet, «Cloth, 35 cents.
238 Bi
by

to

ne, 958 pp.;

Lam:

by

mwell,

Pe;

Foreign

p.; Cesar,

“Thos. Arnold, 820

Hannibal,

Liddell, 247

Topics of special interest.

Gleanings.

American

thoughtful

1 contaius

No.

Readers.

by articles by Gladstone, Lecky, and Von Schulte.
.: Columbus,
William Pitt, by Macaulay, §
.
80 cents ; postage, 2 cents.
Janmartine, 286 pp.; Vittoria Col ona, by Trollope, Cloth,
Great Truths by Great Authors.
584 pp.
247
pp.
3
90 cents ; postage; 10 cents.
of Atoders Classica, In 9 Cloth,
Acme Libra
‘
b
‘er vol., 50 cents;
separately.
sold
loth,
vols,
Suotations,
A
Wakefield, 288 pp.; Lalla Dictionas, of a
stage, 6 conts,. Vicar of
3
ay
}
:
195
Caudle’s Curtain Lectures,
ookh, 332 pp.; Mrs.
ora~
. Paul and Virginia, 202 pp.; Picciola, 254 pp. American Oratory. Speeches of eminent

Tales, 416 pp.; Paradise Tost,

Phidine and Other

pp; Lady of the Lake, 812 pp.; Sam Slick, 252 pp.

Nights, 543 pp., 55 cents;

1

a

5 rs

ren

er

Tot i

COE

:

:

Josephus’s

Camplate

jor

Two

vols. in
:

Novels.

Waverly

nearly 50 steel avin:

bd

postage, 18 cents
13

Tn

cloth bound.

5

set, $9.00,

Nearly 800 pp.

Dictionary,

Bible

Smith’s

Cloth, $1.00 ; half morocco, $1.50; »

thick

vols.

Price per

:

of

Burke, 1

Chatham,
.

1

wn

aD

ealth by Exercise,
by Dr. Georee
H . Taylor.
408 pp. Cloth, 60 cents} postage, 8 cents,

Health for Women, by Dr. Georze H. Tuyfor.

#18 pp.

ane; 1143 pp. Cloth, $2.00; sheep, $2.50; postage, Lbrary

38 cents,

(

9p.

Lysine,

1200 pp. Cloth, $1.00 ; hall morocco, $1.50; postage

:

’

Speeches

0

~~ 1S Saute an

.

soon 82.15% Tole. 0 one

:

Cloth, $1.00; postage, 15 cents.

Celebrated

Cloth, § 90; postagy 15.
Unabridged. Abont!
Congordance,
Cruden’s

Robinson Crusoe,630 pp.,

Works.

tors; 531 pp.
and

ih clothy

bound

Volumes

Classics.

Juvenile

ClothyS0 genta; postage. » cetits, t

hon Select i

Ma fr

Lakh
:
Magazine
and Littells Living Ag

to the Felectic

put containing more than the former and i
aif as much as the latter.
paid.

Price $1.00 a year,

Vol. 1, January to June, 1879,

bound in cloth,

50 cents ; half morocco, 75 cents half Russia, $1.00;
i
postage, 10 cents.

|

to Clubs.—A diséount of 10 per cent. will be allowed to any one order-

ing five or. more, copies of any book or to the amount of $25.00, selected from tha
list. A discount of 20 per cent. will be allowed on. orders for twenty-five or more
pk
1 ged)
copies, or amounting to not less than $100,
Orders amounting to less: than $2.00 must be aceon: piled by the cash; over
amount,

20 per cent., but not less than

one dollar,

must

accompany the order, and

the

“remainder due will be collected on delivery of the hooks By éxpress C. O. D. Remit
Fractions of $1.00 mays
by bank-draft, money-order, registered letter, or by express.
be sent in postage stamps,
— Address

P. O. Box 4540. |

Yeoman.

Only
by

50

ich

F.

456 | It contains Concise and Practical Moth.

2.00
4.00
3 id

do
Aux Pond St ch,
Aux Roger Williams ch, Providence
Aux Olneyville

Terms

the existence of all religions but the Cath-

(GerTn all New England the Reformed
man) church has but a single congregation,

M A Stone,

cael ek Pe

(Scott's

; Money

ING

55 cents; Baron Munchausen, 283 pp., 50 cents.

There will be a meeting of th» President and Trust
ees of Bates College in
Hathorn Hall, in Lewiston, on
Thursday, the thirtieth (30th) day of October; insi., at
nine o'clock, in the forenoon, to see what measures
shall be taken to raise funds to pay the floating debt
of the college, and to transact any other business that
may properly come before the corporation.
0. B. CHENEY, President,
Lewiston, Me,, Oct. 9, 1870.
:
3142

to direct conflict with the order that
priests should not be allowed to approach
the beds of patients in hospitals unless by
their desire. . The archbishop, ignoring

J

1743

940

10,00

Bates College.

The archbishop of Paris has entered in-

A3eow
r

BOOK

:

cents ; half Russia, $1.25; postage, 12 cents. .

Notice.

The Lutherans estimate that they will
gain in Nebraska this year no fewer than
18,000 communicants by Scandinavian immigration.
York,

Clert,

GIBSON Q. M. next session with the West Lenox
chureh, Oct, 31 -Nov.2. Cenference Friday, 6.30 P. M.
Delegates or visitors coming by R. R. will stop at Fose
teron the D. & W.R.R.
Those coming in this way,
should drop a card to Dea. Whitney, at ‘West Lenox,
Pa.. and teams will be dn readiness to take all to the
church,
0.C. WHITNEX, Clerk,

Beliptons Fliscellaney,

The Chinese, in New

J.T. WEEKS,

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich, Q. M.; with the Casnovia
church. Conference commencing atl o’clock, P: M.,
Friday, Oct. 31. Opening sermon Friday evening, by

Rev.d. H. Maynard,

expense

oo

PLEASURE

EO.

C

Married

Yotices and Bppointments,

Clerk.

G. W.FARNHANM,

rison’s Corner.

Mes Stott dh

At Alabama Center,

cine Poreus Plaster and be relieved at once!
[FP tice 25 Cents. Sold by all Druggists.
|

W ATERVILLE(ME.) Q. M.—Held its Sept. scasion
with the 2nd Clinton church, at Pishon’s Ferry.
The churches were not very well represented and
there was not a large attendance Friday and Sat-:
urday but Sunciay | he hause was full.
Revs. Given, Buker, Willey and
Preaching by
others, which was earnest aud spiritual and calcuminds of the hearers.
the
lated to benefit
Next session with First Clinton church, at Mor-

00
5.00
J5
5.70

-

BACK.
BACK.

F. P. Moulton.

‘No

PD, LOTHROP & CO., Publishers.

Dover, N, H.

eir great merit lies in the fact that they are
the only plasters which relieve pain at once.
Every one suffering from
Rheumatism, Lame
Back,
or Wea
Back, Cold on the Chest, Coughs, or any!

appoint.

p!
capital.

No

Address P. W. ZEIGLER

SONG
PALAOFCE

49

$5

for Zanana teacher in Mrs J L

The manufacturers received a special award
and
he only
I given for porous plasters at the

and to that end

that a committee be

Boston,

“7

Mission Bend 2nd K' B ch, Belmont.

Benson’s Capecine Porous Plaster.
Overwhelming evidence of their superiority]
over all other plasters. It is pli, dy
e
cujménded by Physicians, Druggisis and the

local pain or ache

EARLE, 20Ce Hawley
AB
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Me
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Ladies Ex Klllingiy, Conn
files of che Farnamville
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on deposit;
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an go
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Mission Band, Blackstone

<

1876,

Row.

YOLUME

I Phillips's 500

Soe, Carolin;
T Miss

discretion or excess. Anv druggist has the ingredients. Address DAVIDSON
CO., 78 Nassau

entennial Exposition,
ion, 1878.

Park

Chromo Board covers, $1.26. Full cloth, $1.75,

55

* ;

Aux Park Si ch, Providence

LAME
WEAK

4

a week extra while teaching.
$10
$76
a month for full time. Pleas-

GLEES,

and
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Siiples
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187980.
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More attractive than any previous volume.

13.00
—
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following| parties:
Luwies ui enureh, Abu
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you the,

ods of Instruction, and a Superior
ge
192
tise on Voice Culture.
1050 | in Beautiful Style, containi
ning
yi€,
50
CHOICE CHANTS,
1.00
Miss Libble Cilley, Kent City, Mich
BRILLIANT CHORUSES,
Puarsonsfield, @ M, Me, for Miss Crawford’s school 5.40

peevishness of our
s are chietly attributableto
tea and coffee. The digestive organs of confirmed
coffee-drinkers are in a state of chronic derangement. Chocolate is neutral in its physical ‘effects
and is really the most harmless of our fashionable
drinks. Walter Baker & Co.’s preparations are
undoubtedly the best, and may be had of erocers

umn under this head. - Mrs. Cotton
most suceessful Bee-keepers.

J

Me, to support
Chars Band, West Bowdoin,
Santal teacher of Bengall language cons
wor
Phillips's
Mrs
with
nected
Mrs Martha E Hall, Lyndon. Me, for

DR. BOOK, of Leipsic, says the nervousness

the advertisement of Mrs. Cotton

}

.
THA YER.
Agents are
‘territory.’
Specimen pages,

AWAKE

WIDE

$25.27
Treasurer.

fur-
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Philadelphia, Pa,
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nishing “Brewster room” in Myrtle Hall

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.
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JAMES H,
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,
Yan Buren Q.M. Ladies’ M. Soc. 15.32
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FOR FOREIGN MISSIONS.
Rec'd of Grand Rapids Q.M.Female
Ly
s
Rec'd of Young People’s M. Band of
J.ansing ch.
:

Aug. 20,
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:
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orous editorials, foreign correspondence,

$5
1.00
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8,

*

;

the winter sets in;
vival, before

m

Oct. 8,

tinue for several weeks.

Resolved—That the interest of God’s cause in
this Q. M. calls for a vigorous campaign for a vewe recommend,

20 i;

f

APER.

10 | nebus. Readihy.
orm 8515.a3 postpaid.
post pad.
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July 12, Rec'd of Rev.'W.
R. Norton, Bath
ch.
on pledge
'

choir of two hundred picked singers: has
been organized.
The South Church, on
Sabbath evening, was densely thronged,
and hundreds were unable to obtain admission.
Myr. Pentecost preached with
great power both morning and evening.
It is expected that the services will con-

other Q. Ms. A committee consisting of Revs. B.
and C. F. Pennex was
M. Edwards, A. Libby
chosen to look after and assist, as {ar as they cap,
the weak and feeble churches in the Q M. A colMissions
lection of $10.00 was taken for Foreign
and #2137
and Rev. A. H. Morrell was present,
Hall.
Myrtle
in
room
a
furnish
to
raised
was
1
Among the resolutions Josey WAS One w
folthe
also
Star,
Morning
the
take
pur people to
wing

by the

i

Lo

Aug.5,
wig
«0,
“10,
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omer
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members

commenced

Howard,

Smith and Burr

ago

a

i

18.

Os

Sr FC
$8433
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he

nd

Michigan ¥; M, Mission Society Redeipts.,

by

places were filled

Brethren Waterman, Davis,

meetings | not

His Lordship examong his neighbors.
pounds the Scriptures, and Lady Cairns
leads the music, playing a melodeon.

and their

us were nbsent,

fist

the

under

Churches

number of our ministers accustomed to m:

After the open-

its spiritual force

L.

services sixteen

pire

Oct. 14,1879,

it

in

churches of Salem, Mass.,

its June session with the
. BowpOIN Q. M.—Held
1st church in Brunswick. From some cause the
represented as usual,
well
80
not
were
churches
but what was lacking in numbers was ade ap in
zeal, and a very interesting session wag held. A

ing éxercises, Rev.” Ransom Dunn gave an
eloquent sermon on Chrisfanity, its history,
its philosophy,

R.

by

that city on the 5th inst.,

tee to consult with them in regard to uniting the
i
two Q. Ms.
Next session with 1st Monroe church, Dec. 26—
J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.
28.

Tracey... «The little church in Somerville has

. did thelr part ‘of the work

some

evening, Ministers’ Con-

J. Boyd,

special

Qa
8 Reported,
Meeting.
and so did our delegate to the Yearly
Several arose for prayers. Cor. Mess. appointed

lege, Rev. D. H. Lord of Howard City, Revs.
J. H. Maynard, E. W. Norton ang4."W. Halleck of Sparta Center, Kent Co.,Rbv. Rivington
Lord of Grand Rapids, Rev.’ G.
W. Moffatt of
‘Sheridan,and the father of the whole.enterprise,
Rev. Wm. H. Smith of Greenville. The Congregational choir assisted in the exercises with
some of thelr choicest music.

Saturday

Revs.

old

of its

tors, Revs. A L. Patton,

Calkins.

SME

i

5.00 | Paper. 1t Tobe som SILI aur ang Seewlar
50. | corps of contributors. It
contains all the
22.30 | and secular news suitable
family reading;
vi

Col. Charles Street, Dover. N. H.
Rev. G. C. Waterman, Dover, N. H.

to the

The seriesof Gospel meetings projected

Baptist

north of the river, was an event of great interest on last Sunday. No church bells rung at
time

evening.

sacrament

on profession of their faith, some of them
prominent men in the Creek nation.

PROSPECT
Q. M.—Held its Sept. session with
the Jackson church. The business was transact-

neration: of
mankind and its admirable
adaption to the salvation of the human race.
It was listened to with deep interest by the
‘been greatly encouraged of late with the pros. great congregation.
The next exercise. was a statement of the
pect of large additions to its working force«sss
financial condition of the society. This neat
Rev. EH. Edmunds, Christian Baptist, is at church was built at a cost of only $1,412.11.
personal ‘lubor- of
‘present supplying the church in South Boston. This does not include much
<+.The names of six laymen appeared on the warm friends of the enterprise, but only cashto
outlay. Of course, it wouldbe a mockery
programme of the Quarterly Meeting held at dedicate 8 mo
church to the service of
laymen
the
that
said
was
it
and
;
Amesbury
God and hence the society hoped our citizens
the labors of its faithful

fruit of

ference convened per adjournment, and the programme was substantially carried out.
Bro. Reaves was ordained, the sermon being
preached by Rev. P. Fuller.
Next session with Racine church.
C. K. CALKINS, Clerk pro tem.

of
in

churches-had suspended services and many of
their con,
ions wended their way toward
the beautiful little church awaiting the dedicatory services. The ordinary seats were soon
occupied, but chairs were brought in until the
aisles also and all available space were filled
with a deeply interested multitude. Many
more came to turn back disappointed because
there was no more room; but others, some
filled up the vestibule and others occupied
jmprovisnd seats oul-doars) poder the wi
WS.
The
platform was occup
y our ci

of the church, having been chosen to: that
office Jan: 10, 1839; and Bro. Warren Gannett,
also one of the first members of the church.
<e+«The Haverhill church sent a * barge” full
of delegates tothe Quarterly Meeting, butino
inducements could prevail ‘upon them to stay
over night!....The é¢burchin Lynn is enjoy-

‘nga very excellent

3

each one-half of the time.
The Greenville Independent, of Greenville,

Dea. Snmuel Garland, one of the first (deacons

religious

two,

and-J. S. Copp to preach to them next year,

the church. Efforts agh now being made for
of the
indebtedness
the payment of the
church, which promise to'be successful. It is
hoped that the influence of the session of the
Quarterly Meeting just holden may prove very.
‘beneficial to the church. :...The Boston church
is greatly encouraged by the acceptance of the
«call recently extended tojRev. C. 8. Perkins, of
Portland, Me., to become their pastor. It is
‘expected that Bro. Perkins will assume the
duties of his new pastorate the first of November... .The Haverhill church has recently been
Among

baptized

Saturday

the

Perryman, recently received as the partial

condi.
were all represented as being in a living
tion, rome repo: t additions. By request of the Racine-chureh, Bro.J. H. Reaves was asked to be
examined for ord'nation, and by vote of conference B. KF. Morril’s license was renewed. The
following council was chosen to examine Bros. J.
H, Reaves: Bros. P. Fuller, J. Stuart, Coray, Sweet

The Freewill Baptist church in Reading
have extended
a call te Professors:R. Dunn

became pastor, and immediately began to labor
earnestly and efficiently for the upbuilding of

early members.

Bro, J. 8. Wagren

until

LORE

Cra TRTT

ol

:

BEST

1.00

EC vo, Brumasioke ie,

Indian Territory, cared for by Rev. T. W.

RooT RIVER Q. M.—Held its Sept. session with
the Lime City
church.
Ministers’ Conference
Thursday, Sept. 18, for the lack of attendance was
adjourned

give

Presbyterian church of Wealaka,

with

Saturday,

to

esr
‘

8

Fans,
Lisbon
oN
eet,
Me. He
Friends,

In the Indian Presbytery, which is in
the Indiac Territory, four colored churches have been organized and enrolled. The

andG. Webster were appointed Cor. Mess. to the
Dearborn Q.
M.
Next sessivn with the Zion church, commencing
Nov. 21.
E. C. WILLIAMS, Clerk.

organized accordingto Freewill

fe

pd

Ain

5

Mrs. R. Whittemore, Brunswick, Me.

:

100 have been sufficiently impressed

Clerk pro tem.

on

ga Nitnreo

as to resign their positions.

Revs. D. A. and Wm, Tucker and Bros.J . C. Printy

dates for baptism, and it is expected that many
more will soon unite with the church. The
church was

preached

is a common

the effect which was expected.
Out of
7,500 teachers affécted by the threat, only

the Rev. D. A. Tucker, subject, the Resurrection,
which was profitable and interesting. Rev. Wm.
Tucker was appointed to preach a doctrinal sermon on Saturday, 10:30 o'clock, at the next Q. M.

mont, Oct. 10, as the result of a revival meeting held by Rev. J. 8. Warren and Bro. J. T.
Sifton. Four others were received as candi-

inter-

ssrmon was

Eon

PS

ob

5100

Me.

Morse,

«

Glia

1208
2.08
5.98

James Leigh, Hallowell, Me,

teachers of the public schools has not had

RIPLEY, IND. Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Union church, Aug. 22—24.
The churches
were represented by delegates and one by letter. A

church of seven members was organizin Sanilac Q. M.,
in the town of Fre-

ed’

Pastor and people seem well

greatly afflicted by the death of several.

A. LOSEE,

“&4

ADVERTI ISEMENTS. oh
ac tl

y

Me.

Soc,

e's M iss,

nj

It is said that the refusal of the Belgian

Bishops

resent day with most of our Q. Ms) and the meetng on the whole was ‘interesting and profitable.
There has been more interest taken in the cause of
Missions of late in some of the churches of this Q.
M. than formerly.
Next session with
church, commencing Dec. 12.

with

‘Michigan,

tor,” by the choir; benediction, by the pastor.

esting character.

both

—is money and men.-~A, A.'8.

G. M. Park; voluntary, “ Welcome to the PasThe services throughout were of a very

united

work for the next quarter, At this meeting a
request was received for a committee to visit
and organize
a church at. 8 new town some
forty miles to the north-west of our present

church,

the

had

. di 5, sols 67 011+

LI

CURE L097

13..60

iE

Sabbatit-sohoor ¥. Boh. Au sta, Me.

Among

in the book of Leviticus.

com-

session

A

Ridge, Me, *

Col. Litchfield Plains, Me,
1. Horseshoe Pound, Me.
Col. School Dist, W, Farmingdale, Me.

purity are very similar to those prescribed

Page was with us
from the Ashtabula Q. M., Ohio, and W. Parker
from the ‘Washin|
Q.
M,, both having rendered
us
counsel in their preaching and otherwise

the Q. M. at Crystal Lake and arrangéd the

voked divine blessing, the Minutes authorizing
the ordination, were read. Scripture read by
Rev. Mr. Pike, Cong.; after singing, prayer
by Rev. G. M. Park; sérmon, by Prof. J. A.
Howe; ordasining prayer, Rev. E. Tuttle;
charge, Rev. E. W. Ricker; hand of fellowship, Rev, J. C. Osgood; welcome to the
charge

« A few

committee bad a meeting

voluntary by the choic, Rev. Mr. Packard in-

Pike;

i

B. STINEBAUGH, Clerk.
Sept.

|

g

is practiced, that. Abraham

Dec.

church;

Ka. Oct, 10, olLf iptherta,a, Charle :

LTTE

5.00
1
1.00

Col. Dann's Corner, Me.
rs. B. Winslow, Me,
i
.
owdoin Q. M. (for furnishing room M. Hull)

Q. M.—Held its third session

hly appreciated.

LG)hay

02.]
New Planox,
Stool, Cover
& Book,
11.00
FON IY LiCkisa
to write me. 1Toktmted Ne
AT
b
9.75 | 4d.ress DANL, Fy BCATTY, Washinoton, New Jersey,

others it notes the fact that circumcision

the session. The meeting was quite well
a good pastor. Bro. Palmer is now with our | du
by brethren and sisters from other
young interest at Houston where a most. gra- attended
churches, though
not as generally as we wonld
cious revival is being enjoyed. The Y. M. have liked,(and herejis we think a great lack at the

gL the evening the house was crowded, and
— After a
the order of services were as follows:

Rev. Mr.

FA

%

an interesting | mencing on Saturday, Nov. 15, at 10:30 o'clock, A.

by letter and baptism and the present want

‘The

©

place,

9)

100

the Bloom& Scipio church, Aug. 16,17. A rePiva season was enjoyed by those who were
ed,
The interest of our meeting was
assembled,
much increased by the: presence and labors of
President
|
Durgin, of
Isdule College, who
8 both new and old
from the
brought forth t
Volume of Inspiration, and whose labors were

still

.

Me. Sept 36, Mrs. Anas H. Koone, ged
selgmner,

|

1

i

in Fairy Hf Ni
HY
ver} a

D. P. Liver mare, Hallowell, Me.

MRS. JOSEPHINE LAZENBY, Clerk.

4

riends, Bowdolnbam

A Friend, Me.

name among them, and they detest pork,
and that the laws respecting individual

e meeting was a glorious one, made
aud power of the Holy Spicit,

session,
| Rev. Bro, Palmer, our missionary, | ¥
L
-had spent a few weeks with this church before
CRAWFORD Q. M.—Held its
thorough examination of the candidate, as to the meeting and his labors were blessed to the
the Canal church. Rev.J.B.
ces of the
examination was public and highly

\

10d
HE

NY)

RovG Domponker, en Faia

TTL
faa):

Pres ve Isle W. Mise. Soc. Me.

Zulus are descendants of Ishmael.

1. This

Next session with the South Allen church,

(Bean

almer is now laboring with Rev,

A counéil, consisting of ‘Revs. Tuttle, Osgood; Park, Bickford and Rieker, called by the
Northwood Ridge church, to ‘examine and if
found worthy, ordain, their pastor, Bro. C.
L. Pinkhm, met at the éhurch ‘at Northwood,
Oct. 17, at 10 o'clock, A. M.; and after a very

vi

done with dispatc
Regolutions were passed against the use of
or distilled
liquors’
on’ any 'occusion,
fermen
against vanity in dress, and, against engaging in
worldly amusements.
:
t

D. C. Topping, is one of the oldest in the

LE

ordination at 6:30 o’clock, in the evening.

etl

Ocin Baxter, Fall City, Wash Ter. (0

J W Otie, West Garland, Me.
GAL
‘A y Lo

. A German Jewish paper has discovered
a number of reasons for believing that the

n unity, an we felt as we return
k
in the name
van
home, that Zi on
son for thé Campaign church, in the Meigs Q, | of the Lord. A Missionary Society was organized.
v. H. 8
M., some tweaty-five miles distant. This Oa
i, 8 backer,
:
Bishop,, 8
Sinton ‘Bishop
YL
nd
church, formed nearly forty years ago by Rev. Copp, of Tiflsdate
ae
x
e to the glory of
believ
we
h and

this
any

Bible haye been printed daily,

Ne

harch and the Lord is blessing them abun.

i

the
Rev. B.'V. Tewksbury, bA of the’ Ath ens Quar-ae | and sob Chris
terly Meeting, is engaged to preach for a sea-

j

cent

born into the kingdom. Now they have a flourish:

ehurch desiring his services either as & supply
Ea

0)

About 550 coples of its twenty-five

Maines came
church was backslidd len when Sister
d the Lord Jeaclously reviven his.
among hem)
work;
apd
ny were reclajmed and sinners

Ohio.

Fourteen have recently been received into the
church, eleven by baptism, two by letter and
one by profession, : It. is hoped others will
their Lord in baptism: soon, The
follow
are solicited for a mere
prayers of Christians
He
wid
powerful work.
Rev. G. C. Waterman has ¢losed ' his pastor-

or as pastor.

Q. M.—Held its last session with
:
ullerton was a

MICHIGAN UNION Q. M.—Held its last session

——-

church.

ate of the Washington St. church, in
eity, and is ready to correspond with

ERWIT SEE

During the past year the American Bi- Jil Girl NH.
Hottie
ve, Gray,
N. H,
:
i
ble Society has printed an average of 1,000, Friends
at Carroll, N, H.
Col. Orrs Laisa, | e.
copies a day of its ten cent Testament, and
pad
Perk ns,
e.
:
still did not keep up with its orders. EE
riends, Georgetown, Me.

that the

Western.
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THE MORNING §TAF

Poetry.

\

lying down upon our faces and
a hearty drink.

QUESTIONINGS.
The little children cradled on our breast?
‘Why dq eur doves fly upward in the morning
While other birdlings sleep within the nest?
Can it be true that music up
eaven
.
Is sweeter when their voi
in the hymn?
Is richer light to realms of glory given

fading left our

‘homes

so

And ean the angels who, all day, are giving
Careto the lambs within the Shepherd's
phe
ay
Need,as a mother needs, amid her grieving,
The little ones at night to clasp and hold?

‘When shall we see again the precious faces
That gave our homes

such

sunshine

when

they smiled?

Oh, what shall fill the heart's sad vacant places,
Or hush the tones that plead, *“ Give back
the child”?
;
‘Why must we listen vainly for the patter
Of little feet at morning on the stair?

And miss the merry

sound of childish laugh-

ter,

;

Or gentler tones saying the evening prayer?
‘Why vainly long for kisses, falling purely

From lips that sald their good-night

at eur

kuees?

Oh,He who made the mother-heart hath surely
No chiding
these.

in bis

own

for

thoughts

like

we

know—his

hand

hath

smitten
In wrath or mercy? Only He can tell.
Perhaps in some sweet day there may be written
Upon our hearts this record, * It is well.”
Perhaps the broken harps that thrill and
quiver
Through all the night under the hand of
pain
May in the morning of a glad forever,

Wake neath God’s touch to melody again.

' —=Mdry Lowe Dickinson.

his

son,
Henry,3 Stephen : and Henry, then Richard

and

Next Heury the third; Edwards, one, two and
:
Richard,

three

Henrys

we

see,
Edwards,

third

Richard,

if

rightly

I

Cromwell,

Next James, called the
throne;

another

second,

Charles,
;

ascended.

the

Then William and Mary together came on,
Till Annie, Georges-four, and. fourth ‘William
“all past,

;

God sent them

i

Victoria,

i

loon

the

youngest

and

e

CO family @irele,
‘THE LOST GUN-FITTINGS.
AN AFRICAN HUNTER’S REMINISCENCE,

* In the month of March, in ‘the year

1868, a party of * three 'of “us

were

“ trecking” into ‘the interior of ‘Africa
along the eastern borders of the Kalihari Desert, in pursuit

of ‘our perilous

oc-

cupation, that of elephant-hunters. The
water had been extremely scarce for
some time, and on the particular occasion

of which I write
we Had inspanned—that
is to say yoked our oxen with a view to
continuing

our

Jjourney—about

three

hours before daybreak, well knowing the
task that lay before-our jaded and footsore bullocks

was no light one, namely to

cover & distance

miles

antelope,

getting less every

second,

of :abont, thirty English

Over Hot; white, loose ‘sand before

we could even hope for a chance of finding water. (About sundown we arrived
in the vicinity of Klip Vley, and proceed-

started

and screw !

nothing short of starvation will compel
cattle to eat.
:
The work of outspanning proceeded
slowly and in silence, for upon each face,
black and white,you could read the question uppermost in the mind. of its owner:
“* What if the Vley prove to be dry?
and every one seemed anxious to delay
as longas possible the moment when ‘he

might be brought face to face with

the

fact that his suspicions had proved a

ter-

rible reality.

A terrible reality it would

have been, for the forty-eight oxen com-

"prising the three spans

were no sooner

unyoked than they turned towards the

I delivered

led

to

in triumph to the wagons,
old smooth-bore was soon
The Kaffir was also freed
that clung to him in re-

occasion, until one

the

bush, and was torn down

we

learned

that

we

Should

started

we

fail

after

in

by a lion.—

has

had

an

influence on many a boy who has heard
it. Samuels’s father, Michael Johnson,
was a poor bookseller, in Litchfield, England. On market-days he used to carry
a package of books to the village of Uttoxeter, and sell them from a stall

in

the

market-place.
was sick, and
sell the books
a silly pride,
Fifty years

to the camp arrangements necessary

for

the safetyof our cattle and horses, a nocturnal visit from some of the pests of the

bush being no more than natural;

for

should
we find water, we knew there
would also be game and wild beasts.

‘Where
the carcass is, sure enough you
Find water we

did,

but compressed

38

X

i

this first paragraph which we

Eiterary Bebiehy.

i

become acquainted with history, yet. many are

repelled from it by the notion that it is dry and
(uninteresting, and seek instead, the books filled

There are few boys and

girls, however, who, with the right management, could not be made to relish historical read-

ing.

Sometimes much tact and discretion are

required to bring about the desired

the

nd ho i EY A
A Ne Ay

Any one. who believes in the existence of g

It is higaly desirable that the youth should

with fictitious stories.

quote from

article itself:

result, yet

with patience it can generally be attained, Al'| most every boy and girlis pleased with a story,

me

TOPICS.

Supreme Being,

and

re

creation, ne d
not
Hes
‘acceptas Titery)
the statement that God walked in Eden with

our first parents, und manifested to them his
o

oe

:

of his existence and :

aD der

‘an ideans would have ‘elicited’ from them
acts and feelings which he desired,

the

Dr. Goodspeed believes that these words des-

‘ignateda divine person, and, in proofof it, he
derives the following general statements from,
an examination of the Bible passages in which

and if the story be true, it 1s liked all the better. the words “angel of Jehovah,”
‘angel of God,”
A good way to introduce history is by way of occur:
LO
i
Fel
stories. An excellent introduction of this kind
I. He frequently applies
himself the name
to American history ‘1s found in a tasteful vol- Elohim and Jehovah, and to declares
that the
ume entitled Stories of the Old
inion, name “I am that, X am’ was to be bis name to.
written by John Esten Cooke, ‘and published all generations,
i
by Messrs. Harper & Brothers, of ‘New York.
IL Whenever he speaks to men he speaks:
Itis such a book as young people (and elder with absolute and independent
authority, as-

TmoiNess. It appears to me (observes
a modern writer) that the absence of this;

simple and humble quality is the cause of

bright

surface

will

speedily

ruin

the

he visited

finding

Uttoxeter

he

determined

to

show
his sorrow and repentance.
He went into the market-place

charming and more complete
by relating the principalevents of Capt. Smith’s

its

brightness; and in the life of many

men

life before he found Pocahontas. It is explained bow Virginia was named in honor of
Queen Elizabeth, who took pleasure iu the title

and women the presence of that physical
and, mental confusion and discomfort
which results from the absence of tidiness
is just that dropping

acid,

those

gritty

of Virgin Queen, and how

I do not know why it is that, |
the

universe,

evil

has so much more power than good to
produce its effects and to propagate its

nature. One drop of foal will pollute a
whole cup of fair water ; but one drop of

fair water has no power to appreciably
improve a cup of foul. Sharp pain, pres-

ent in a tooth or a toe, will muke the
whole man miserable, though all the rest
of the body be easy ; but ifall the rest of

One day the bookseller
the body be suffering, an easy tooth or toe
asked his son'to go and
will ' cause no : perceptible alleviation.
in bis place. Samuel, from
. And so a man with an easy income, with
refusedto obey.
a good-tempered wife and healthy chil
afterward Johnson became
dren, may quite well have some little
the celebrated author; the compiler of the
*“ English Dictionary,” and ome of the drop of bitterness day by day infused into
most distinguished scholars in England, his cup which will take away the relish
of it all. . And this bitter drop, 1 believe,
but he never forgot his act of unkindness ‘in the lot of many
men, is the constant
to his poor, hard-toiling father; so when
Tidiexistence of a domestic muddle.

the

ness is the being right in thousands of
small concernsin which- most mien are
slovenly satisfied to be wrong. Tidiness

it came to

be called

the Old Dominion, in allusion to the fact of its
acknowledging the sovereignty or dominion of
Charles 11., the English king in whom the
famous Restoration was affected. The early
life of George Washington is pleasantly sketched,
together with his exploits in the wilderness,
and fh connection with the defeat of Braddock.

Th¢
author’s narrative of the life of Patrick
Hegry dissipates some of the halo which fancy
is in the habit of weaving around his brow. He
was not always deing brifliant things, or making eloquent speeches. In boyhood he was so
idle‘as to be regarded as good for nothing ~at

sport most of his time,

bunting or

fishing, in-

stead of at work on his father’s farm. He failed
several times in store-keeping, and as a final
resource, set himself up as a. lawyer, but continued so lazy and ignorant that he could not
write the simplest law papers.
At last, how=

ever, he developed his power as a publie speak-

er,and astonished every listener by his wonder-

ful eloquence.
Many other stories are told in a very

season we had sixty male

elephants

ac-

counted for by it alone.
Early next moming a search was instituted for the missing fittings; but al-

though we' found

the

very

spot where

they must have been left, even to the impression left by the toe of my compan-

rain beating upon his heart, when

he

re-

membered his acts of unkindness to a
good father or mother mow in their
;
graves.

Dr. John Todd, of “Pittsfield, the emi-

nent writer, never could forget,how, when

his old father was very sick and sent him’

no trace of them
One thing which

we found, however,

was

the two-toed

the third member of our party, I remark- |
replied

way

bathing in the dam upon

up,

he.

‘While

Ingleberg's

drawn

hunting-knife

within

them again,”
and
“too
frightened
to
acknowledge having done so,
we instrucied the Kaffirs to make a thorough

search ; the promise of a horse

as a

re-

ward to the finder being given as a stim-

ulus to diligence on the part of the na-

sundown.

which
would

reward I laughingly
myself claim before

We were confident of falling

in with the ostriches we had seen on the
previous evening, as we expected them

the water, food in that quarter ' being at
the same time pretty plentiful ; so,leaving

we put

a Bushman upon the
*‘spoor” . (foot:
prints) of the birds, and commenced the

work of running them down. Before
two hours passed, we had sighted three

was . almost

gone...

He

could ‘only ‘say’ to the ‘weeping’ boy,

*“ Love God and always speak the truth,

sins. Dr. Todd
thousand times.

repented

of that sin

a

The words, ‘* Honor thy father and thy

mother,” mean four things—always do
what they bid you, always tell them the

truth, always treat them lovingly, and
take care of them when they are sick or
grow old. T'never yet knew a boy who
trampled on the. wishes of his parents
who turned out well. God never blesses
a willfully disobedient son.
When Washington was sixteen years

old he determined to léave home

and be

a midshipman in the Colonial navy.

and after some shurp manceuvring, we
brought down two of them, the third
good

his

escape

for the timie, As we stepped up to the
fallen birds, I drew my hunting-knife and

remarked : “Now for the lost valuables ;”

to which remark

pany the dotted lace.
aed
ut
Some. of the new Christmas cards are
‘painted on satin.

- Children’s ‘siockings

match their:dresses.

‘should

;

exactly

:

:

Satin grows more and more fashionable

as a dress material.

i

‘one of my comrades

well as into jackets.
;
Ladies no longer wear pouches while
playing lawn tennis.
‘White embroidery will be more used
than ever this winter.
”
Irish lace for trimming underskirts
costs but two cents a yard.
Twenty more Indian girls are to be
sent to. Hampton College.
ir
The Japanese pictures. on crape make
pretty door panels.
:
:
The fancy for carpets with, black
grounds is gradually departing.
Moin?
;has
translate
Ruskin's
** Modggn Painters” into Polish.

The”incinnati ladies want a pottery

. He remained at home to please his
mother. , This decision led to his becom-

His whole glorious career .in life turned

used for decorations at weddings.

er he had sent off his trunk he wentto bid

his mother good-bye. She wept so bitterly because he was going away that he

said to his negro servant,

my trunk; Iam not going

** Bring back
to make

my

mother suffer so by leaving her.”

;

ing a surveyor, and afterwards a soldier.

Holly hooks and white carnations are

Venice point'is imitated in’ lace, tha

.

sells for SWomy:Gve cents a yard.
+ Petticoats of Seoteh plaid foulard are
be the child who never had occasion to worn at the French watering-places.
] ‘|
shed bitter tears for any act of unkindness
Envelopes for letters of ceremony have
to his parents. Let us. not forget that the outer flap in the shape of a leaf.
Embroidered panels are used’ for ‘the
God has said, *“ Honor thy father and thy
‘decoration of doors and window shutters,
mother." Youth's: Companion. |
Small caps. of ; foulard edged « with
Aah dn a

WHAT THE OIROUS WAS LIKE.

“The Last

Days

Love, D, D.,
of So. Haglley, Mass.

The

fourth

paper on “Theological Education,” treats of
the Multiplication of Theological Seminaries,
and there are notices of recent important publications, and an index. Andover, Mass :, W.
F. Draper.
Mr.

Phillips's

(Goneness

(Lee & Shepard,

Boston) is the name of a new story by Mr.
James M. Bailey, the “Danbury News Man,”

who has already made his readers indebted to

him for a good deal of pleasure and merriment,

The present volume, which
acter of a romauce, is well
interesting, besides being
and mirth-provoking. It is

aspireq to the charwritten, and quite
intensely amusing
a love story, in fact,

in which the hero, Tom Griggs, the editor and

esting manner, covering a large part of the
early history of Americu, and forming an excel
rise and early progress.

in Tom Griggs’s office, and his “‘goneness” is
the sensation that he experiences whenever he

lent introduction to the story of our eountry’s

History, presented in

Household

Management

and

Cookery, and

which contains much wholesome reading as
we have lately seen within the compass of one
hundred and twenty-nine 16 mo. pages. The:
foundations of crime are often laid inthe dirt
of the home and the general unwholesomeness
of the table fare—or, the seeds of disease, at
least, lurk there, opening a blessed field of usefulness to the person who will enter and sweep
out the rubbish.
In her little book, which is

meantto be a text book for schools and families, the author has includeda chapter on “The

Air we Breathe,” “The House we Live In,”

“The Water We use,” House Work” including
hints on washing, starching, ironing, the care
of lamps, fires, etc., “The Human Body” and
the like, ‘which are followed by chapters on
fish, vegetables, fruits, bread, condiments, and

ear.
: | spices, with twelve lessons on Cookery, which
re said that short waists are to be cup not be studied,awe should think, without
great profit to the student, and certainly great
fashionable.
"Fringes of cashmere beads cost as much satisfaction to the person who may sit at her
a8 fine lace.
aid
: table. We commend the book, and wish that
* Dotted muslin is imported to aceom- it might lead to what its title suggests, name-

Sepatrally for their own use.
Lace elbow sleeves in black and white
can be bought ready made,
Going to evening openings is coming
to be a fashionable amusement,
Lyons satin'is a favorite material for
walking costumes this season.’
Shoulder capes of ‘beads accompany
some of the French walking suits.
The ribbons with pearled edges are
among the most popular novelties.

Aft-

birds, which we believed to be the same “on this one simple actof trying to make
as seen by us on the previous evening; his mother happy. And happy, too, will

succeeding in making

on a
:

reach of rain to wash away the memory of such |: India shawls are eut up into mantles as

them, they would bolt it without giving
a thought regarding its digestion.”
As there existed
.a possibility of the
Kaffir having picked them up "in the
first
instance, and
having dropped

tives, and
declared I

The price of carpets

Borders are essential with carpets this

has swallgwed them,” [ | |
them!”

will occupy you, interest you, divert you;
and you will come in again to your fireside quite hopeful and cheerfal. You

The parrot is a saucy bird, even
bonnet.
.

ed in half-earnest, halfjest,/ “I'll bet he!
‘“ Swallowed

All this

that they are done thoroughly.

» FASHIONS, ETC.
is rising,

footmark of an ostrich on the spot,
When the discovery was ‘announced by

“ Why, ‘when on" our

which has for weeks been in great confusion. See to things forthwith, and see

have sacriticed to the good genius of Tidiness, and you are rewarded accordingly.—Monthly Magazine.

ion's boot, upon the sand as he had knelt

to unscrew the lock,
could be discovered.

ought to be, or there is a drawer of papers

by the late Prof. Hackett, on

of Christ,” consisting of a series of exegetiea)
noteson the basis of Mark 14: 17 and 16: 20.
Comparative Phonology is discussed in Dr.
McCurdy’s (of Princeton) third paper on “Re~
lations of the Aryan and Semetic Languages.”
Rev. George T, Ladd, of Milwaukee, contributes “An Essay in Systematic Theology” and
“The Sabbath Under the Old Dispensation” is.
the subject of a paper by Rev. Wm. DeLoss

proprietor of a newspaper, has fallen under the
charms of Anna Bayard, who is herself in that
condition peculiar to young ladies, in novels,
who have lovers. Mr. Phillips is the foreman

inter-

the form-of stories;is likely to be deeply im=
‘them, meant a serious loss to us, as
Pressed upon the mind, and is retained a long
at the
neither carried a spare heavy rifle; and
time.
;
time of business, uncovered his head, and
is a great source of cheerfulness. It is
even if we had, Iquestion if our comrade
stood there for an hour in a pouring rain,
cheering to come into one's breakfast.
could have been inducedto use it, the
Miss
tidy ; but still which Parloa has entered afield of usefulness
and find it spotiessiy
gun in question being an old-fashioned | on the very spot. where. the book~stall | room
was almost unoccupied.
used to stand. * This,” he says, ‘ was
We ‘refer esmore certainly will cheerfulness come if
smooth-bore, carrying a large ball, and
an act of contrition for my disobedience to tidiness is the result of our own exertion ; pecially to the practical lessons in Cookery
which she has been giving the young Iladies—
which had been the favorite weapon of
;
and so I counsel you, my friend, if you and the elderly ladies too—in Boston and vie
its owner for over twenty years. Ac- my kind father.”
The spectacle of the great Dr. Johnson
cording to his idea, the rifle was no imare ever disheartened, vexed, or worried cinity, and which we hear spoken of in terms
standing bareheaded in the storm,to atone
of praise.
provement in firearms, but rather the reabout ‘something that has gone wrong philosophe If there is the intimate relation that
rs claim between the food that peofor the wrong done by him fifiy years beverse. He admitted they did look more
with you in the world, to have resort to ple eat, and the mental fiber that it nourishes,
fore,
is
a
grand
and
touching
one.
There
handsome ; but he never saw one that
the great refuge of tidiness. Don't sit then, surely, the person who undertakes to imis a representation of it (in marble) on
could work alongside his clumsy old
brooding and bothering. There is a cor- prove the nature and quality of household cook”
:
Sonna ; and indeed in the hands of the the doctor’s monument.
ner of one of your fields that is grown up ery should be ranked high in the list of public
Many a man in after life has felt ‘someveteran marksman it seemed transformed
with nettles; there is a bed in the garden benefuctors. Out of Miss Parloa’s experience
thing harder and heavier than a storm of
which is not so scrupulously tidy as it bas come a book, entitled First Principles of
into a destroying angel, for in one good

the blacks to pursue their search,

to see

HOME

by the constitution of

There is a touching story of the famous
Dr. Samuel Johnson, which

as

smarting under the fiery pangs of thirst.
of us at once went off to inspect the

a

particles.

OUT IN THE RAIN.

Kaffir had neglected to pick up the ham.
mer and screw which had been left on
ostriches.

a

Chambers’ Journal.

the fast-gathering darkness rendered it
next to impossible to follow them with
success ; 80, without alarming them, we
returned to the camp, in the hope of getting a shot at them in the morning.
Supper over, and seeing everything secure for the night, our attention turned
upon the damaged rifle ; when, to our no
small annoyance,

the

been insecurely fastened, escaped into the

We got
them,

all

on the banks of the Zambesi, he had in

had discovered three ostriches in a clear
part of the bush close at hand. The
man had one of our light double-barrel
Whitworth rifles with him ; and my companion snatching it from his hand, we
started off in the direction indicated with
all possible speed, leaving the native to
take back the useless weapon and as

at

when

fright broken the reins with which he had

gone off at first in a wrong direction, and

fire

night,

white men were absent from the wagons

spot by the reports of the rifle, rushed up
in great haste to inform us that he had

to be still moving about in the vicinity of

Vley, leaving one of our number

NE

both my right and left barrels in quick gard to the loss. But the sight of the a considerable part of all the evil and sufsuccession, with the satisfactory result of ostrich spoor in the morning had convine- fering, physical and moral, which exist
seeing the animal at once fall to rise no ed me then that an ostrich was the thief. among ordinary folk in the world. Most
more. I immediately turned to ascertain” Upon the morning after our arrival in of us, my readers, are little people; and
ones too) delight in. The Old Dominion—the
suming to himself prerogatives inconsistent
why my comrade had not fired, when he Potchefstroom, to which town we had so it is not surprising that our earthly: Virginia of early times—had a very
broad and with the pretentions of any other than a divine
explained that for some unaccountable come down to dispose of the proceeds of a comfort should be at the mercy of : little almost indefinite extent, and hence its history ‘person.
NIN
| ey
reason, the hammer of his rifle had fall- very successful trip, my comrade redeem- things.
But, even if we were very great includes many of the principul events and leadIII. He exacts from men divine honor, wor
ing characters of early American history; These ship and sacrifice.
en to half-cock, and stuck there.
Re- ed his promise of reward to the finder of and eminent people, not the less would
el
loading at once, I proceeded to cut off a old Sanna’s fittings, by presenting me our content be liableto be disturbed by stories afford an excellent introduction to hisIV. Scripture writers designate him by the
quarter of the koodo ; and my companion with as fine a hunter as ever carried a small matters. A few gritty grains of tory, and after the young people have read it divine names Elohim and Jehovah.
they will be easily induced to read other works
His conclusion is, drawn from the whole Bi.with the aid of a screw-driver in the hilt saddle. At first, I thought he was only sad, finding their way amid the polished
which inform them more about the same ble, that the Jehovah of the Old Testament and
of his hunting-knife, to undo the lock of jesting; but I was soon convinced he shafts and axles of some gisat piece of events and characters.
the Christ of the New are the
his piece, by way of ascertaining what meant to take no refusal ; so I was com- machinery, will siffice to send a jar | The volume begins with a story of Capt. John ing this paper are more notes onsame. Follow
Grotius’s celpelled to accept the horse; which after- through it all; and a single drop of a cor- Smith and Pocahontas, which has charmed ebrated defense by Rev. F. H. Foster,
was amiss, when one of our Kaffirs, who
of No.
many
a
boy
and
girl
wards
did
me
good
service
on
many
an
already, but Mr. Cooke Reading, Mass., and this is followed by a paper"
had come from the wagons to carry back
roding acid falling ceaselessly upon a mukes it more

‘wagons, and stood looking as if they
would say, * Give us water ;” their crayings of hunger seemingly unfelt while
Two

ERLE

*t Well, the others did not get a chance
I want you boys to

H

We returned
and Sanna the
herself again.
from the doubt

ed to'ontspan, or utiyoke,our bxen, where ostrich-farm, one of them bolted my last for the eye of God is. always upon. you.
at least we had plenty of good grass, piece of soap, weighing not less ‘than a Now kiss nie once more, and farewell.”
Through all his after life Dr. Todd
which was a blessing in itself ‘after see- pound and & half, ‘as it lay upon the
ing’ none for several ‘days but ‘what the grass while I was in the water.” ~And,as often had a heartache ‘over that act of
hunters call wildebeste grass, a hard dry 'if roused by'the memory of his loss, he falsehood and disobedience to his dying |
grass much resembling that growing added : ¢¢ If you'should leave even your father." It takes more than a shower of
along the sea-beaches at home,and which

3

-

followed
too.

1

of

within fifty: yards of us.
Bah rifles
were raised in an instant, although I
held fire for a moment, to give my coms
panion the first shot, he being the better
and surer marksman of the two. But as
he seemed to be in no particular hurry,
and our chance of koodo for supper was

the ground when

guess,
Two Henrys, sixth Edg#ard, Queens Mary and
Bess;
:
r
Then Jamie,the Scot; then Charles whom they
slew;

5 =

species

sir.”

freely without incurring the risk of soiling show them what it looked like, and how
his feathers, I began my work of dissec- ‘the horses ‘galloped around the ring.
tion with him while my companions were You will join your hands in a circle about
busy with his fellow. Before long, a the stove. Now start!” ©
loud * Hurrah!” brought them both to
With that he began whipping them, as
my side, to see displayed in my hand a they trotted around and around the stove.
lady’s gold ear-ring and the lost hammer — Scribner's for March. '

sight of the birds; but,after some consid-

First William the Norman, then William,

Then

a

eration, decided not to

Commit the following to \memory, and yon
‘will have at your *‘ tongue’s end” the names of
the monarchs of England, from the time of the
conquest down to the present date;

Two

koodo,

‘¢ So you went to the circus, did you?”
““ Yes,

neck, from which wound he bled pretty to see the circus.

the

of something to: shoot for supper, and
had not proceeded far when a magnificent

much of the game as he. could.

ENGLISH SOVEREIGNS.

three;
And again, after

with

stock by the water, we started ‘in search

the spoil, and who had been

X’en this how can

enjoying

Leaving some of the Kaffirs

‘Why do the children leave us, O our Father—

For that which
dim?

little blood about them as possible; while
no such precaution being needed with the
other, he having been shot through the

freely after proving its materialism by

. POTOBER 23, 1879.

ly, a departrnent of instruction

in practical

sookery in our schools dnd’ Seminaries.
ton: Houghton, Osgood & Co, |

Bos-

BREATHINGS

Ed-

OF. THE

BETTER Lire.

itedby Lucy Larcom. Third edition, revised.
Boston : Houghton, Osgood & Co: 18 mo. pp.

288, ($1.25.)
The useful ends which this little book has

served, in previous editions, is sufficient’ reason for issuing it in this new and less expensive

“attemptsto describe his feelings toward

any

one of the many objects of his affections.

The

tale is not without tenderness and pathos, although it abounds in characters who are nei-

ther tender nor pathetic.
reflections as he

Here are Dockerty's-

contemplates a new five cent-

piece which he is on the point of sending to
the heathen :
.
What's the good?

I'm a good mind ter spend

it myself; that’s what I'm a

mind

ter do.

I’m justus good as a heathen,
if I do wear clothes,
But nobody gets pennies for me an’
talks about me, an’ makes pictures in books
of me, I won’t stand this much longer, I can
tell you.Iain’t going to have mymoney scooped

up like this. °

Vegetarianism findsa warm advocate in the

person of Harriet P. Fowler, who
a pamphlet to set forth the

has written

general excellences

of a vegetable diet to promote

health, und

its

special adaptation to the cure of intemperance.

In vegetables the writer shows that the system
gets those farinaceous and carbonaceous elements which it needs, and which it may thus
get much more safely than from alcoholic drinks,
and also that meat or animal foodynot only by
its Juck of carbonaceous

properties, but by its

stimulating effects on the nervous system, may
directly cause intemperance. Msuoy examples,
personal and otherwise, are shown to illustrate
the author's position

to help in

making

out a

case'in favor of vegetatable food. The pamphlet may be had of A. Williams & Co,, Boston,
or of the publishers,

M.

New York.

L. Holbrook

&

'

QCo.,

E. Steiger (New. York) is aboutto publish
the second annual supplement to the Year
Book of Educution, which will include. important educational statistics, and other matter
for the year 1879,
:
R. W. Carroll & Co., Cincinnati, publish a
-small singing book entitled Everyday Songs,
which ‘has a miscellaneous collection of songs,

choruses ete., suitable for various occasions,and
& schaol cantata, designated as a ‘rehearsal for
examination.”

Porter & Contes (Philadelphiu) issue's pam-

phiet catalogue of theif publicavions, which embrace the standard works in fiction, history,
biography, travels, poetry, both religious and
secular, with lists of libraries in boxes, for

the

form. The books arecomparatively few which

family, the Sunday-school,

daily life, or into the sik-roomor into the quiet

lished by the National Temperance Society, of

aspiring, thoughtful and. sensitive persons can
take with them into the various spheres of
place where they retire for theditation, and

find the.amount of consolation and

them that they may find in this one.

blessing in

It blends

“a few brief utterances of the elder saints with

words spoken by some of the most earnest and

reverent thinkers of our own day,” and, in al-

most every

stanza and paragraph, there

is

something to lift the thought above the things
that daily fill it. The arrangement is such,~
some selections from the masters of devotional
expression eoupled with 4 scripture passage and
a portion of a poem or hymn, =that the volume

is adapted to be used in the family, or in other
social relations. It is full of practical piety,

of the expression of the best religious feeling,
and ofreal “breathings of the better life,”
SIX MONTHS

Adams.

Pp. 250.

AT MRS.

PRIOR’S.

By

Boston: D* Lothrop & Co,

Illustrated. ($1.25.)

Emily

This story serves a wholesome purpose!

13mo.

Tt

and all the professions, ~

the literary man,

Some illuminated Temperance Texts; pub-

New York, are the prettiest things that we have
seen in (hat line. Temperance workers ean
profitably have them at hand, or in the pocket,

for distribution among the young folks!

The

same society publishes a telling pamphlet entiued The Trial of John Barleycorn, alias

Strong Drink.

:

Piet

Happy are the children who are able to pos.
sess “the Bodley

books.”

Another

volume—

The Bodieys A-foot—is issued, by Houghton,
Osgood & Co., and is quite equal in mechanical
‘beauty and textual contents to, its predecessors. It will’ keep the young
for months to come.

folks erry

| LITHRARY ' NOTES,
The Pall Mall Budget says that M. Alexander Dumuy is preparing a work upon and
against the Jesuits.

The *

i

)

November ‘number’ of" Scribner

relates how » woman, left a widow with five contains the’ largest number’ of pages: ever
children, manuged
to. support them, and to printed in the Magazine, viz., 168 pages, and
rear themin intelligenice and virtue. The little its literary and ‘pictorial qualities are thought

girls, at first, folt it an unkindness
to be re-

strained in their amusements,but at length were

able to recognize
the blessings of industry, and

80 became reconétled to their lot. 'The experi-

ences of the family make an interesting record,

gathered lace are worn by young and old | and thethe fresh,
fresh,
pleasant style of the narrative
women. . . ..
1
bs monatalo
it

to justify a first edition of 100,000' copies.

A volume of poems by Theodore Tilton is.
uonounced by R, Worthington aé'in ‘preparation for issue this fall. For the most part, the

poems have never yet seen the Hight. 'Artangemente are making for the publicationof the

book in London. Its ‘title is yet
Pictures are photographed on poréelain makes it entertaining as well a8 profitable.
to be fixed
upon.’
iis
4
ELA Say
kJ 1
plates’
for
decoration
‘and
table
use.
got them with him.”. The bullet from the boys were forbidden to attend a cirMiss Lonisa Alcott has received an offer of
Prof. C. Goodspeed, of Woodstock, Ontario,
"Buttons
of
precious
garnet
are
used
on
one of our rifles had passed clean through cus, Five or six of them went, in spite - ote of the French dresses of changeable opens the October number
of the Bibliotheca $3,000 from the editor of St. Nicholas for a seul | the side of one of the birds; so my com- of the prohibition. The next morning silk.
Sacra with an article on the “Angel of Jeho- rial to run through the coming year.
“pa
is
Klegy Written in ‘a Country
of that + _ Gray's
| rades commen
at once toced
divest him | the sehogl- master called theta out in the- | Some new sleeves have puffs at. the to p- | yuh,” which Ja, in part; an examination
of the arm and elbow sleeves of muslin or expression as found in various places in the Churchyard has been . brought out by Robert
of his plimes, so that there might be as floor and addressed them:
Carter & Brothers in a square 18mo. volume,.
lace.— American Cultivator,
Bible. The author's position may be shown
by
illustrated. ~
=

replied : * The fellow

that escaped has

On one oceasionin ‘a school in Ohio, |

I

{
nd

ORN
STAR.IOCT
NOBE
G
R 22, 18179.
Literary Hliscellany,

overs, space filled in with a standing
ron

BER.
GS
TO REMEM
' THIN
thhaatl

Lh

w

re

We may ab our peril re

to the World, oat it, Wilk

itself to us.=B

Te. Lg

dd

i

/

y

be! |

.

a

api

yo

‘

aa

OR

to press these acquisitions, refusesat the

Mrs. Fletcher, eighty. years

been

been good speakers, who
did not know

cile ourselves

ever

Let the Southern ‘statesmen’ harness to
Jrogiess the elementsof their power and
nspire them with Jefferscnian ‘liberty.
Then, before the century is over, the old
Southern States will be abreast of the new
Western republic, and: from the Potomac to the Rio Grande there shall be an
athletic Hiseriyias strong as that of Massachusetts
and Pennsylvaniato-day.
Mr; Julian's address was full of the hu‘mor and epigram which is latent in the
man, though perbaps not
always recog-

they were too long till’ the pitiless criti-

reconcile ‘ism even of 8 good-natured crowd told

TE

them so.
The su ote have covered a
very. wide range, und. shall find it hard,

Something like home that is not home,
tike alone at isnot alone,is to. be wish-

«d, and only found in a friend, or

in

Jbouse,—
Sir William Temple.

even without specifying the separate contributions of
different orators, to mention

his

‘

' though
many people who will grandmother,
other kind friends did
at

never go to heaven unless they can go
excursion rates.— Whitehall Times.

5

+An

often speak of and

old, has

‘ Well,” he

answered,

he liked

‘ I like

the

it.

the

police

for

to borrow a Southern

phrase,

as | belongs mostly 10 the last fourteen

may be
«doubted, however, whether in both Massachusetts aud Connecticut there were at
that time twice as many white people as

It

athered in Bismarck Grove for this

have

And, much as I love my

«Q0CAsIon.

tan ancestors, it must

be

Pari-

confessed

Let

years

prepahis- | of her history, ¥» for which only y the prep

With ia- —

hud been made before.
of such a festival would have been | ration
gory

invalusble to us to-day.

that

sthey had but little of . the faculty for en_joyment which has made this gathering to
be not only. au event for history, but
Jnost enjoyable occasion for to-day.

In weitiog to The Tndptndont whose
“very name 1s a tribute to those ** IndePondentatof NewEngland who ve to our
pnt”. and
+ a
he Oe
Jogo

leasure to
= In
ency,”
it is a
#
RE Charles Robinson, the president
«of the day, the father of Kansas, and her
worthy
first governor, a man every wa
e shows
of his New England ancestry.
inslow and
exactly the traits which
“Winthrop and the best of those leaders

showed two hundred and fifty years ago.

itis delightful to see the cordialit A
amounting to affection, with which he is
met and greeted; and in the untiring

Qe with which he has kept up the festiwal there comes out the same old pluck
- which kept up the fortunes of the settlers
Surist eleven years of border war. He
js still a young man at se. I can not
inking ‘of what
Hook on. him without
Lord Bacon says, somewhere, that: the

man gan
do is to bé the
thin
ounder of a Sfate. Ashe looks upon his

soup

selfish and devoted ‘love

wvar, where courage and principle led’ the
could prench
a, it seems to me that
a sermon to our young fellows as no

man besides can in the lind.
The forms ofa regular newspaper ** re-

" seem to me to take all the life out of
a festival as this, and to leave one

i

wothing but Squeezed orange-peel, a good
-you, then,

very dirty.

Iwill

lists of officers and the

table of the speaking. Try to imagine, if
you can, phism | park: of ftifty acres,
shaded everywhere with trees, under
which,

however,

there

was

never

an

{qinderbrush. Imagine tents, in appropri.
+ where those slept who came to
ate
make

their

home. here

and

kept

their

traps.” Other tents are the offices of
the newspapers and the fanctionaries ; yet
others are restaurauts for those who do not

“by

choose either to bring their own meals or
1a prepare them here. On one side are
teted the
horses -of - those people who
Lay or came in-carriages. On the sec-

has been
made

eh

** the:

prairie

swells,” of which Whittier sang only yes-.

terday, are now covered with. rich. farms

small part of the assembly. = As the festival hus passed, twenty-five or thirty thou-

sand persons have been onthe grounds,
ou
and most of them staid all the time.

would see groups on the ground preparing a picnic, ot er groups watching the
shooting at ‘* Aunt Sallies” or ‘other
marks, the amusements of a fair-ground
e
being
brought in to give variet to the

part of

the assembly can at one time gather With.
i
or
-.of .one..speaker’s - voice.
these the great Tabernacle is provided, a

: well but It Siatborand board tent, circular,

\

Brown, the editor of the old Herald of

who saw his types thrown into
Freedom,
the River Kansas, to be drawn out and
made into cannon-balls, gave a printer's
experience. A hundred tongues spoke,

of the sufferings and daring of John
Brown, ‘‘ that mysterious and wonderful
man,”as Judge Ussher called him; and:
a thousand tributes were given ** to those
who are now settlers on the other side of
the river, among whom is he whose soul
goes marching on.”
Great curiosity

had

excited

been

to

hear the two speeches of Mr. Julian and
of Mr. Forney, which were announced
for Monday afternoon and Tuesday. A Nor
Mr.
was . that curiosity disappointed.
Forney, who is a singularly graceful
speaker, had prepared his address in

rint, so that it has already been widely
open
at evety side, ‘but shingled above,
of a diameter say of 160 feet. The speak- distributed, and I think you will have
latform is.at one side,
and rows of read it in the daily papers before you reers)
bénches provide foran audience, seated, ‘ceive this letter. I think we may take

‘of ‘some’ four thousand

people. ‘Here the
ehericng 16sie ‘ten ort velve hours on
Monday; andas many more on Tuesday,
with/such intermission only as good singing and instrumental music o ered and

'itas being a final appeal to’ history for
himself und:those who stood with him

had not

permitted

me

to

ledge” to the American people,

ofthe
sp

and then gave’

k,

in

Buchanan

write

his

80 that

Fe had ‘hourly, by word and deed, declared that his administration would not
obstruct the course of a free ballot in Kan-

sas. Mr. Forney's address closed with a

)

ther » was an aundience of several thousand always in attendance. Sometimes

every

|

to

care

|

and

un-

of her 'Christian |

randmother and other friends.

Lobg Island,

she

was

taken

While « visit-

more

ill than

f

usual, and, after a few days’ illness, she said to
her friends around her,

carrying

** I'am

dying.”

She

James

ordinarily have pretty good situations,
the best to be had in fhe matrimonial
world. The happluees of two persons in
marriage must
depend ‘mostly ues imponderable conditions ; but’ the chief re-

quisites are:

1. She must be a woman,

of affection, and after by

marriage

rites,

without scrutinizing very closely their
family record.
Still, we repeat, ‘Let
every man, including every woman, be
fully persuaded in his own mind.”
We
remember that Paul once gave some advice about these relations, but took care
to say: that he had no commandment to
lay down.
We hope that nobody will
discover any commandment in our remarks, nnless. it be » faint hint respecting the profitableness of attending to our
own business.— Methodist.
S000
0-0-4

The wheels of a clock always travel in
cog.
:
clam

is

Rhode

Island's

national

bird.— Boston Post.

¢¢ Irony” of the law—Sentencing a blacksmith for ¢:forgery.”

Chimney-§weeping must be a good business—it

s0ots everybody who tries it.

lesson to the South of to-day. He said it
was Southern Presidents who had enlurged the original territory of the United

is built upon

land,

made

reclaimed

from

the tide waters of the ocean.

| The ‘Cocheco'' Manufacturing Company

of Dover, N. H., produced last: year 17,
000,000 yards of cloth, printed 81,000,000
and sold £4,000,000.

Over

$100,000

worth

of slate

said:

‘‘ My

you

and

‘ How

MRS.

divided

graves, each grave would contain

of Mr,

Oliver

es-

a8

LO

Cents

PER CoPY.

i

people

in

ka

8. V.

R.SLADE.

Morning Star.
We 10%
i
is a large religious pacer of eight pages, in its

volume.

It 1s able, literary

and pro-

should be
faa

ad.

2.50
2.80

Terms : single copy, each, -

=

38 cenis.

Packages of ten or more to one address, each. «
=
.
38 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinped when
time expires, and nv commission allowed on mon
ey sent.
:
:
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
ELH
hs
of the International Series, for both: adults
and children, are printed monly, at. the rate of
100 copiesto one address for $6.00. [i the order
is for less than lour monits at a time, the obarge-

Bickford,

10, aged

our

The Little Star and Myrtle
are ‘Sabbath-school payerés printed alternate
weeks. on superior paper. peantifully illustrated
Both papers are of Lhe same size, bul the LITTL®
STAR ‘is tor ‘an older ‘class’of reacers than the
MYRTLE.
;
:

76 years

will be at

or even the common ac.
herof public
of | tivities
of “lite, worship
but lier faith in God's lowe, and-

the

rate

of $7.00

per

hundred.

when

Pay.

time ex-

I

is

all

long illness,

Her end was peace.

Pa-

into

DEA. FRANCIS STOWERS died Sept.

SKTH, only son of Prof. F. M. and
A. Washburn, died in Elroy, Wis.,
He was
a bright little boy, aged 5
3 months.
e was'a member of
class ia 8. S., and about twenty-five
tle ones of the class marched around
to be an

angel,”

but

their utterance.
LrrTLe

Tommy,

tears
son

and

E. O! DICKINSON.
daughter of Chas. ‘Dawley,

died in Biddeford, Me., Sept. 26,

aged 20 years

and 5 months.. In Sister Daw ley rare natural
qualities were crowned with the gifts of cult
ure and grace. . At the early age of 10 vears
in her own home, kneeling between father an
that time until the hour of her death, she lived
a consistent and devoted Christian life. At
the age of 13,

with the

F.

she.

B.

was

baptized

church

and

‘at Biddeford.

united

She

graduated from the high school at 17, and

one

year later took charge of one of the sty
schools,a
position she filled with honor until
the close of the suminer term with June last.
Rapidly consumption did its work; and on the
above date, she Juacefully and triumphantly
passed from the field of earnest toil into a
glorious reward. "She will ‘be missed from
her

11

Remedy has been unrivaled as a positive
cure for catarrh. The testimony of thousands of ladies bas been published, certifying that Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription positively cores
the diseases and

For full

in‘ormation, see the People’s: Common
Sense Medical Adviser, an
illustrated
work of over 900 pages, price (post-paid),
$1.50, Over 100,000 copies sold.
ddress the author, R. V. Pierce, M. D.,
Buffalo, N. Y.

@bituaries.

home where her: presence ' always scattered
sunshine, - From the prayer room where her

Miss MELVINA M., only child of Capt. M.
B. Spinney, died in Georgetown, Me., Sept.
19, aged 4 years and 6 months. As her mother died whén Melvina wus but twenty months
old, she hus been most faithfully and tenderly

Me.

largely

interest-

upon her

Baptisls

cents; postage, 9 cents.
The Treatise

contains a bref statement of the doctrines
beld by
the denomination,
and our
by auusages 10 church-building. Ii 1s published
thority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
lage, 1 cent
.
Butler's Tacolony
discusses briefly,
but clearly,

all the

uestions

of dectrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,
Butler's Commenia
by the same author,—Prot. J. J. Butier, con.
tains” two volumes; one on the Gospels, andthe
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
It 18 an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
cents.
12
reading. $1.0 ; postage,

|
i

appropriate Quarterly and -¥

meetings, with Sher
tings,

The

with

their

of 3
staion; the ames

stati

3. the;

>

r
0BLAZY
Chuich Member's Book

is a valuable: little work,

Minister's
“ust

per oepy.
;

and Syory

by reading it. 26

be benefited

Jou
cts.

Manual. om

issued, designed

Cristian

ois; postage

.

Abs

sipécially for!

wi

bat
petal for all church members, ;
Scripture Selections for more
Sbehuieta

Of

.
nt

Order 9 Exnsoides % nob of a dozen

eren mostinge:
‘ormulas ‘#nd
Suggestions.
comprehensive, and yet
aT,
The Rules of
very concise and wail a. unged; stating in fifteen
8 all the important parliamentary rules of deberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 76
cents;
;
Rules of Order.
are the same ‘as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
Church Records
;
'
a book of 260 pages, the first 64 being Tables
for

Pastors,

rks.

Deacons,

Bab-

Treasurers,

friends who loved her more as they knew her
better. An invalid father, two sisters, and
two brothers are left to mourn her absence,

bath-school, Church Statistics, Resident and NounResident Members, and abont 200 pages of very
nice paper, for the records of the church, Price
$3,00, including postage.
Biographies of
10 cents.
David Marks, - - - $1.00, post,
ofa: i 08
Geo, T-Day, = >»
ow >»
70”
William Burr, - -

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ou”
Li
John Stevens, = - « - 50
Christian Baptism
a book ot 118 pages, Price 25 ots.; postage
cents.

presence and words ever witnessed to her devotion to the Master, and from a lurge circle of

while they live for a future meeting.

iw

Daniel Jackson,

.

CASH

BUSINESS

month for

;

Agents,

$50

Teachers,

TO

$200

Students
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Ladies, introducing our NEW BOOK.
Its
unrivaled contents of Prose and Poetry by
200 eminent authors, elegant illustrations and
artistic binding make it a welcome guest in
Syery home. Iotroduction by Theo. L. Cuyler, D.
D.
Cemplete outfit and terrritory, $1.
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ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel.

Standard, Illustrated, Religious, Historical, Agricultural and Medical Works, with best terms and
quick sales, are reasons why LIVE agents coin
money in their sale. A single agent hus sold over
6000 copies. A few meré wanted for Fall and
Winter
Work. Send stamp for circulars. E. B.
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Christians in New York, till the time
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The Minutes of the General Conference
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do not mourn, however; as those who have no
hope, for they fully’ expect to’ meet and greet
again their precious babe in the Father's king-
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the cure and religious training of this
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then he left those hearts. torn and bleeding.
But to-the infant choir above another pure one
has been added ; another voice adds volume to
the praises
of the: glorious Redeemer. « They
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gilt ‘edge,

covers the first hall century o1 our existence,
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detail, the early evenis of our denominational
history.
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Pattan, departed this life at Wixom, Sept. 22,
aged 19 months. His life was brief, but full
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P, SMITH,

77 years and 10 months, after an illness of flve
weeks.
Bro. Stowers had been a member of
the First Free Baptist church in New Sharon
for thirty-seven years, aud a deacon twentyseven years, living at the foot of the cross, a
bumble, consistent Christian, whose life was a
light to guide the erring into the path of
right, whose life was a noble example for
Christians to follow.
May God raise some
one to take his place in the church, and may
he sustain the mourning wife and only remaining daughter,
+ CoM.

While for over

cared for by her grandparents in

‘posuage 4 cents.

resignation to his will has susmined through’
all her trials. So as the end drew near it was
anticipated with pleasure. A busband and
five children mourn her absence, all of the
family, save one daughter in Minnesota, had
the satisfactionor caring for -her-through— her

sons, But this is speculation, and of no
benefit to the 1,000,000,000 people that
now exist, 500,000,000 of whom are inva.
lids, 88,000,000 dying each year.
What
they most want are the facts concerning
Dr. Pierce’s Family Medicine.
For years
his Golden Discovery has been the stand-
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the loss of one they dearly loved.
:
W. T. SMITH.

Since the creation it is estimated that
27,000,000,000,000,000"have lived on’ the
earth. Thissum divided by 27,864,000,the
number of square miles, gives 1,814,522,

ing little girl has

The

teem, especially God’s faithful ministers, who
were never turned away with coldness nor in
want. She professed religion several years
ago, and was baptized bv Rev, J. M. Bailey,
and united with the F. Baptist cburch in Saco,
where fhe continued a worthy member
till
called by the Master to the better land. Two
brothers and three sisters are called to mourn

died in Dayton, Me,, July

wi)

fifiy-third

27, aged58 years. She possessed an amiable
disposition, ever ready to help the needy,
¢neerfully paying ber part to support the goxpel, often more than ber means wonld allow.

high

sane

Freewill Baptist Publications.

Miss Busan LiBpy died io Biddeford, Aug.

her, the Iate T. J. Grant, Esq., |
| Her gran
mantles | having died when she was but four years old,

have been ordered by a London (Eng.)
house from a Newburgh (N. Y.) firm.
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time his seat in the house of worship bay -eldom been vacant, natil about a vear ago, when
a stroke of paralysis rendered him almos
helpless, in ‘which condition he remained until
called to that’ home where suffering never
comes.
In his death our little: ehurch in
Woodland loses a valuable member and society a good man,
,

in

be-

he

Towa, for whom, chiefly, the’ work
was prepared.
But it deserves to be more ‘generally read, and I
hereby call attention to it, and urge the purchase
and reading by any and all interested in the subjeet di-cassed.
e Issues between Baptists and
Pedobaptists, and between Liberal and Unliberal Baptists Me clearly and Jrcin) put,
0°
:
ADDRESS. REY.
O; E. BAK ki. WATERLOO,
Towa, or, for a short time, The STAR OFFICE.

Some six years later Rev. Rafus Cheney baptized them both at Attica, N. Y., xines which

Christians

Essay

{ore the Towa Yearly Notting up x

being read

JAMES TYLER died ‘im Woodland,
Mich.,
Sept. 23. aged nearly 77 years. The deceased
was born in Oneida Co,, N. Y., Dec. 30, 1802,
and on Jan, 2, 1825, was married to Missy
Tamsa Edwards,
who, still survives
him.

Redfin
NEE
Speculation.

a quarter of a century,

T

relatives who will mourn most deeply!'for him
by endeavoring to perpetuate his vir nes in
themselves.
Com.
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HE above is the title of an

‘between Free Baptists and ‘other: Don
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‘Compound Oxygen” is especially valuable where, from any cause, there exists great
physical | or
nervous
exhaution,
Our
Treatise will tell you all about it.
It is

mailed free.
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up b

Supt. of the S. school, and a D. G. W. P. of
the Sons of Temperance. He was a man

that?” said the man, pleased with what he
thought a very complimentary association.
¢ Why,” said the Doctor,
* you know
everything except that you are a fool, and
I know that.”
Nervous

SMITH,

|

fellow

kuow all that is to be known,”

weaknesses peculiar

PARAGRAPHS,
The

gravely,

CorLwEgLL

|

Sept. 18, at his home in Cape Sable Island,
Nova Beotia, aged 66 years. His full from a
carringe eight weeks before resulted futallv,
For over titty years he was a member of the

English history, and wishing tc see if he

4

i

the

| been teaching her class

should be careful how they act
‘breaking from Mr. Buchanan, after they | in Lovers
the country, for potatoes have eyes,
generare
who
‘had elected him —the men
corn has "ears, and beans stalk.—Home
ally called the * Douglas Democrats.” Circle.
i,
Mr. Forney said that be would have brokAbout one half of the Boston of to.day
en with the Democratic party before

‘Buchatan’s election * if James

apn,

was listening to what she said.

4

MARRIAGE.

+ QUNOERNING

little

attention called to one

and prosperous villazes, different speakers ‘and he mast be a man. © 2. There ‘must
gave the several details. It was now a bea stout affectional bond. 'We regard
uiet little: woman, in the silence of the as pure nonsense
the theory that a wife
great throng, ‘telling how her husband should know as much of his work«day
and she took up their claim in '54. It knowledge as he does—as pure nonsense
‘was now a converted Border Ruffian, ex- as the other notion that he should be as
laining the steps of his emancipation. good a housekeeper as she. Young men
neral Pope.came over from Leaven- do not want to marry piano lessons and
worth; with
his suite, and said a few cor- algebra ; they wish to marry
women ; and
dial words...
It was the first time, I think, marringe must lose attractiveness if the
repthat the United States army had been
two sexes are reduced to a close approxiIt is posresented here since the days which fol- mation to a common average.
lowed the terrible raid of Quantrell, Ad- sible, therefore, that many of the notions
mirable speeches were made by farmers, about the effects of disparity in age may
cattle-men, lawyers, teachers, preachers, be badly founded ; given a real woman
each contributing an experience, and with and a: real man, we think it safe to leave
much fun as to the doubtful line between" Cupid, ogthe angel who makes marriages
an old settler and a new. George W. in heaven, to-unite them first by a bond

ond day, which was the great day of the
feast, here were more than eight bundred
different teams, which had thus brought a and always with bated breath, 1 observed,

entertainment: for only a small

for iy
would

ng her dear father and other loving friends
on’

telligence worthy of all praise, Kansas
The tendency of things in this country knew what she had been talking about,
has organized a most careful system of is to delay the marriage of young men, she suddenly asked, * Johnny, who Killed
statistics, so that the statrments made by A man may be something very like a King Rufus ?” With a surprised look, he
Governor St. John and others are not the scoundrel who marries, in a thickly pop- replied, * Why, I didn’t know he was
~-but-well-authen= ulated country, without the means to sup- dead!”
booming "of
ticated history.
Kansas raised last year port a family. Rash marrying by young
«It must be a beautifal,dreamy sort of 4
thirty-two million bushels of wheat; and people causes no irconsiderable amount of life that you live,here in the country,” was
produces as much this year, although the pauperism. It is often said, the youth the remark of a city boarder to Farmer
season has not been favorable, because has enough for two, but he should have Robinson,as he satin the shade waiting for
twelve thousand acres more have been enough for six; and if his ** enough” his dinner. ¢¢ Well,not very,” was the reunder wheat cultivation. Her cropof In- comer from a precarious situation, he has ply. “You see we get up before daylight and
dian corn this year is one hundred and really nothing whatever on which to work till after dark, and get so used up
twenty million bushels, which they sup- marry. In an immense namber of cases, and tired that we sleep right through
to be the largest raised in any State. the young wife married to a man without soundly. Why, I haven't had a respectaflor. population is more than eight hun- secure means of support is sacrificed ble sort of a dream since the planting seadred thousand. She takes a census every to care and early death.
A man of fine son began.”
year, and the increase in the last year moral instinct may well refrain from
As he was ascending
the pulpit steps,
was twenty-four per cent. At that -rate marrying in poverty, because he will not one of the elders button-holed him to whisof increase, of course, the population
subject a woman to the altar of sacrifice. per an additional caution : * The liquor
would almost double every three years. But if a man’s marriage is delayed until dealer has just come into church, and he
She hasas many head of cattle as she he is forty, it is highly probable that the gives us a lift sometimes.
I wish you
has men, women, and children, as many
eligible women of his own age, known to would be particular not to allude to the
horses as she has men and women, and of him, are already married.
e must us- whiskey business or the temperance quessheep and swine the numbers are told in ually seek a wife in the generation be- tion,” Tbe young minister, getting frightmillions. If this be her valuation when low him ;or,if must be too streng a word, ened to see the moral ground thus steadily
only one-eleventh part of her land is un- he will naturally find eligible girls more narrowing hefore him inquired; ¢ Whom
or what shall I preach against, then?” ‘The
der cultivation, what will it be, as Gov- abundantin the generation below him.
elder’s reply came like an air of triumph:
ernor St. John asked, when she is settled
As a question of happiness, the world ¢ Preach
against the "Mormons;
they
as densely us the older States? ' In such a will never settle it. Other : conditions
throng as we have been in, it seems as if modify every case. As Horace Greeley haven't got a friend in town.”
“Once in traveling, the Rev. Dr. Bledsoe
she were now so settled.
Bat, in trath,
put another
question: ‘‘ It depends on
as the Governor said, all the people of the .who the man is and who the woman is.” was exceedingly annoyed by a pedantic
United States might be assembled in Kun- We should say, from observation, that bore who forced himself upon him, and
sas and eachshould have an acre and a women married to men ten, fifteen or ev- f'made a great parade of his shallow learnThe Doctor bore it as long as he
quarter to stand upon; or, as he pat it, en twenty years older than themselves ing.
could, and at length,
looking: at
him

they should not. be within speaking dis:
:
tance of each other.
Of the steps by which the transformation
wees what peace has brought in place of

‘beautiful home from the river, or as from
this home he looks across to the city, and

«deal torn and

could

grandmother

attention was bestowed upon her by the

: ** The possession was very fine,
the ‘great host of settlers who burned It did cattolic justice to every acquisition emonynéarly
two miles long, as was also
their ships and east the successful die; to of power which the early anti-slavery being
the prayer of the Rev. Mr.
McFadden.”
the Douglas Democrdcy, when its time men received in ‘successive epochs, and
‘was
perhaps
especially
instractive
when
Little
Robbie
went
to
a
show,and
saw an
load by lightening Eis.—Auguséine.
came’;to the several Democratic governhe showed how we were saved by the ‘elephant for the first time fu his life.
ors,
whom
the
Free
State
men
captured
in
The heart must be divorced from its
““niagnificent madness and the sublime When he’came back his mother asked him
idols. Age does a ‘great deal in curing the succession ; and even to the Border: Ruf* An
elephant, ma,
folly uf the enemy.”
Ay ‘what he had seen.
fians
themselves,
he
gave
fit
eredit.
The
man of his frenzy; Sat if God hasa special
that gobbled hay up with his front tail.”
was
pennitted
to
speak
in
the
afterwhom
Ussher,
work for a map he takes a shorter and a | mayor of the city; Judge
Forty-two years ago Gov. Porter consharpee ecurse with him: = This grevious Jou remember in Lincoln's. Cabinet; Mr. noon, for New England, and I wish your
readers
of
the
old
stock
could
have
Been
‘cluded the Pottawatamie treaty upon’ the
Tofrom
settlers,
old
the
of
one
Holliday,
|
expensive
more
and
further
a
only
fs
dose
Governor St. John, the governor of the truly Western enthusiasm with which, present site of Chicago, in an Indian tent;
«education for the work of the ministry; it peka;
is but saylug more closely, “ Will you pay the State, all successively extended their through the whole eelebration, every al- now the city has a population of consider#he price?”— Cecil.
‘welcome, each speaking to a different lusion to that dear m ther of States has ably over three hundred thousand.
been received.
By whomsoever else
Shout, Yell and Holler are the names of
These are the rules I havealways accept- theme. = Bear in mind that the first settleved: First; labor; nothing can be: had for ment of Lawrence was made on the fist New England shal! ve * lefi out in the three Michigan families not related. Their
; whatever 4 man achieves,he must of August, 1854; that Kansas did not cold,” it will: not be by the. people of names sound well, and they evidently be~giothing
pay for; and no favor of fortune: can ab- come in as a State till 1861.
Here are Kansas, who, ‘if they..can not call her long to * high-toned” society.—Danielmother, seem proud to call her grand- sonville Sentinel.
Secondly, pa- seven years of what was virtually border
(ao ve hin from his daty.
mother and eager ta do her honor,
“tience and forbearance which is simply de- war. ~The history of it is curiously like
A Boston man had sixty-five dollars
pendent on the slow justice of time, Third- Walter Scott's stories of raids backward
And you must not think because you stolen from him. A week afterwards he
dy, and most important, faith.
Unless L and forward between Highlanders and
are pot here that I am overstating the im- received a letter containing twenty-five
snan balieve in something far higher ‘than Lowlanders.
Itis just that sort of unde- portance of this imposing assembly and dollars, that read : ‘I stoled your money.
himself; something infinitely purer and termined era which a romancer rejoices its exciting solemnities.
Twenty-five Remorse naws at my conshens and I send
rander than he can éver become—unless-+ in, because it gives such opportunity for years hence the record of them which the you some of it back. When remorse naws
he has an instinct of an order beyond his
State Historical Society is carefully put- again I'll send yon some more.”
«dreams; of laws beyond his comprehen- dramatic effect and the exploits; of indi- ting in order may be diligently studied.
¢¢ Pray, Mr. Professor, what is a perividuals,
/
With
1861
the
war
took
wider
and goodness-and. justice,
siony. of bea
this own ideals are dark, he range. Kansas, which had never collect- It is not simply that these enthasiastic phrasis?” ‘‘Madam,it is simply a circumlode whi
orators tell us that there are those now cutory cycle of coratorical sonorosity, cirwill fail in every loftier form of ambition, ed a tax, which had wo credit on which
to borrow, if she tried, then sent into the living who will see Kansas in the geo- cumscribing an atom of ideality lost in verand ought to fail.— Bayard Taylor.
pational army regiment upon regiment of graphieal center of a hundred States,each bal profundity.” *¢ Thank you, sir.”
bb
Od
Emeline Young McIntosh, a daughter of
men who were nut unused to’ war. They vieing with each to salute her queen. It
“THE OLD SETTLERS’ FESTIVAL.
were, if you ‘will think of it, ‘alinost the is that serious and careful students, like Brigham Young, charges Apostles CaringMr. Eli Thayer, tell you that in twenty- ton, Cannon and Young with swindling
The festival which ‘¢ the old settlers” in only volunteers in the national service five
years from this time Kansas will be the heirs of Brigham by undervaluing the
Kansas have just held, in celebration of who had ever heard a shot fired in anger. the
some
$1,200,000 and appropriatsecond State in the American Union. estate
marching,
to
bivouac,
to
used
were
They
twenty-five years of stuggle and triumph
ing that amount.
The court has appointIt
is
that
her
most
careful
statesmen
the
as
in,
sent
she
And
iin the Anti-slavery cause, 8 thus deserib- and to battle.
ed
receivers.
claim
that
in
no
State
has
the
legislation
«ed by Edward Everett Hale in an article war went on, 8 Sontingoli larger in num- for charity and for education been so
A little five-year-old child who had just
list of her voters. |
ber than the register
sin the Inde,
nt:
thorough and so efficient as hers, and lost her father received a ticket of reward
The Festival which has PL closed in Her roll of soldiers and her list of those
that, so far as statisiics show, here is the from her teacher. -As soon as school was
-five years of the lost in battle are larger, in proportion to
«commemoration of twen
population with least of crime, least of out, she ran home to show the ticket to
her
population,
than
those
of
any
of
the
n in every rehistory of this State has
vice, and the most of order and of happi- her mother, and said: ¢ Mother, I have
’
interesting and instructive, If -only larger States.
held the ticket up to the sky all the way
t was not, as Judge Ussher said, until ness. For such blessings, however, they home, so that my father could see how
n 1665, the men of the Pilgrim and Pariclaim no patent.
They consider them
after
the
war
that
men
could
pursue
here
tan emigrations in Massachusetts and
fruits of well. good I have been.”
:
industry. The rather as the ; legitimate
«Connecticut could have held such a ferti- the avocations of peaceful
:
The teacher of an infant-school
had her.
ordered
American
liberty.
}
to-day
see
we
wal; if they could have ‘told their marvelous growth which

purdition. Bear the 0
of thy neighbor's
‘poverty and let him ar with roe’ the
Thou lightenest thy
doad of thy wealth,

times,”

her

was asked if she was willing to die, and she
half of them. Governor Robinson's duty
coucealed deadly weapons.
answered. ‘ Yes, I want
to go and be with
as president was that of welcome. With
She wished them to bid her
An enthusiagtic, Indiana editor wrote: my dear mother.”
|
the genial catholicity which belongs to
mother, as she called her Grandmother
Grant,
‘¢ The battle is now open.”
Bat, alas! the good-bye,
and calmly passed away, to become
the make-up of the man, he gave its due
intelligent compositor spelled battle with a“ lamb of the upper fold,” whure * sorrow
to. every element which has combined
sickness, psin and death, are felt ‘and’ feared
a brief an o; and his readers say they have susto make the prosperity of to-day. To the nized, It was valuable, though
pected it all along.
no more,”
Her rematiia were scompunied to
digest
of
the
growth
of
the
Republican
early Abolitionists ; to the more practical
Sidney bt her loving futher and other triends,
Very
innocently
an
Irish
newspaper
party,
from
the
early
days
of
the
candito be laid by the side of her dear Motley. ’
men who accepted the situation and or;
M.
ganized the Emigrant Aid Company; to dacy of Birney an Hale and Julian. concludes its account of an imposing cer-

«Men will not forever fight about mere
He is wisest who leaves the
‘memories.
«dead to bury their dead, and who follows
the Master into the new fields of present
«uty.—Governor Woodford.
Poverty is the load of some, and wealth
4s the load of others, perhaps the greater
load of the'two, It aay ‘weigh them to

the 0 old settlers have done here, y the

ask

became doubly endeared, and

well enough, but Iwish they'd left out
‘them pollywogs.”
A New Jersey farmer who visited Phil‘adelphia with a cucumber in each pocket
was arrested by

what they

and

tell ber aboot heaven and her dear mother.
Nearly five years since shé was very
seriously
injured in the school-room, and
‘was ‘a great
sufferer after thag until. relieved by death.
During these year® of affliction and pai n, she

post-mistress of the town of Morgan,
a
Soin
He
old farmer, the first time he ate: an

oyster stew, was asked how

s

a loving father

She was athoughtful,praying child,

Vi. thirty years.

‘intoxication of address; but these have ‘But there is still timeto recover arms.

Eh
*
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Slévonth bout 10, seize the advantages
ey have How Aref share. The South: And the speaking, in general, has been
blind nien in a land
remarkably good. One or two men have ern statesmén‘are
heen swept away to undue length by the of light, deaf. men’ in"a land of song.
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States ; and y et the South, which helped | There are a great

the whole Tabernacle would be crowded,
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On Faith & Covenant 18 a confession of17 ar-
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Printing Establishment is a brief historical

statement, &o. Pubushed by order of the Gen
eral Conference, and for gratuitous disteibution.
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Send your
orders to

I. D. STEWART,
_Forsalealsoby

the aowen,
the order,
i

Dover, N. H,
L8G

FAIRBANKS & C0., 46 Maison St, Chicago,Dl.
PENFIELD & Co., Hillsdale, Mich.
D. LoraroP & Co. 32 Franklin 8t..Boston,
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There is said to be cogpiderable emigration
from Texas to New Mexico.
A fresh effort is making in Paris to create an
!

Thirty-six buildings,

an, insuring the election of a Republican

comprising the entire

business. portion: of Shediae,
N. B.. were destroyed by fire on Sunday night. involving a

property loss estimated at $100,000.
;
Z bearing on the next presidential
“campaign. Too much rag money, and too

‘much

extra session and too much

‘Winnemncea, Nevada, has the champion
thief of the Pacific coast. He stole a steam engine from the Fairmount mill the other night,
and hid it in a cellar across the river.

Confed-

erate Brigadier seems to be what defeated
‘the Democrats,—The
Republicans: also
carried Towa by large majorities.
=

Freeman, who murdered his children in Massachusetts, last spring, professing that he was
called tothe act as was Abrabam of old, has
been indicted for murder, and willbe tried
soon.
His wife is set at liberty.

:

Massachusetts Politics.
The political . sea in Lassachusetts is
strangely = disturbed. General Butler, the

irrepressible,Is making & desperate fight

: The question

has been

decided

and

Prof.

floors tends to barbarism, while the light tread
upon u soft carpet does not interrupt conversa-

tion nor interfere with social enjoyment. The
multiplication and improvement of carpets in
the house keep pace with
and refinement,” and are

march of civilization.

Beautiful

who

murdered

Meeker a few weeks ago, and

Agent

who

An American engineer has been studying
the great wall of China. It is 1728 miles long,
and, being built without the slightest regard
to the configuration of the ground, is sometimes carried 1000 feet down into abysses.
Brooks and
small rivers are bridged over
by it, and strong towers on both sides protect large rivers.

would

doubtless have annihilated theU. S. troops
who went out to punish them but for the
arrival of General Merritt with re-inforcements, now seem to have the weather in
their favor, for it is reported that a savere
Snow storm has so blocked the canyons
through which it would be necessary to

Paine, one of the latest Fall River defaulters,
was caught in Canada after he had taken pas-

pursue them that progress is nearly impossible.
The Indians have scattered, and it

sage on au English steamer,

to find them.

custody pending negotiations for
to this government.

will doubtless require a winter's campaign
They are now.

operating:

in

New Mexico, having murdered between
' thirty and forty persons in the Mesilla
valley during last week.
:

The Irish farmers are in a state of semirebellion on account of the high rents that
they are obliged to pay for land.
A few
persons own all the land on the island and
live in luxury out of the exorbitant rents
‘that they demand from the poor laborers
they

let

it,

The

laborers

pay no more rents gntil there is a rednc-

“tion.

The

Irish tepantry

great wrongs,

and

their

plainly

suffer

condition

ought

in some way to belmade easier.
;

England and Russia.

“It is reported that the relations between
England and Russia have assumed a critical aspect, the question
of controlling certain portions of Central Asia being the
immediate cause.
48. stated that at the

recent interview

feen Count

Schouva-

loff and Lord"Salisbury the former's proposal regarding the
English and Russian
occupation

of

Afghanistan

Latest

now.

claim that the condition ef affairs is such
that rents should be scaled down, and
many of them have bound themselves to

was

declined

"They

emptied

He

.is held
his

in

delivery

A peculiar process has been invented in Germany by which labels are printed on bottles hy
a simple operation, neither paper nor mucilage
being required.
The
process is an actual
printing on the bottles themselves, aud the labels can be scraped, off with a knife, though
they are not affected by water. The process is
said to be inexpensive and certainly must be
convenient.

The Irish Tenantry.

to whom

advance

News.

Orders have been issued by the government
for the withdrawal of the re-enforcements despatched to the White-river agency under General Merritt, and General Charles Adams has

‘been appointed a special commissioner to visit the hostile Utes and demand the surrender
Of" the women and children supposed to be iu
their possession.
Should the savages decline
to dothis or give up their arms, General Merritt will then be allowed to pursue his own
course. This unexpected change in the campaign has called out a sharp despatch from

General

Sheridan.——Six

prisoners

escaped

from the jail at East Cambridge; en Saturday
evening, by means'of false keys. Four of the
men were awaiting trial (two of them being
charged with murder), and the others were
serving sentences.
Four of the six were traced to Natick,and there captured by the officers,
Sunday, and brought back to the
jail. One
of the captured prisoners made another attempt at escape from the jail, ‘but was dis-

by the latter
in
emphatic language.
It is
therefore conjectured: that England's refusal to accede to a fiir division of-territory may lead to serious consequences between the two countries.
oy
covered in time to frustrate his plans.
Adulterated Milk. The New York Health Board Inspectors The Ameer of Afghanistan hes announced
are dealing with the watered-milk qaes- his determination to abdicate, and all efforts to
.dissuade
him from his purpose have proved

tion in a summafy "way.

into the ‘river, on Saturday,

more

unavailing.
fierce attack

than

3,000 quarts.of the alleged milk received
on one boat, ‘and reported to ‘the Health

‘onthe
loss:!

Four thousand Afghans made a
‘on the British eamp at Ali Kheyl

14 inst., but were repulsed with heavy

News . is» received

‘ing : that

twenty-seven

this Monday

British

morn-

soldiers

and

Board and the public the ‘names "ofthe
persons guilty of foisting this sthff upon

many Afgans were killed bythe explosion of
‘the magazinein the Bala 1 ee , Sunday. The

such names should be knéwn.

Dlovincee, and it is estimated that upward

the
: New York

market.

It is. well

‘eration of “milk 18 ‘infanticide,

that

The’ adul~

and the

men:who: are giilty.of it deserve at least

tobe pus in pillory.
|
©
aAFleodin Spain.
“The

recent'floods in the

Spanish

prov-

cause; of the explosion is not stated.~—Further
inundations have

oceurred ini the

Spanish

fteén hundred persons have already perished,
The damage to property will aggregate 30,

000,000 francs, two thousand houses
being
de.stroyed in the Malaga and Alicante districts
alone. The Turkish ministry resigned on Saturday and a’ new cabinet’ was immediately
formed with said Pasha asgrand vizier.——But

‘ince Murcia ruineda vast amount of prop-. one death from yellow “fever occurred
--erty, the streams ‘in many villages heing
.-wSLrewn. with wrecks. of farm-houses and

* agfioditura)
“implements. One buadred
«dead bodies ‘had been recovered. at last
‘accounts.

‘Thousands. ‘of

gechpy Mie chia

fugitives" now

hes ‘dnd public buildings

of

at

Memphis,Stinday, and only two new cases were

himself cremated, or his ‘Body was,” fn’ his

3

ional.

body scholarshipsin the Atlanta University.—
At Princeton, the

highest

fallen off this year.——The Hillsdale (Mich.)
Herald learns that two bequests of five hundred

build a furnace to be

used

for

that’ pur,

pose. “He offered to erect d suitable beild-

dngin the Washington cemetery, to be
usedby the public, but the offer was de-

ow

fall

of that

year,

0st ‘entirely for ‘the

~cremation of its owner, on his death. Tt
4g “Small
liek building; divided into,
wo Mier Jp which is merely for. the
tion and storage: of bodies

previous

3a The asks vio othér contains a. large

will be made available next year, all from New

York Styte.——Ranavalona,
Qieen of Mudagascar, hag issued a proclamation to her sul jects,
commanding

them

to

send

their children to

school, saying that it makes her glad to sce her
She

adds: “And

So be all of

you diligent, for, although you do. not know
the sweetness of knowledge and ‘wisdom, you
will discover it when they become yours, ’——

It is said that the pope is determined, if possi
ble, to establish a Roman Catholic college in
connection with the University of Oxford, but
that Cardinal Manning doés not approve of the

idea.——Juhn Jasper, Jr,, bas been elegied Superintendent of the public sehodls, in New
e of Mr. Kiddle, whose spir=
01

€s

anja is. supposed to unfit him

"of the

‘position he has so long

and honorably debupied.——The Sandwich Tsl-

| ands is the only country in'the world in which
there are no absolutely illiterate peoplé. The
population is 58,000. ‘[Tliey, Ha¥g eleven high
educational

steno

sacrifice

the

But it

either.

We

can

have both if we will maintain a propér propor-

is all wrong.

It does

this’

both

to dry and purify the atmosphere of living and

front lawn than bare earth.

g

institutions,

169 middle

public

RY IRE

TTT

Fmd

fit

Herouleh” |

dar

cine, for it cleanses Nature's augean sf

and

right-fiylng

from the circulation of the tree),

and

by

close fruit room the air is never too

draft (no ventilation) is
when many think it the
the external wall or the
being below 32 degrees,

the

more expensive,

isfactory.

if no

allowed.
It is driest
dampest; that is,when
fruit or the ice-bin,
shows the glitter of

also be: more

i

[

sat-

aaivpntd

Cod~Liver 0il and Limc.—That'pleasant

By H. R. PALMER. The finest book for Singing

and active agent in the cure of all consumptive

Classes, Conventions, etc., ever made by ga

Hara Show 192 la
Price,
by express; 75 vente each, If sent

symptoms, * Wilbor's Compoundof Pure Cod-Liver Oil and Lime,” 18 being universally adopted in
medical practice. Sold by the proprietor, A. B.

condensed moisture which has been deposited
by the air. A good test (hygroscope) to show
the bumidity of the air is simply a newspaper

strumental Mus:
Organ;
of choice Sacred and Secular
eal p eces.
tains 123 large pages. Price by
s $2.00,
eral discount to teachers,

If you have a cold take Adamson’s. ‘Botanic Balsam. A sure cure for coughs, sore throat and all
pulmonary complaints.
To the afflicted we recommend a trial of this superior remedy.—Boston
Saturday Evening Express.

ofer-moist.

To reduce the humidity (which wil
not often
oceur if a well drained floor and a bank of ice
are present) some fresh stone lime may be placed here and there in shallow, wide boxes,
to be emptied and reiilled with fresh lime, if
necessary, after the first is completely slaked.
Frost is best repelled by a double casing and
filling, which also serves to repel
external
warmth. In the rare case of the occurence of a
term of extraordinarily severe cold, kerosene

BIGLOW & MAIN, Publishers.

them

73 Randolph
oueg OIC Rare.

lamps may be used, a stove being objectionable
on account of the draft necessary for keeping up

combustion and carrying

76 East
NEW YORK. st. =~

~ HONEY BEES,

away the smoke,un-

less it is supplied with air through a pipe
the gable. If lamps are used, they should

NEW
I regard

PRINCIPLES

IN BEE KEEPING

a Farm or garden
. Bees kept on m:

it as a Valuable

FAMILYMEDICINE.
JAN. 1, 1878.
MR. H. R. STEVENS:—
Dear Sir,—I take pleasure
in saying, that
I have used the Vegetine in my family wi
results, and I have known of several cases of re
markable cure effected by it. I regard it as a valuaable family medicine.
Truly A
REV.
WM. MCDONALD.
The Rev. Wm. McDonald is well known through
te bind States as a minister of the M. E.
urch.

hot coals, but care must thea be used about
going down to the floor and encountering the
carbonic acid. This was, so quickly fatal to animals, is a conservator of the fruit, and some
methods of keeping depend upon its use. Oxygen being the chief agent of decomposition, to
reduce the activity of which we close our fruit
rooms . and avoid veatilation
the fruit is
by some kept in an atmosphere of carbonic
acid gas, thus excluding oxygen.

The Whrning of sulpharin a fruit room

A lJarge and most useCh
ete.,
marie tte Clabg, Glow Glut
8, etc. Price,
.
If sent by only $1 each.
per

dozen.

Straighten your old boots and shoes with
and wear

Con.
Lib.

THE GLEE CIRCLE

The New York Observer is one of the [ablest papers in the country. Ses advertisement.

Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners,
again.

y itinil,

The ORGAN FOLIO
By H. P. DANK!

WILBOR, Chemist, Boston, and all druggists.’ *

suspended in the middle of the room. If it ruttles in the least, the air is dry enough, If it is
limp, flacced and toneless,the air is

would

well:

TTTHE BICSOVTR EREHE SA
IGN

Wide mouthed bottles filled with sweeten-

ed water have been used to ‘some éxtent
with partial success, but the lamps; though

Ina

dry

resume their work, and the patient

which

cause so much injury and loss to our fruit.

which should never be exposed at all to any
sweeping draft of dry air after being separated
stimulant of moisture, warmth and light.

moths the larva of

opens
the proper avénties,
the functions are Johns vo

:

;

i Tt pe

fore the fruit is put in, or in a barrel before
-cider is poured into
it, reduces the oxygen
and also destroys
all fungus germs.
Such a
fumigation
may be used after the fruit is in if
there seems to be any occasion for it. It
leaves neither flavor nor odor upon the fruit any

erchants

and

dealers

in butter,

x

$06.

wis

S2WAIRNE Dupri

Tang:

WL THR Ei

2teowd3

0
$210
810 a day. Send S.cent stamp for
No Restate answered.
:

cheese

rs.

: ENF RICH BL00
13

Boston Produce Report.
|
bf HILTON BROS & CO., Commission

Begarts

er a de Geet

————

THE MARKETS.

be-

a

Perfumed
Chrome die, cada, name on, 0n, 43 Mixed
fine rocket knife, $30. A
hal

Vegetine is Sold byall Druggists.
aid

can n
Phin are
L with the

and

;

Rey. 8. T, BUCK, Milton, Pa.

ogee, beans, dried apples, &e. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
BuSTON, Saturday, October 18.
Parsons’ Purgative Pills make New,
Blood, and will completely change the blood inRiche
more than on honey or dried fruit, and does | FLOUR. The receipts of Flour for the week
the.entire
system in three months. As
5¥,836.-bbls-of -alb--kinds8-48 :534
who
not blanch it; hat clears,freshens and hizhtens bbls been
will take'1 2 each night from 1 to 12 person.
for the corresponding week of 1878, and 68,516
‘weeks may
be restored to sound healt
ifh,
such a thing
the color and the fragrance—at least such is bbls in 1877. The exports for the same time have
be
posbeen 10,388 bbls to
‘Liverpool, 7,950 to Barrow, sible. Sold everywhere, or sent by mall or eight
the result of an hour’s fumigation of a barrel
letter stamps. I. 8. JOHNSON & CO., BanEngland, 50 to-Port an Prince, 196 10 Goree, 100 10
gor, Me.
:
Hayti, and 3,503 bbls to the British Provinces.
in which a few apples of various colors were
:
2
Iy27
The market has been quite excited the past week
suspended by way of experiment.
And no and a farther considerable advance in prices has
taken place.
reason appears for the apprehension of any
CORN MEAL, The sales have been at $270 @
ulterior ill effects.
It is best to have the visit- $2 86 ¥ bbl.
,
:
RYE FLOUR. The demand for Rye Flour is
ing entrance to the fruit room up in the gable,
steady at $425 @ $4 75 ¥ bbl.
for the reason that less disturbance of the air
AT MEAL.
is a good demand for Oat
o
was an apple orchard. About thirty years ago is caused, and because such openings are eon- Neal, with sales at ere$575
@ $7 ¥ bbl, and quite
nm.
;
the yard in front was thickly planted with evervenient for the ®ration necessary for carrying
IMMENSE REDUCTION TO CLUBS.
SPRING WHEATS.
|
greens in two groups, - consisting of balsams,
off all the moisture deposited on the sawdust
3 Copies 3 Your for $150, Gals 75 cents gach,
spruces and Scotch pines, a few dwarf pear
that covers the ice up to the time when the
10 Copies 1 year for 85.00,
2 Onl 80 coats Sch
trees, maples, horse chestnuts, Tartarian. honfruit is brought in.—Sel.
Geétters'sup of ‘Clubs get one copy
for a year free.
Minnesota, DAKErs..csesesaerssstnsrnenn,
eysuckles, Lonicera Canadensis, and a Juniper
in
ta and Wisconsin, faney........ 7
Sampl ©
49, show,
lai
g or 3 stamps.
.
Savin. The south side had been. planted at
WINTER WHEATS.
different times
with cherries; plums, everPatents, cholce......... seevesienndie «98
AGRIOULTURAL ITEMS.
greens, maples, &e.'
The morth ‘side had a
Patents, common 0 200d. ccivairse. Fo.
(From the American Cultivator.)
OhiOs + ssessnressarsssennasens seesrcianns
few scattering trees and one group of 'everLouisiana has this year harvested more than
greens extending pretty well to the north line.
These treés and shrubs in front had grown so 1,600,000 pounds of rice.
“But,” says a caviler, “ how are we to
change a yard overgrown with trees and al
most destitute of grass into such a lawn as
you speak of#°
;
:
Perhaps we can best illustrate our answer to
that question by repeating advice given a farmer
friend not long since. The conditions were as
follows : The house
stood about thirty feet from
the froat fence on the west side, and ‘perhaps
a few feet further from the fence on the south
side, and rather nearer a carpiage road leading
to the barn, on the north side, beyond which

post-paid, BL.

Jarge and spread their branches s0 wide

completely shade the ground,

as

to

smothering the

grass, rendering the earth nearly as bare as a
pine woods, and in the vain hope of saving the

grass the Jower branches of the evergreens
hiad
been cut off; destroying: their symmetry ahd
beauty. ' The ladies

of the

family. had

quently urged the farmer te removéia

of the trees, but witha

for thém he had’ refused.”

Our advice
to lim" was

in

white

éloth,

, 1a
Oa ]
deddereiadiatia,
Buckwheat,# 100 Ibgeeese.vennn sermesnsad TI

The toughest and best vdks and Bickories of

“this:" Remove" ev-

the United States graw'on the hills between
New Hampshire
and Virginia.
+

“=

+

:

gar maple on the northwest. corner, draw. on
a few inches of rich loam, “and ‘seed dewn
thickly .. about... the. first of
September,

clover,

red

"For fear

top, and

that

the

sitting on the lawn, we advised him '16 ‘plant
;one Norway maple there, but to leave.all the
space between the house and, the road devoted

¥ bu for mixed and
tending upward.
ud
OATS, We quote No 1 and extra white at 4750; No2'white at 44 @ 45; and No 8 white an

;

véneration

Draidical

highway, root and branch, leaving. only, a , su-

vernal grass,

products

A careful experiment in stall’ feeding oxen
on beet pulp is to be tried in Maine this’ autumne © 0
;
i
In England choice samples of butter are

fre- ‘made in small rolls, wrapped
and marketed
:in baskets.

ery tree and shrub between thé house and the

with blue grass, white

Up, up, up! go the prices of all the
which the farmer has to sell.

portion

No 2 mixed at 42 @ 43¢ ¥ bu,

EXE

. No State in our Union east. of Illinois now:
produces.

sufficient wheat or. cattle to sup-

ply, their inhabitants with flour and meat,

pa

as'you get u good turf

so

‘much:

quicker;

but

Rural Home.

.

i

ly.

TE

»

£15

PR

da

Inquiry is made for a- plan for an applehouse capable of keeping, say, 3,000 bushels,

by a correspondent who wants' some heétter
facilities than ordinary cellars afford.
'Bssentials for keeping apples well are, first, that
‘they be. well grown—the

ped.

trees

not over-crop-

Second, that they be picked

when

fully

grown, but before the commencement of those

changes of color and flavor, that beginning of

decay which we call ripeness.
Third, that
‘they.be picked with care, without. any. bruise

or bréakugv, even of the stem; and while

they

are externally dy, sof ‘th
the et
varnish of the
rind may not

be rubbed

through.

Fourth,

“manu'factdred

as much as possible the conditions ‘Which in-

Barley at 90¢ a 81:
ed, and 75 @ 0c

sresransanced.23
«19
23

the |

from,

Wen

§

@12%ci
Northern

is sufficient to start vegetation,

the

‘tiny seeds

. ‘We guote :—
Pea, Northern,
\.
| Do Weslern H. P
ave
Do
common to good...
.
Medium, choice, hand; picked; ,..«. (su
Do
common to good.
.
Yellow Eyes, choice
Do, ' . improved
Red Kidneys:
puss dvaness sonra

seed meal are largely in juse for feeding the
horses in the Russian army service.
Fed on

PEAS.

mon,

Choice, Canada,

Canada,

80 @ $100.

$100 @

;

$110,

Green Peas,

food rations for four ox five days.

Lawns that are to

be

kept

#100 per box.

:

closely

cut

in the rich

Use AcYGply-fve

ub

pounds

of an acre,

The, following. are weights” of Cotswold

‘|! CRYEN

a two-year-old

ram

that

at $125
range

had never

been shorn, 224 pounds; a grown ewe, 162
pounds; a ewe amb, 114 potmds, all ‘Weighed
An ‘August off from 'gruss Without any extra’
keeping of any kind. The weight of fleece was

from8 told pounds and: in one instance 17

Lh

It can only be assured by. having a | or infectious, and that they depend upon a

1500

y

which

and stylish. appearan ce ye
either

or i

nsive material,

draig of the (ront a sure fo Abd Revo withe Softdhe’ fou.
y maile

tara,

on

(or 10cts.)

with

receiptof

See our

loth model

a

an

of

stam

) Flos and test af

atterns.

16 ®1ath ot. A Burdette Shui, env.
| ‘Send one stamp for’ our Marke’ Oatalogue:

HOLLIS” “Ze
LL}

VW

-

EXTRACT OF

UVA URSI =».
i

|}

The Great DIURETIC, and the only preparation
of the kind that in 1873 received at tosh furs a

DIPLOMA

NEW ENGLAND AGRICUL.
Yuna
Fan;
gears
CALR,

Purely,
atandara

chester,

MERRIMACK

y

* Concord, N. H.

N.

H.;

Co." FAIR,

vegetable, » - and and composed
compose: d .. ¥ of
of severeral
remedies used
by’ TORY physici

ans in
theix practice, this preparation has lon Since
received the sanction of medical
of
h
tion, and the warm endorsement o | sufferer
s
from
diseases of the bladder and kidneys,’ who'
have
experienced its wonderfulon
8

Com.

$13

8k

your druggist

for HG

1’ xT

CT
UVA RST AND BUCH» an vi will secure
the best remedy! for weakness
of kny kind of the urinary organs of either sex. Price.
|

:

4:

LV

Fifty Cents a Bottle. Sold generally.

‘

PENMANSHIP ciiatimscraies
|

IR

Special

str

otions

enat

ho

"

-

“N.H. Send
for circulars

the first two ant ,
$2.20; and div $2.00 reeivedwe will
send the Star She Your. A
“ "For 26
‘received
we will:
‘ithe ‘Star

bbl......,,

‘Apples

three months ribo

are arriy-

shies in
oh. Pein “are: firmer,
and

q

i ons in

BE

)

of rmentn the Rue STE eT Shi
|
Bach subseriben
of

wil. please

payment on | gids 1

notice

Fy

the,

a

+

date not

The Star is not discontinued when! the time.
e-:
‘quest: it; and it is discontinued when -it has
been more than one Poax in arrear
after.
expire
for which
s it is paid unless | pigs
s,

due

notice and time shall hii have been given,
REMITTANCES. must be
made fr mon-or bank-checks if possible,
07. _ey-orders
or’ in a
Canary, | registeredle tter and at our risk and expense.

1-3

ing season earjy in October, and the seitled a regular .period of incubation are contagion |

Jergex,

ES
op
orolk:
APPLES
AND PEARS,

from

EE

THE MORNING STAR
TERMS : 82,50 per ear; on if paid within

| ibg quite freely, and it is dificult.
ots ut over 175,
some Sige

sheep recently, given; , A yearling ram, 174'|
pounds;

ho

rd

Jority uf EE

j

can

not be well dressed with animal manure howvoy
ever fine it may be. For this purpose the fol- No. Rose. .s..ia
lowing
« mixture. is recommended;
-eighty | “ Jackson.
Peerless.
pounds nitrate of soda, 100 ipounds superphos-: Sweet Potatoes.
J guano, 100; 11 Xellow,
phate of lime, 200 pounds, regtified
pounds of gypsum...

The

ON

verskiftis one’ of the few desig

wavs has Rte

@
OTATOES.
]
supply of all kinds is: full
equalto the demand, and el
ind, generally
has ruled dull, Only the best. Houlton Kose
{There are twenty well-defined and fixed
wil
500 and very few Maine Central brin
breeds of English sheep, viz.: Teeswater, Lin- command
over 45c. Northern Rose range from 35 @ 40¢
v
coln,
Dishley, Cotswold, Romney
'Marsh, | by, but receipts are mostly in bad
~ the
recent ‘warm weather having rotted order,
Dartmoor, Exmoor,
Blackface,
Hereford, quarter
abount one
of the Northern stock, and any'reasonable
Morf, Dorset, Wilts, Berks, Southdown, Norbid willbe accepted. ih easy shrinkage may be
expected
on consignments.
folk, Herdwick, Cheviot, Dunfaced, Shetland
We quote :—
.
"Potatoes—
and Midland.’
} utd

‘on. pats alone; and one horse can carry its dwn
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$

readily that the merést contact with moisture |

oi wid anti
PITRE §
Bh |
4
a number of sub-inspectors. The government greesia safe, This low temperature is not’ i
takasicareré thateve 83 poficn Wal) 6o Bloat est «easily attainable during the warm and ‘humid’ "It is ‘now generally conceded among’ animal
¢ read
aud write, and pursues, energetically, all weather that often oécurs between the: gather- physiologists
that all diseases that pass through

winter,

JERE

We'quote Canada
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:

wheat straw; much after the matinér’ of
Teather board which 'is

that they be placed at oneein a cool and rather. |, of this mixture to each one-f ourt,

dry room, with little or no circulation of air, in.
order to rétard further. change by excluding

‘]

Luniber of a very desirable’ kind for light
work, fancy boxes, etcl, is now ‘made ‘from’

| them horses bear fatigue better tham when fed

CONDITIONS FOR APPLE KEEPING.

Ld

B
«The meat.consumption in New York city ave’
rexages hulfa. pound | ;per day’ to each.person; |'
or at the rate of 182 pounds per capita annual
B

leather scraps and cuttings.
- Pedigree first) the animal afterward,” is
the rule which a celebrated , English, breeder
drought,
one thorough watering a week should «gives as governing. his selection of breeding |
animals. : But he adds: + Unless both are |
keep it green. ' If they hud the facilities in the
country for sodding that we: have in the city, | good,I do not purchaseor use the animals:
we would ‘advise’ sodding instead of seeding,
While thie seeds’ of ‘the’ ‘oak’ ‘germinate so

by making the'soil very fine with a steel rake,

Jales have been confined to small

lots at
Ll
FEED. | Shorts
are firm and prices are higher.
Thc bales have been aug! @ 817 50 ¥ ton. Fine
ary
m $1
$18; and Middlings at

to green grass, It would be quite easy, with’
one of the cheapest of lawn mowers, to keep
that grass plat short, and in a severe summer

schools, and 43 private schools; public instruc. duce it, viz., warmth, moisture, frost and distion'in under the supervision of a committee
sication. The object of the fruil-house is to
appointbyedthe king, and composed of five give full control of these conditions.
Hh
| ‘members,
who sérve without remuneration;’
Firstas 'to ‘warmth. Anything over!40 dethe committee appoint a general inspector and grees is dangerous. From 30’ degrees to 85 de=

Who neglectfo send their children fo |

Te

May properlybe ¢alled the

suggested for use in orchards and among
fruit trees, for the destruction of those

‘by

from
tion and keep each inits place.
The place
have
for trees and large shrubs, in a yard, is not be- * Argand burners and tall chimnies, to consume
tween the house and road, to screen the house
all the smoke, and if they don’t burn freely
from the public view, nor so near the dwelling
through lack of oxygen in the close room,
as to prevent the rays of the sun falling upon
tightly corked cans or jars of hot water nay
the roof and sides, and entering the windows
be used as a temporary aid, or even pans of
sleeping rooms, but they should be planted at
the sides and rear of the dwelling, where they
will break the force of the winds and afford
shade whenever the inmates wish to enjoy the
refreshing breezes shaded from the fierce summer’s sun.
:
/
The space immediately in front of a dwelling, and extending a short distance on either
side,should be sacredly consecrated to grass,
and not only to grass, but green grass, and
this grass should be kept short and soft and
fine. Tall grass mixed with weeds and running up 10 seed, is hardly more tolerable on the

oil

v Tarrant’s Seltzer:

one of the latest improvements in milling
machinery, the value of which can not be
overestimaved.
$

It

sowing and rolling down smooth, a good tarf of the pine will lie in cool dampness for years
can be obtained in a short time by seeding. and years, “until favoring circumstances ins
each will be, within a few months, turned over No farmer can afford to'dispens
e’ with a fine, vite to germination.
ie
;
to the Marks professorship of theology, and an
soft, green lawn in front .of his house; the |, Biscuit, of .oat und pea meal and linadditional bequest of one thousand it is hoped logs in esthetic enjoyment is too great.—Am

subjects’ wise,

"eh

student who stands

during ‘his third year of ‘study in an ‘examination'in Hebrew, to take place each April, will

dead bodies, He was a man. of means;
eccentric,
and had many queer ways,bat it
to

us

ia

ni

receive a fellowship worth $600,——The registration for the evening schools in New York has

show a liking for cremation. He made the
subject @ study, and at length decided to

is not necessaryto

give

trees on the south frént might not” afford ' a
satisfactory shade to protect the family “while

Ya

Dr. LéMoyne Was known to . the “public
‘principally through his efforts to introduce
cremation as a stibistitute | fof Burial for
was not until late-in life that he begaa

say

plants go.

sweet

peared.

stead of preventing it.

it is but

reported.” There were thirty-three deaths during the week, and there’ have been four hundred and fifty-eight deaths since the malady ap-

~of the towns visited by the storm, and the
nt has taken measures'to alle. |. The latest Bates College catalogue shows
viate their sufferings.
growing classes—a sign, of a growing college.
(FR
—=-The State school commissioner, of Georgia,
Lot
ou: Cremation.
Dr. LeMoyne, thé cremationist, was has appointed fourteen’ colored pupils iff“ Pea-

furnace in Washington, Penn., last : week.

grass in the yard, we would

wire binding harvesting machines. The
introduction and useof these magnets Is

the over-drying of such sorts as shrivel snd
lose favor easily (as the open-skinned russets,

pets.
But what has this to do,the impatient reader

grass, and let the trees and

accomplishes
the

g8zza8

The Ute Indians

British

wheat,

BE,

had assembled to oppose the
have been sent home.

Indians.

in binding the

They

. Lamps (similar to those used for the de-_ allows the'reeupérative powersof the sydém to.
medicine.
struction
of the cotton-worm moth) are do the work of restoration to hdalNoth.Y
is an excellent ‘method of hastening decay in“cures; Nature aloné cures: This ‘aperient
This sweating management

luckless swain who is compelled to wait a long

Well,

* sweat.”

by the low temperature ‘of & preceding might.

time in the parlor while his adored is making
her toilet, may shorten the time by studying
the worsted flowers and vines upon the car-

?

them

dance upon the apples which have becomec old

designed, and lovely parterres and landscapes
are wrought out by the mystic loom.
The

may ask, with horticulture

to’ Jet

is saturated, and deposits.a part of its redun-

patterns are

an introduction of what we intend to say about,

away,

pitcher of ice-water— the condensation of the
vapor from the air.on some day when the aiv

growth in culture
milestones in the

carpets of another kind, designed by nature
for the governorship with an odd’ mixture
Gray, of Chicago, has been declared the origiof Democrats, Greenbackers and sore Re- nal inventor of the telephone. This secures to and spread over the fair earth. Carpets of
publicans to back him up. Among the him the royalty of20 per cent. of the profits tapestry and velvet are a luxury in the drawof the rentals of the machines used in this ing room or the bedroom, but carpets of verlatter is Mr. Simmons, *‘ the young Chris- country.
dure are indispensable in the fieldss
Unless
tian soldier,” who is terribly disgruntled
Nature carpet the fields with verdure in gpring
Mr. J. R. McClintock, of New Orleans, and
use he was turned out of the Boston
and early summer, there willbe no feed for
Mr, E. C. Swain,of South Boston, were blown
Custom House. The straight-out Demobeasts, no bread for man,
The most practito pieces in the lower harbor on Monday aftercrats have nominated John Qsipcy Adams
for their candidate, and the
Ri¥publicans noon by a torpedo, with which they were ex- cal conservative utilitarian will concede the
have taken Mr. John D. Long, who was perimenting, Not a trace of their bodies has importance of such carpets.but he will be slown found.
Several terms speaker of the Massachusetts
er to perceive and appreciate the value of the
House and last year Lieutenant-Governor
The Postmaster-General estimates that it
carpet , we had in view when we commenced
of the State. Most of the temperance votes will cost $39,920,000 to run the postal service that article. That is the green carpet of grass
will be .cast for Mr. Long, but there is a
prohibition faction against, as there is a of the country for the ensuing year. The rev- which should surround every rural dwelling.
of the service will amount to $32,210,
Farmers are becoming more alive to the beauGreenback faction against. the regular enues
000, leaving a deficit of $7,710,000 to be proty of trees and shrubx in the door yard, and in
party nominee. On the whole, the politi- vided for by appropriations.
too many cases are disposed to crowd them so
cians are having a turaultuous time of it,
The British troops have made
a public enand each candidate talks as though he was
thick as to interfere with the growth of grass.
sure of an election. Bat we wouldn’t give try into the city of Cabul accompanied by the
As much as we’ love trees and shrubs and
much for anybody's chances excepting Mr. Ameer and suite,
The Afghan troops have
plants and vines, if they are only to be purLong's.
been completely routed, and the tribes which
chased by the sacrifice of the fine, soft, velvety
The

them

think this “ sweat” is an exudation from the, work most completely, apd, removes the.
fruit. But itis only — like the sweat on a last and only objection against the use of

‘LYINSUIAO . dNOUILLNG,,

ate.

is also Republi-

question.

greatly there of

The use of powerful magnets in flour
mills to remove from the grain the pieces
of iron broken from the wire bands. used

‘BUTTERCUP” OVERSKIRT.
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The wrong has béen
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sulted in a decided Republican victory.
Foster, the Republican candidate for Gov*ernor, was elected by about 17,000 majeri-

in promoting

The noisy tread
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re-
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The State election in Ohio last week

remains to be discovered.

as still and dry as it Jught to be, the ice will
dissolve very slowly, if well cased with sawdust. Next,as to moisture. Many spread the
apples on'a barn floor for a time before putting

Carpets are undoubtedly an important agent

he

“The Ohio Idee.”

ABOUT CARPETS.
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The first cotton mill in Arkansas
steam at Little Rock, last Thursday.
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scopic investigations, but
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aides

germ has been discovered through micro-

draft through it. If the air of the room is kept
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contagious’ diseases
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Australia is being supplied with apples from
Californian.
g
:

morbific germ for their development.

bin or wall or ice in the room with drainage to
carry all drip directly out, and this drain provided with un air-trap to. prevent an inward
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“Hehos Summary.

The Chicago stock yards give employment to
18,000 people.
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